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Abstract

The last decade has seen tremendous growth in the number of subscribers to wireles
communication services and rapid development of new technology in this area. The
inherent complexity in this type of systems makes simulation an indispensable tool in
the study and evaluation of new technology. Simulation is also a possible complement
to other methods when tuning existing infrastructure to obtain the best return on
already made investments. Unfortunately, simulation in general and for detailed mod-
els in particular, is frequently very resource consuming both in terms of cpu-time and
memory requirements.

In this thesis we explore the possibility of employing Parallel and Distributed Sim-
ulation techniques to models of Wireless Cellular Networks (WCN) with the aim to (i)
reduce the execution time of a single run through parallel execution, and (ii) enable the
study of larger models by making more memory available through execution in a dis-
tributed memory environment. We focus, in particular, on models for the study of Radio
Resource Management in the network. The particular simulation model we are consid-
ering for parallelization includes more details than models previously studied, details
that are important in enabling the study of a larger class of radio resource managemen
algorithms. Thus, we encounter issues that have not previously been addressed, in pa
ticular related to partitioning of the model. This issue is considered in some detail to
analyze trade-offs. Our experiments and simple analysis indicate that for models of
moderate size, where radio range can be expected to extend over a significant part o
the system, our proposed partitioning over the radio channel spectrum is significantly
better than the previously dominating geographic partitioning for many realistic cases.

An experimental platform (MobSim++) has been developed, consisting of an opti-
mistic synchronization kernel (using Time Warp) and a WCN model running on top of
the kernel. Many of the problems encountered in the development of this platform are
general to (optimistic) parallel discrete event simulation and not limited only to the
WCN domain. We describe design and implementation considerations and our experi-
ences in this development work. Contributions include the implementation of a trans-
parent incremental state saving mechanism and a study on mechanisms for reproducibl
event ordering. In addition to execution performance, transparency of the parallel syn-
chronization is a key issue since it will influence the model development effort. We de-
scribe the design and implementation of the MobSim simulation model, and what we
perceive as some shortcomings of our approach in terms of transparency. One of the is
sues we feel could be important for future work to make this technology more accessi-
ble relates to the treatment of transient error states, a known problem in optimistic
synchronization.

Using the simulator we conduct experiments to investigate the feasibility of execu-
tion time reduction and making use of more (distributed) memory. We present results
from experiments that indicate that for this model, running on an 8 processor shared
memory machine, execution speedup ranging between a factor of 4.2 and 5.8 can be
achieved depending on model parameters. We discuss the issue of memory usage on
distributed memory platform and conditions under which our model will scale with re-
spect to memory usage. However, due to model partitioning issues and limitations in
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the implementation we have, as yet, been unsuccessful in simultaneously reducing ex
ecution time and exploiting distributed memory. Nevertheless, we present experimental
results indicating that distributed execution can, at least, reduce the penalty from mem-
ory limitations compared to relying on virtual memory paging to disk.

In summary, these results indicate the possibilities to achieve some of the benefits
hoped for from the application of parallel discrete event simulation techniques, but also
recognizes that much work remains to be done in making performance more predictable
and simplifying the process for the modeler.
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Preface

This thesis aims at presenting, in monograph form, the work I have done in the field of
parallel simulation of WCN models during my study time at the Dept of Teleinformat-
ics. Most of the material contained herein has previously been presented at interna-
tional conferences or has been accepted for publication in journals.

The description of the MobSim model in Chapter 6 along with some preliminary
performance results were presented atthe Fourth International Workshop on Modeling,
Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Telecommunication Systems (MAS-
COTS’96)in San José, CA, 1996 [Liljenstam and Ayani, 96]. A more complete descrip-
tion of the MobSim++ simulator and our experiences with developing, corresponding
to parts of Chapter 7, was presented atthe World Congress on Systems Simulation (WC-
SS’97) (2nd Joint Conference of International Simulation Societies), Singapore, 1997
[Liljenstam and Ayani, 97]. The work on state saving mechanisms in Chapter 7 was pre-
sented in two papers. The implementation of the incremental state saving mechanism
was presented atthe 10th ACM/IEEE/SCS Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Sim-
ulation (PADS’96)in Philadelphia, PA, 1996 [Rönngren et al., 96], and a comparison
of different state saving approaches was presented atthe 29th Annual Simulation Sym-
posium (SimSymp’96)in New Orleans, Louisiana, 1996 [Rönngren et al., 96]. The work
on reproducibility and time-stamps in Chapter 8 was presented atthe 13th Workshop on
Parallel and Distributed Simulation (PADS’99)in Atlanta, GA, 1999 [Rönngren and
Liljenstam, 99] and the study on the impact of interference radius in Chapter 9 was pre-
sented atthe 1998 Winter Simulation Conferencein Washington D.C., 1998 [Liljenstam
and Ayani, 98]. An early version of the study on partitioning, in Chapter 10, was pre-
sented atthe Fifth International Workshop on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of
Computer and Telecommunication Systems (MASCOTS’97)in Haifa, Israel, 1997 [Lil-
jenstam and Ayani, 97]. This was later significantly extended and has been accepted fo
publication in theACM/Baltzer Mobile Networks and Applicationsspecial issue on
Modeling, Simulation and Analysis of Wireless and Mobile Systems, scheduled for the
autumn of 2000.

Several parts of this thesis has been the result of collaborative work with others.
Many discussions with Dr. Robert Rönngren on his experiences from implementing a
Time Warp synchronization mechanism formed the basis of the work with the PSK ker-
nel. He also contributed parts of the code for memory management and statistics col-
lection. Other contributors to the PSK implementation, and consequently to the work
presented in Chapter 7, were Johan Montagnat who implemented the sparse state savin
and original incremental state saving mechanisms, and Eva Frykvall who implemented
the GVT algorithm for distributed GVT estimation. Johan also performed the experi-
mental work on state saving and Dr. Rönngren wrote the main part of the articles. My
own contribution lay mainly in initiating the work, assisting in the design, and super-
vising Johan. Later modifications to the implementation were carried out by me. The
work in Chapter 8, on reproducibility issues, was carried out in close cooperation with
Dr. Rönngren. We both contributed in writing the paper’s different parts and I carried
out the experiments. Chapters 9 through 12 are the results of my own work, with com-
ments and supervision by Prof. Ayani and Dr. Rönngren.
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Introduction

Personal Communication Systems (PCSs) and similar systems provide wireless com
munication services to mobile users through Wireless Cellular Networks (WCNs).
Over the course of the last decade there has been a tremendous growth in this area an
the number of subscribers to current generation systems is expected to exceed 300 mi
lion in the first years of the new millennium. Developments in this area today are
driven by many different factors: e.g. rapid growth in numbers of subscribers and
demands for new services, both from users and from operators who see new service
as providing a competitive edge. New services, including transmission of images or
even video will require vastly more bandwidth than current voice traffic. However,
radio spectrum is a scarce resource and will continue to be so despite the exploitation
of new radio spectrum bands. Thus, one of the challenges faced by the industry is to
match more subscribers and new bandwidth-hungry services with a limited frequency
spectrum. Consequently, it is important for network operators, and thus for manufac-
turers, to efficiently utilize the available spectrum.

Efficient tools for evaluation of these types of systems are essential to facilitate this
development. Tractable analytical models of WCNs are often not general or flexible
enough for these studies and simulation has consequently become widespread.
However, detailed simulations of WCNs require long execution times even on high
performance workstations, in the order of days for a single run, and large computer
memories, sometimes in the order of gigabytes. Use of parallel discrete event simula-
tion (PDES) techniques has been proposed as a possible solution to these problems
The potential gains of such an approach are twofold: (i) The execution time of a single
simulation run could be shortened by parallel execution, (ii) large models that would
not fit into the memory of a single machine could be partitioned among several
machines interconnected by a network and executed in a distributed fashion.

PDES research started out in the 1970’s and has long been concerned with various
fundamental issues regarding synchronization. However, focus has shifted over the las
5-10 years, from basic techniques, towards the application of PDES to real-world prob-
lems. Nevertheless, there has been some degree of disappointment by the lack of impac
of this technology on the general simulation community. Currently, there is more activ-
ity geared towards evaluating the maturity of the developed techniques and attempt to
motivate the spread of these techniques outside the research community. The study pre
sented here can be seen as an effort in this direction. In addition to domain-specific re-
sults, a case study such as this one can also shed light on remaining problems that hinde
the adoption of PDES technology by a wider community.

The topic of this thesis is to explore the possibility of applying PDES techniques to
the simulation of Radio Resource Management (RRM) in WCNs. In so doing, we come
1
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across, and deal with, issues both general in PDES and specific to the WCN application
Important application issues include:

• Modeling issues concerning fidelity/time trade-offs

• Choice of synchronization mechanism

• Partitioning approach

And general issues encountered include:

• Design and implementation of an optimistic synchronization mechanism

• Determinism and event ordering in PDES

• Memory usage in distributed memory environments.

1.1 Motivation

Having thus “painted the big picture”, let us dwell for a moment on giving some more
details regarding the motivation underlying the study. Several statements were made
that deserve closer scrutiny.

That WCN is currently an important area is perhaps self-evident, and radio resource
management is one of the important issues in system design [Jabbari et al., 95]. Wha
is perhaps less obvious and always a concern when dealing with a case study is the rep
resentativeness of the particular case chosen. In this study it implies we must be con-
cerned with the representativeness of the model we are considering for RRM
simulations of WCNs. Especially considering the rapid development within the general
communications field and the myriad of different solutions being proposed to satisfy
various wireless communication needs. Representativeness will be discussed in more
detail when presenting the simulation model used, but the strive when constructing the
model has been to distill the essential features that bear on the application of PDES to
the model. By limiting the number of other assumptions made about the system the aim
is to keep the results general. Furthermore, the effect of changing certain key character
istics of the model has been considered and will be discussed.

When conducting performance studies, in this case RRM in WCNs, it is necessary
to be able to describe the system on different abstraction levels. Analytical performance
models are useful and important in studies at a high level of abstraction. However, for
reasons of tractability, practical limitations in terms of detail and flexibility, are often
encountered and simulation is, de facto, in widespread use. We return to this when dis-
cussing modeling and related work in more detail.

When including more details in a model one inevitably faces the trade off with re-
sources to evaluate the model: time and memory space. Time requirements increase a
detail is added to a model both in terms of model design time and execution time, and
memory demands increase to be able to execute it efficiently. Very detailed WCN mod-
els have been proposed for the planning and design of networks, as well as performanc
tuning of existing installations, e.g. [Edbom and Stjernholm, 94]. This type of effort en-
counters resource constraints and is a type of application we had in mind at the outse
of the study underlying this thesis. One does not have to include vast amounts of detail
to encounter these problems, however. The inclusion of radio propagation phenomena
2
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in the model tends, in general, to generate large amounts of computation. So problems
with resource constraints are quite general in this field.

We should also consider some of the alternatives to resorting to parallelization of
the simulation. When faced with resource constraints the first question to ask is whether
the problem can be remodeled at a higher level of abstraction, thus eliminating some of
the detail. This is always at the risk of losing some of the fidelity of the model. For the
results from the model to be accepted it needs to adhere to forms of “general accep-
tance” by the community on how to build models for the domain. The model used in
this study was based on an already existing model from the radio communication net-
works community and we rely on the practices of that community on modeling the sys-
tem at an appropriate level. Other alternatives to reducing simulation run times include
various statistical techniques, such as variance reduction [Law and Kelton, 94] and rare
event simulation [Townsend et al., 98]. However, some techniques, like common ran-
dom numbers or antithetic random number for variance reduction can be difficult to im-
plement correctly for complex models, and may backfire if used incorrectly.
Furthermore, these techniques oftentimes require a greater level of statistical sophisti-
cation to evaluate the output, which can be problematic when attempting verification
and validation. One advantage of PDES is that it does not change model fidelity or the
statistical properties of the output. Furthermore, the use of PDES is orthogonal in the
sense that it could be combined with the inclusion of statistical techniques. Another ef-
ficient alternative for speeding up the generation of output from a model stems from
recognition of the fact that multiple replication runs are typically required for statistical
samples (stochastic simulations) or different input parameters. Thus, Parallel Indepen-
dent ReplicationS (PIRS) can be scheduled and executed concurrently on several ma
chines. We will discuss this in more detail in Chapter 2 when discussing PDES, but we
can note here that it does not enable the use of more memory resources to execute larg
models. Overcoming memory constraints has also been investigated in some differen
directions. Techniques such as remote memory paging, i.e. to other machines over a
network, and out-of-core techniques have been proposed. This will be discussed furthe
in Chapter 12 when considering memory issues in more detail. These techniques can b
effective in reducing the penalty from physical memory limitations. But unlike PDES
they cannot reduce execution time beyond that of normal sequential execution (assum
ing sufficient physical memory).

1.2 Related Work

The work presented in this thesis touches on and extends work in different fields (or
subfields):

• Optimistic synchronization mechanism implementation: design and state saving
issues.

• Determinism in PDES and its relationship with distributed systems theory.

• Parallel simulation of WCNs: models, partitioning, and performance.

Due to this diversity, detailed background information for each subfield is best left to
the respective sections dealing with the problems: Chapter 5 for a discussion of WCN
3
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modeling and parallel WCN simulation, Chapter 7 for synchronization implementa-
tion, Chapter 8 on determinism, Chapter 10 for partitioning, and Chapter 12 for dealing
with memory limitations. Here, we restrict the discussion to provide an overall view.

A considerable body of work in the parallel and distributed simulation field has been
performed in the development of synchronization protocols and algorithms for parallel
execution. Good surveys of this work can be found in [Fujimoto, 90b],
[Fujimoto and Nicol, 92], [Ayani, 93]. Typically, the algorithms have been evaluated
using either synthetic benchmarks (e.g. [Fujimoto, 90a]) or on some application. Fujim-
oto [Fujimoto, 93] lists a number of studies on applying parallel simulation to areas
such as simulation of queueing networks, digital logic circuits, computer architectures,
telecommunication network, transportation, manufacturing, and combat models. Nev-
ertheless, to date many studies have dealt with somewhat stimplified models since the
primary objective has been to evaluate some parallel simulation mechanism. Currently
however, attention is turning towards applications on real world problems to assess the
benefits of parallel and distributed simulation techniques.

As mentioned previously, simulation is becoming widely used in the evaluation of
various aspects of WCNs. One example of this is the evaluation of new proposed re-
source management algorithms for WCNs, e.g. [Andersin et al., 95], [Kuek and Wong,
92], [Zhang and Yum, 89]. Sequential simulators for wireless communication networks
have existed for some time, ranging from commercial tools for network simulation with
support for wireless components (see [Law and McComas, 94] for a survey), to dedi-
cated simulators for network planning and research use (e.g. [Edbom and Stjernholm,
94]). It has been noted, however, that performance often tends to be a problem.

This leads us to the intersection of the two fields, i.e. parallel simulation of WCN
systems. A number of studies have been conducted using relatively simple WCN mod-
els while focusing on synchronization protocols and efficient techniques for paralleliza-
tion [Carothers et al., 94], [Carothers et al., 95], [Greenberg et al., 94], [Malloy and
Montroy, 95]. Reported results have been encouraging for this type of models and we
discuss them in more detail in Chapter 5. However, when studying resource manage-
ment in WCNs, the simple models used in these studies exclude many important issues
and algorithms from study. This thesis, and more recent work performed concurrently
with it (also discussed in Chapter 5), deals with more detailed models that facilitate the
study of these issues.

1.3 Scope of the Thesis

The thesis is mainly focused on performance issues since the goal is to investigate the
applicability of PDES for reducing cpu-time and facilitating the use of more memory.
Equally important, of course, is development time. So, the strive to improve execution
performance must be done under the constraint that extra complexities are not intro-
duced for model development. Providing support for simplifying model development
and shortening development time is a research area in itself. But from the perspective
of investigating the feasibility of PDES the first step must be to determine the condi-
tions under which performance gains can be obtained. Only once this has been estab
lished can we hope to provide good tools that also reduce the development effort. For
4
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this reason, we limit ourselves to the constraint of avoiding to introduce additional
complexity from what would be typical for sequential simulator development.

Modeling complexity has direct bearing on issues dealt with in this study, such as
choice of synchronization, design of an Application Programmers Interface for the sim-
ulation mechanism, state saving support, and providing determinism in model execu-
tion.

At this point it would also be fitting with a short discussion regarding research meth-
odology. As has already been stated, the overall framework is that of a case study on
simulating RRM in WCNs. Particularly the choice of the RRM problem and the model
for this problem is defining for the case study approach. This case is used to identify
issues to be dealt with. Nevertheless, once specific issues have been identified these ar
in most cases, explored in a systematic fashion rather than only through a case investi
gation. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept. In this manner many of the questions and re-
sults are generalized beyond the specific WCN model case to a more general PDES
setting. Some examples of this include simulation kernel design, state saving, and some
aspects of model partitioning and memory usage.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows: The following first four chapters deal mainly with
background material. Chapter 2 describes fundamentals of simulation in general, dis-
crete event simulation, and parallel discrete event simulation. Some basic concepts o
Wireless Cellular Networks are described in Chapter 3, followed by a discussion of
modeling of WCNs in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we proceed to discuss related work in
the area of parallel simulation of WCNs. This concludes the introductory background
part of the thesis. The results part consists of 8 chapters:

Chapter 6: We describe the WCN simulation model that we are considering for par-
allelization in this thesis. This model is also compared with some of the models dis-
FIGURE 1.1. Methodology overview.

PDES

case study

WCN
simulation

case study

RRM
simulation
(MobSim)

Modeling:

identification of issues

- DES/time step
- interference radius

Synchronization:
- mechanism, design, API
- state saving

Partitioning:
- time
- memory

systematic study

- reproducibility(case study)
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cussed in the related work chapter, and we show that this model incorporates importan
features that were not considered in earlier work on parallelization of WCN models.
Thus, by investigating this model we enlarge the class of RRM algorithms that could be
studied using a parallel model to encompass many new problems of great practical sig-
nificance.

Chapter 7: We describe the MobSim++ experimental platform that is used in exper-
iments in the subsequent chapters. This consists of the PSK synchronization kernel and
the MobSim++ simulator running on top of the kernel. Various design and implemen-
tation issues are considered, including choice of time advancement mechanism, kerne
API, internal design and implementation for transparency and efficiency, and a more
detailed look at state saving mechanisms and memory management. While most syn
chronization kernels are based on either one of shared memory or distributed memory
primitives, the PSK can use both to enable the best use of the underlying hardware. It
also incorporates the first, as far as we know, published scheme for transparent incre
mental state saving. At the simulator level, we describe the design and give some ex-
amples of use of the Graphical User Interface for visualization of the execution.

Chapter 8: One issue concerning the kernel that we encountered relates to determin-
ism and reproducible output in the presence of simultaneous events. This chapter cover
this issue in some detail as it turns out to be more complex than it might appear upon
first glance. In contrast to other studies on this issue, we relate the problem back to dis-
tributed systems theory for a theoretically grounded treatment. Based on this we pro-
pose several schemes for slightly different purposes with varying complexity and cost.
The cost of one of the simpler schemes is also considered through an empirical study
and as far as we know no other study has presented results on the cost aspect of impo
ing a scheme for determinism.

Chapter 9: This chapter is a prelude to the study of partitioning of the WCN model.
Here we consider the influence of the range of interaction between stations imposed by
the calculation of interference in the model. The interaction range naturally is an im-
portant parameter when considering partitioning later. Experiments are carried out for
a case setting to study both simulation fidelity and execution time. The main contribu-
tion of this chapter is to take a joint view on model fidelity and execution time and quan-
tify (through experiments) the effects of varying the interference radius parameter in an
example model.

Chapter 10: One of the crucial problems for parallelization of the WCN model is to
find a good partitioning. We study and compare different approaches to partitioning of
the WCN model, both through experiments and some limited mathematical analysis.
This is the first detailed analysis of the partitioning trade-offs for this type of model.

Chapter 11: We investigate the attainable execution time reduction (or speed-up) on
a shared memory multiprocessor and consider a number of factors that are known to in-
fluence the efficiency of the synchronization protocol. The attainable speed-up is one
of the key questions we set out to investigate and we also examine the performance sen
sitivity to some of the model parameters. A modification to the synchronization mech-
anism, aimed at exploiting model knowledge for improved performance, is also
implemented and evaluated.

Chapter 12: The second key question we set out to consider was the issue of mem-
ory use for large simulations. We consider the memory use and the possibility of ex-
6
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ploiting more available memory on distributed memory machines to scale up the model.
As far as we know this issue has not been studied previously for detailed WCN models.
We discuss conditions for this model to scale with respect to memory usage in a distrib-
uted memory environment, and present some experimental results on distributed mem
ory execution with the aim to exploit more available memory.

Chapter 13: This chapter summarizes the results in this thesis, concludes, and indi-
cates possible directions for future work.

Also, a list of frequently used abbreviations is given in an Appendix A.
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Simulation

Simulationaccording to Schriber [Schriber, 87] “involves the modeling of a process or
system in such a way that the model mimics the response of the actual system to
events that take place over time”. Hence, in a simulation study we attempt to estimate
the behaviorof a physical systemby studying amodelof the system, i.e. a set of
assumptions of how the system works [Law and Kelton, 94]. With the rapid decrease
in cost and increase in performance for computers over the latest decades, compute
simulation has gained in popularity to become a very important tool for system stud-
ies. It carries with it many important advantages compared to other methods but also
some drawbacks.

When studying a system, be it to gain an understanding of its overall behavior or for
performance evaluation of different alternatives, one is faced with a choice of method
of study, see Figure 2.1. For an existing system we may choose to study the system di
rectly or to study a model of the system. Experimentation and measurements on the rea
system offers the best precision and validity of results. However, the costs and risks in-
volved can be prohibitive and in these cases one has to turn to studying an abstraction
(model) of the system. For instance, experimenting with the international commercial
air traffic system or a nuclear power plant is simply not possible. Furthermore, when
evaluating performance while designing or planning a system, i.e. before it physically
exists, there is no alternative to modeling.

Models can be either physical, e.g. a scale model of an aircraft used in windtunnel
experiments, or conceptual/mathematical in nature. Depending on the analysis tech
niques used, conceptual/mathematical models can be subdivided into analytic models
or numerical/simulation models. Analytic models are solved using mathematical sym-
bolic manipulation techniques on the structure of the model and are important in giving
FIGURE 2.1. System study method alternatives.
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a compact high level view of a system. However, if more details need to be added to the
model or in cases when certain key assumptions do not hold, it may be difficult to arrive
at a tractable model. It is here that numerical or simulation models, solved by a com-
puter, play an important role.

2.1 Simulation Life-Cycle

To understand the pros’ and cons’ of simulation compared to other alternatives it is
helpful to consider the simulation life-cycle, as depicted in Figure 2.2 [Sargent, 98].
Building a conceptual model of the system to study, rather than studying the system di-
rectly, avoids many problems inherent with direct experimentation and measurements.
However, one must now be concerned with thevalidity of the model, i.e. its correct rep-
resentation of the system for the intended purpose. Furthermore, when employing com-
puter simulation, the conceptual model must be translated into a representation suitable
for a computer, i.e. a program. The correctness of this translation must also beverified.
Finally, as in all modeling the output from the model must again be validated against
the measured or expected behavior of the system, the so-calledoperational validity.

Adding details, which is usually the motivation for using simulation rather than an-
alytic modeling, not only results in the possibility of higher precision in the results. It
also affects all the steps involved in the simulation process. Hence, it may increase the
effort needed to validate the model and collect input data, the time taken to implement
it on the computer, verify the program against the model, and validate the computer
model and input data. And lastly, complex simulation models may require long com-
puter execution times for experimentation. Thus, summing up all these factors there is
FIGURE 2.2. Simplified version of the modeling process.
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potentially a large increase in the time taken to carry out the study. This must be bal-
anced against the advantage that precision of detailed simulations can typically be im-
proved over analytical modeling. Direct measurement, where it is possible, offers even
better precision but is usually even more time consuming [Jain, 91], so simulation rep-
resents a middle way alternative. Hence, for an efficient trade-off, it is crucial to balance
model detail against the requirements put on the study.

2.2 Simulation Model Taxonomy

Simulation models can be further subdivided based on some key characteristics, as
shown in Figure 2.3. Static models represent a view where there is no concept of time.
It is either immaterial or the model represents a snapshot view of a time-changing sys-
tem. For models that include time as a variable one usually differentiate between con-
tinuous time models and discrete time models, since these are treated differently. In a
continuous time model the system state is defined in all points of time, whereas it is only
defined in certain discrete points in a discrete time model. Continuous time models are
often described in terms of differential equations, where simulation consists of the nu-
merical solution of these equations. Discrete time simulations are generally executed
by having the computer perform discrete time changes to the system model state. If time
is advanced in fixed steps of a given size, this is referred to as time-stepped execution
The alternative is to specifically model the occurrence of significanteventsin the sys-
tem and advance time with irregular steps between these events. This is referred to a
event-driven execution ordiscrete event simulation.

There are also other orthogonal dimensions that can be used to classify models. One
is whether or not the model contains randomness. Uncertainty regarding model behav-
ior can be expressed using an element of randomness, in which case we end up with
stochastic model. If there is no stochastic behavior the model is said to bedeterministic.
To give some examples of this classification:Monte Carlosimulation [Law and Kelton,
94] refers to static stochastic simulation and can be used e.g. to numerically evaluate
FIGURE 2.3. Simulation model taxonomy.
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certain mathematical expressions that are difficult to solve analytically. Discrete time
deterministic dynamic models can be used to model e.g. computer hardware systems
and discrete time stochastic dynamic models have many applications including the
evaluation of queueing systems that cannot be solved analytically.

2.3 Discrete Event Simulation

In Discrete Event Simulation (DES) [Law and Kelton, 94], the essential features of a
physical system are described by a collection ofstate variables. Changes to the state
variables are assumed to occur instantaneously and only at specificdiscrete pointsin
time. The changes to the system state are specified through the occurrence of anevent.
For instance, in a queueing system the state could be the number of customersn wait-
ing in a queue and an eventE occurring at timet could be the arrival of a new cus-
tomer, hence increasingn by one. A customer leaving the queue, thereby decreasingn
by one, would be the occurrence of another type of event.

As mentioned previously, discrete event models can be further classified intodeter-
ministicmodels andstochasticmodels. For a given set of input parameters the corre-
sponding results for a deterministic model are found by simply executing the model
while collecting relevant statistics. In the case of a stochastic model each simulation
output represents only one possible outcome of a statistical experiment. Hence, it is
necessary to perform a number of replications of each simulation run and use statistica
analysis to draw conclusions about the system. The models we will be concerned with
in this thesis are all stochastic in nature. Excellent introductions to discrete event sim-
ulation and analysis methods for stochastic models are provided in [Law and Kelton,
94] and [Banks and Carson, 84].

When translating the conceptual model into a computer program, the modeler
adopts a world view or orientation. The world view may be dictated by the simulation
language or package chosen for the implementation or constitutes a design choice whe
implementing in a general-purpose language. The most common world views for DES
are:event-orientedmodeling,process-orientedmodeling, andactivity scanningmodel-
ing [Banks and Carson, 84]. The event-oriented and process-oriented world views are
the two most frequently used [Wonnacott and Bruce, 96], so we will focus on those
here.

When adopting an event-oriented view, the modeler codes different event routines
to correspond to the different event types occurring in the model. The event routines
manipulate the state variables when the event occurs. Events are scheduled to occu
sometime in the future either at initiation of the model or by other event routines. The
set of future events, the Pending Event Set (PES) or Future Event List (FEL), is main-
tained by the simulation system so that the next event to occur can be retrieved easily
The execution process mainly consists of extracting the next event, executing it - pos-
sibly scheduling new events - and repeating until a stopping condition has been met. Es-
pecially for large models the pending event set may become very large, and a well
known issue for good execution time performance is to have an efficient implementa-
tion of the set [Jain, 91][Rönngren and Ayani, 97].
12
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A process-oriented model is also based on an underlying event scheduling mecha
nism but describes the model somewhat differently. A process is associated with each
active entity in the model and describes the entity’s actions over time. Thus, the flow of
control is interrupted and handed over between the different processes by the simulation
system so that all actions by different processes are carried out at the appropriate sim
ulated times. It is often claimed, and stands to reason, that this represents an added leve
of abstraction over the event-oriented view [Wonnacott and Bruce, 96], thus reducing
the model development time. Event-oriented modeling, on the other hand, can be more
execution efficient.

2.4 Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

Simulation of complex systems often requires large amounts of resources in terms of
CPU time and memory. One possible solution to this problem is to use parallel or dis-
tributed simulation techniques. There are two potential benefits from this approach:
(i) the execution time of a simulation run could be reduced by execution on a parallel
machine, and (ii) more memory could be used by distributing the execution over several
nodes or machines. The amount of available memory for large scale simulations is also
important from a performance perspective since insufficient primary memory will, in
most cases, cause excessive paging and thus dramatically slow down the execution.

When contemplating parallel execution to obtain results quicker, there are two pos-
sibilities: A straightforward and often efficient way is to run multiple replications si-
multaneously on separate machines. This is referred to as Parallel Independen
Replications (PIRS). The other option is to decompose a single model execution into
pieces and have several machines cooperate by executing each piece. This is what w
mean by Parallel (and Distributed) Discrete Event Simulation (PDES).

For stochastic models that require multiple replications and for different runs to
evaluate varying parameter settings, the PIRS approach is oftentimes very useful. Som
cautions are in order though [Wong and Hwang, 96]. For instance, if the variance in ex-
ecution time of a replication is large, depending on the choice of random number seed,
it can be difficult to efficiently schedule replications on the available processors. In par-
ticular, if n replications are sought one should not continuously start replications on all
available processors and collect then first completed results unless it has been estab-
lished that the output statistic is not correlated with the execution time. Otherwise, the
estimate will be biased as only statistics from the shortest runs have been collected. If
different parameter values are investigated the choice of parameter settings is some
times best made based on results from previous runs, thus imposing some sequencin
dependence between runs. Without access to these results some of the scheduled ru
using PIRS may be wasted. Furthermore,n parallel replications requiren times the
memory of a single replication. So, if there is not sufficient physical memory for a sin-
gle replication on a single node, the PIRS approach is of limited use.

PDES has the potential of facilitating the execution of larger models, making use of
the memory of several machines for a single run. It could also help in cases with se-
quencing dependencies between runs. Moreover, the issues encountered in PDES re
search are valid for, and can be applied to, other areas within computer science,
13
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especially in the realms of parallel and distributed systems technology. The often highly
dynamic behavior of the simulation applications pose some of the most challenging is-
sues for parallel computation research, so there is a motivation for PDES research from
a broader theoretical perspective. For instance, issues regarding synchronization, parti
tioning, and load balancing are highly complex in the PDES setting. In this section we
will focus on the synchronization problem which is something of a root problem, from
which the field has sprung. Partitioning will be discussed more in Chapter 10 and
Chapter 12.

The synchronization problem has also been encountered from a somewhat differen
starting point. With the development of interactive simulations for training, mainly in
the military arena, the desire to connect several simulators into larger distributed train-
ing exercises emerged. This led to the development ofdistributed interactive simulation
(DIS) protocols. Having the starting point from interactive simulations with real-time
demands, these protocols focused on the exchange of data between simulations withou
regarding guarantees of causal correctness. These efforts later resulted in developmen
of theHigh Level Architecture(HLA) which is meant to enable interoperation and dis-
tributed execution of simulation models. Within HLA, theTime Management Services
of theRun-Time Infrastructuresupport synchronization of simulation data exchanges
[Dahmann et al., 98]. HLA specifications provide different options for time manage-
ment, ranging from no causality-guarantees to guaranteed causal correctness for dat
delivery. These developments have led to the incorporation of ideas from the PDES
field.

In Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES), a DES model is partitioned to run on
several processors of a parallel machine or distributed over a network. Figure 2.4 shows
execution of a simulation over space-time, where the general simulation problem
amounts to filling in the simulation state over time [Fujimoto, 90b]. In this diagram it
is assumed, which is often the case, that the physical system can be viewed as a set o
disjoint subsystems each with a disjoint set of state variables. As can be seen in the di-
agram there are, in principle, two ways to partition a simulation execution: along the
time axis or along the state-space axis. In practice usually only the initial conditions,
FIGURE 2.4. Execution of a simulation viewed over the space-time plane.
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i.e. state at timet=0, are known making a time partitioning impossible. Although, in
some cases, by exploiting the special properties of some systems, it has been possibl
to accomplish a time partitioning (some examples are listed in [Fujimoto and Nicol,
92]). By far the most widely used approach is to partition the simulation along the state-
space axis and model each subsystem by a logical process (LP), such thatLPi corre-
sponds toSi. Hence, the simulation model will be composed ofN (N>1) communicating
LPs with disjoint states.

In DES all events have an associated time-stamp indicating at what simulated time
the event should occur. In a sequential simulation the events are processed in time stam
order to ensure that an event cannot affect its past history (if this should occur it is
known as acausality error). In PDES, each LP asynchronously processes events in par-
allel with the other LPs. Thus, instead of a centralized clock, the LP has its own logical
clock, the Local Virtual Time (LVT), that runs independently of the other LPs. For this
reason, the LPs have to be synchronized to avoid causality errors. Mechanisms pro
posed to handle this problem fall roughly into two categories:conservativeandoptimis-
tic synchronization schemes [Fujimoto, 90b].

2.4.1 Conservative Synchronization

Conservative schemes ensure that onlysafeevents are processed so that causality errors
never occur, while optimistic schemes use a detect and recovery mechanism in the cas
of a causality error occurring.

An event is safe to process if it can be guaranteed that no message (i.e. event) with
a lower time stamp will arrive at the LP at a later time. This can be accomplished e.g.
by using static communication paths between the LPs with order preserving communi-
cation channels. Given this and a queued message on each of the incoming channels t
an LP, as shown in Figure 2.5, it is sufficient to pick the message with the smallest time
stamp to guarantee causal correctness. This is the essence of the Chandy-Misra algo
FIGURE 2.5. The causality principle can be upheld in a conservative
synchronization scheme by always selecting the message with
the lowest time-stamp for processing, provided that there is at
least one message in each input channel.
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rithm [Misra, 86] which was one of the first algorithms proposed for synchronization
of parallel discrete event simulation models. Since it is required that at least one mes-
sage exists on each channel there is a potential deadlock problem. Consider the case o
a circular connection where each LP will wait indefinitely for its predecessor. Different
schemes have been proposed to deal with the deadlock problem. One frequently use
scheme is to sendnull-messagesthat serve only as a lower bound on the earliest arrival
time of a future message on the channel. Thus, the reception of a null-message can hel
the synchronization mechanism to detect that some of the other messages are, in fac
safe. However, depending on the model characteristics, the proportion of null-messages
to “real” event messages may be large, resulting in large overheads. Other proposals
avoid the deadlock problem by proposing a different approach for conservative syn-
chronization. Window based protocols compute safe time windows. The events within
a window can be processed safely in one phase after which processing is stopped and
new time window is computed in the next phase. Both null-message sending and com-
putation of safe time windows require some knowledge about the future event-schedul-
ing behavior of the model, i.e. some knowledge of the future in the model. This
information is referred to aslook-aheadinformation. The amount of look-ahead infor-
mation available is highly model dependent and the system usually has to rely on the
modeler to supply this information. However, in certain cases it has been demonstrated
that look-ahead information could be extracted automatically by the simulation system,
see e.g. [Nicol, 88]. The reader is referred to [Fujimoto, 90b] for a more in depth dis-
cussion of conservative synchronization schemes including window based protocols.

2.4.2 Optimistic Synchronization

A criticism that has been raised against conservative synchronization is that there
could be many cases where events might be correctly processed but a conservativ
protocol blocks unnecessarily because it is not able to guarantee correctness. Thus,
might not fully exploit the available parallelism in the model.

Another approach, targeting this issue, is represented by optimistic synchronization
mechanisms. Here one optimistically assumes that the incoming messages can be sor
ed into an in-queue and thereafter processed immediately, as it is expected that they wil
arrive approximately in time order. However, this requires a mechanism to detect and
correct for situations when this assumption fails.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the workings of this mechanism. A causality error is caused by
a message arriving at an LP with a receive time-stamp that is smaller than the current
LVT of the LP. In optimistic schemes, where this may occur, such a message is called
astragglermessage. To be able to recover from a causality error in optimistic methods,
i.e. perform arollback, it is necessary to do two things: (i) the LP must restore its state
to a point preceding the receive time of the straggler message to undo erroneous com
putation, (ii) the effects of all messages erroneously sent since the receive time of the
straggler message must be undone. Restoring an earlier state of the simulation can b
accomplished if the state of the simulation is saved periodically during forward execu-
tion. This leaves us the problem of messages erroneously sent out. In the Time Warp
mechanism [Jefferson, 85], which is the most well known optimistic method, errone-
ously sent messages are neutralized by the sending of a matching anti-message. The a
16
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rival of an anti-message to an LP annihilates the corresponding positive message and
will, if the message has been processed, consequently trigger another rollback and give
rise to more anti-messages being sent out.

Since the mechanism requires the saving of data in case of future rollbacks: state
history, processed events and sent messages, an important consideration is how an
when to reclaim this memory. Consider one specific datum, be it state, event, or mes-
sage. It is clear that once the simulation (in all LPs) have progressed to a point such tha
no rollbacks could occur back to the time associated with the datum, then it could be
reclaimed. To determine this condition we need to compute the lower bound on all
LVTs in the different processes and the send times of all messages in transit, theglobal
virtual time(GVT). The system can periodically compute GVT and thenfossil collect
memory up to the GVT. Although, in practice one often has to settle for an estimate

 of the GVT, such that .
Many algorithms have been proposed for estimating GVT with a tight bound and at

low cost. The problem can be reduced to the general problem of finding a snapshot of
the distributed computation, i.e. a global state consisting of process states and commu
nication channel states such that they could have been recorded simultaneously. Th
GVT can then be estimated for the snapshot instance. General GVT algorithms, based

GVTˆ GVTˆ GVT≤
FIGURE 2.6. Example of rollback in optimistic synchronization.
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on the notion of consistent cuts, are given in [Mattern, 93]. For FIFO communication
channels, a simplified algorithm is proposed in [Lin, 94].

On a shared memory machine, a consistent cut (and hence a snapshot) can be ob
tained in a straightforward fashion and at low cost through a barrier synchronization.
This greatly simplifies the problem but has the drawback that it is inhibitory, i.e. it stops
the computation. Asynchronous (non-inhibitory) algorithms have also been developed
that are optimized for shared memory, e.g. [Xiao et al., 95].

2.4.3 Issues and Optimizations

There are a number of obvious overheads and performance liabilities associated with
optimistic synchronization, both in terms of time and space. Many techniques have
been proposed to optimize various aspects of the optimistic mechanism. Here, we will
only mention a few of the more central ones. Known issues for good performance
include:

• state saving

• antimessages - cancellation policy and implementation

Also, the issue of memory consumption goes beyond only achieving good performance.
It is known that unconstrained optimistic execution can consume memory to the point
of memory exhaustion preventing further progress. So, in order to ensure that the sim-
ulation can run to completion special protocols are required to manage memory usage
In the rest of this section we will discuss each of these issues.

Efficient state saving is known to be an important issue for good performance
[Fujimoto, 90b] and several techniques have been proposed to deal with this problem.
In fact state saving is perhaps something of a misnomer since the proposed technique
utilize either state saving, state reconstruction, or a combination of the two to achieve
good efficiency. Figure 2.7 illustrates the principal methods to save and restore state in-
formation. The most straightforward method is to copy the entire state of the LP after
each event execution, i.e.copy state saving(CSS). State can be restored for any previ-
ous time by copying back the saved state. Obviously, this will be costly for large state
sizes. One way of reducing the cost is to only save state periodically, through so called
sparse state saving(SSS) or infrequent state saving. In case the desired state has not
been saved, a prior state is restored andforward coasting, i.e. reexecution without mes-
sage sending, is used to reconstruct the desired state. The challenge here is to find th
optimum state saving interval to balance state saving and restoration costs. Severa
schemes have been proposed and we discuss this in some more detail when discussin
state saving implementation in the experimental platform in Chapter 7. If the state is
large it is frequently only a small portion of the state that is modified in each event. A
more efficient alternative is then to only save the portion of the state that was actually
modified. Inincremental state saving(ISS) a chain of state modifications, backwards
chained, is built so that state can be restored by traversing this chain in reverse orde
[Cleary et al., 94]. A hybrid approach using sparse state saving and backward chaining
increments has also been proposed for situations when it is desirable to bound the stat
restoration cost [Gomes et al., 97]. Finally, it has recently been proposed [Carothers et
al., 99] that for operations that are constructive, i.e. that can be reversed, and in case
18
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where the computation cost is small (compared to state saving) it could be efficient to
performreverse executionto reconstruct the state. However, since many operations are
irreversible, this must be supplemented with incremental state saving to fill in the gaps.

Regarding antimessages, there is a design-choice of whether to let rollbacks propa
gate aggressively or lazily. When usingaggressive cancellation, antimessages are im-
mediately emitted when performing the rollback in order to stop erroneous
computations in other LPs as quickly as possible. The other alternative is to delay the
sending of antimessages until it can be determined whether the rollback actually results
in different messages being sent out. It is conceivable, after all, that some or all of the
generated messages remain identical even after processing the straggler depending o
how it affected the state. Thus, inlazy cancellation[Gafni, 88] we instead decide during
forward reexecution if some, or all, of the messages generated by reexecution are iden
tical with the previously sent messages. If so, there is no need to cancel the previously
sent message, thus saving antimessages and possibly rollbacks. If this speculative stra
egy is successful it could, in the most favorable circumstances, even lead to supercriti-
cal speed-up, i.e. execution faster than the critical path [Jefferson and Reiher, 91].
However, the downside is that erroneous computations may propagate further since
cancellations will be delayed. Rapid halting of erroneous computation paths is impor-
tant for efficiency and in certain cases even for progress of the execution. It has been
FIGURE 2.7. State saving methods.
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pointed out that in certain cases of cyclic LP dependencies, if cancellation and rollback
are not faster than forward progress, the execution could live-lock.

The implementation of antimessages can also be optimized in the case of execution
on a shared memory machine. On distributed memory, an antimessage that is sent mus
be matched up with the positive message by the receiver. Thus, the receiver must searc
the positive messages in order to be able to annihilate the correct one. On shared mem
ory, the antimessage can simply consist of a pointer to the positive message, retained b
the sender. Locating the positive message for cancellation is then trivial, reducing the
cost. This optimization is referred to asdirect cancellation [Fujimoto, 89b].

Finally, we consider the problem ofmemory stalls. Several different methods have
been proposed for dealing with the problem of memory stalls in parallel simulations,
i.e. a situation where memory is exhausted thereby preventing further progress. This is
an important problem since, if no special actions are taken, a memory stall will lead to
premature termination of the execution. Protocols proposed to handle memory manage
ment in Time Warp includeGafni’s protocol[Gafni, 88], cancelback[Jefferson, 90],
andartificial rollback [Lin and Preiss, 91]. These protocols all recover from memory
stalls by rolling back some possibly correct computations to free up memory to enable
forward progress. A memory management protocol is said to beoptimal if it can guar-
antee that the simulation can be completed in constant bounded memory, i.e. within a
constant factor of the memory required for sequential execution. Cancelback and arti-
ficial rollback have been shown to be optimal in this sense. In order to ensure optimality
they both assume execution on a shared memory system and maintain a global view o
the machine.

In cancelback, the basic idea is to define appropriate actions to allow removal of an
item from memory: a message in an output queue, a message in input queue, or an LP
state. A message in an output queue can be removed provided that the correspondin
message in the input queue of the receiver is canceled. As usual this may involve rolling
back the receiver. A message in an input queue can be removed by sending it back to
its originator to cancel out the corresponding antimessage stored in the output queue
The sending event needs to be rolled back in this case. Finally, a saved state can be re
moved by rolling back the computation of the corresponding LP. Only items with send-
times greater than GVT can be removed. Before GVT there is no information stored to
support rollback, and removing items exactly at GVT could induce a livelock situation
[Lin and Preiss, 91]. It should also be noted that the “sending back” of messages in the
input queue to the sender acts as a form of flow control between LPs, thereby stopping
other processes from progressing too far and exhausting the memory. One potentia
problem regarding this protocol is also noted though. It is possible that a reverse mes-
sage causes the sender to rollback, re-execute, and then resend, only to find that ther
is still not enough memory available to receive the message. This could lead to another
reverse message, re-execution, resend, and so on. This could be repeated any fini
number of steps and is referred to as “busy cancelback”.

The artificial rollback protocol is designed to be easier to implement than the can-
celback protocol and more efficient in some respects. In each step taken to release mem
ory, a set of victim LPs is selected (globally), and artificially induced to roll back. The
victims are selected to be the processes with the largest LVTs. If the released memory
is not sufficient, each successive step will proceed backwards to select victims with
20
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lower virtual time. The artificial rollback mechanism is considered to be easier to im-
plement and more efficient since the proposed coordinating mechanism is less intrusive
on the processes than cancelback, and the concept of an artificially induced rollback
does not require implementation of new cases to deal with reverse sending of messages
Furthermore, the protocol also specifies a scheduling policy to deal with the problem of
busy cancelbacks.

2.4.4 Extensions and Hybrids

Conservative synchronization and optimistic synchronization, as in the Time Warp
scheme, represent two fundamental approaches. But these are, by no means, the on
options. In [Reynolds, 88], Reynolds defines eight design variables that can be used to
characterize PDES synchronization protocols: Partitioning (referring to heterogeneous
synchronization within a model, not model decomposition), Adaptability, Aggressive-
ness, Accuracy, Risk, Knowledge embedding, Knowledge dissemination, Knowledge
acquisition, and Synchrony.

Particularly the notions ofaggressivenessand risk can be helpful when thinking
about extensions and hybrid protocols. Aggressiveness refers to speculative processin
of messages in a process. Risk, on the other hand, refers to the sending of message
based on speculative processing, i.e. messages that may have to be cancelled. Thus, e
the Chandy-Misra scheme is non-aggressive and risk-free, whereas Time Warp is both
aggressive and risky. Other protocols have been proposed that limit the amount of risk,
or risk and aggressiveness, either adaptively or non-adaptively. For instance, the
SPEEDES system [Steinman, 92][Wieland et al., 95] lets the user specify, through pa-
rameters, the maximum number of events to process speculatively and messages to sen
risky. Several mechanisms have also been proposed to adaptively bound the aggressive
ness of Time Warp, based on LVT [Ferscha, 95], event counts [Panesar and Fujimoto,
97], or memory usage [Das and Fujimoto, 94]. Starting from the other direction, ele-
ments of aggressiveness may be added to a conservative protocol, as in [Dickens an
Reynolds, 90]. Lastly, schemes using different synchronization strategies for different
parts of the simulation (partitioning in Reynolds’ terminology) have also been pro-
posed, e.g. in [Rajaei et al., 93].

Knowledge dissemination and acquisition refer to “push” and “pull” diffusion of
knowledge that let LPs progress. Hence, e.g. null-messages in the Chandy-Misra
scheme constitute an instance of knowledge dissemination. Synchrony denotes whethe
processes progress completely asynchronously, synchronize globally from time to time
(loosely synchronous), or completely synchronously (e.g. time-stepped).
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2.5 Concluding Remarks

The choice of synchronization mechanism is not obvious, and usually has to be
made on a per application basis. Where conservative schemes may err on the side o
caution, leading to excessive blocking, optimistic schemes may suffer from excessive
rollback overheads. Furthermore, optimistic schemes have known issues such as th
need for efficient state saving methods that are often crucial for good performance.
Conservative schemes, on the other hand, must detect safe events and rely heavily upo
look-ahead, the ability to foresee the future in a simulation, to obtain good performance.
The availability of look-ahead information is highly application dependent and by plac-
ing the responsibility of supplying this information mainly on the modeler, it may com-
plicate model development. No single approach to synchronization has yet been shown
to provide good performance for all applications, and it is unlikely that this will ever
happen. Instead, in [Lin, 93], Lin advocates the development of tunable simulation en-
vironments that should be easy to use for naive users, but possible to modify for the ad-
vanced user to obtain optimum performance.
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Wireless Cellular Networks

The overall goal for emerging mobile and personal communication services is to
enable communication with a person, at any time, at any place, and in any form [Pan-
dya, 97]. Different initiatives such as the U.S. Personal Communication Systems
(PCS) standard, the European GSM standard, and the Japanese PDC system, ha
been deployed in large scale and form the second generation of systems designe
towards meeting these goals. Future generations of systems are already in the pipelin
to meet demands for other forms of communication than speech traffic. Different tech-
niques are employed in different systems to achieve these goals but one that is centra
and thus of great practical importance, in providing mobile user access to fixed com-
munication networks is based onwireless cellular networks. Cellular networks are
used in all of the above mentioned systems for a combination of good coverage and
high capacity. In the continuing discussion, we further restrict ourselves to dealing
only with radio based systems, i.e.cellular radio networks, as it is the predominant
technology.

3.1 Cellular Radio Networks

A cellular radio network provides access for users within a specific service area, and
this region is populated by a number ofbase stations(BSs), see Figure 3.1. The radio
coverage of a BS is called acell. Due to obstacles in terrain etc. cells are irregularly
shaped and generally overlapping, but occasionally with spots lacking coverage alto-
gether [Ahlin and Zander, 98]. Users carrying amobile terminal(MT) can communi-
cate with other parts of the system by transceiving with the BS covering the cell they
are located in at that specific time. For duplex communication we also require separate
communication channels foruplink (MT to BS) anddownlink(BS to MT). The terms
mobile terminal (MT) andmobile station(MS) will be used interchangeably throughout
this thesis.

Cellular radio networks are complex systems and many issues must be addressed i
their design, both regarding the air interface and the fixed network part connecting it to
a wired backbone network. The radio medium imposes many problems at different lev-
els due to propagation path loss and interference. Link level considerations include e.g.
signal modulation and coding for efficiency and error resistance. On a network level we
must also consider multiple access techniques and radio resource management. Rela
ing to both radio and fixed network parts are issues such as call control and mobility
management. Jabbari, in [Jabbari et al., 95], names issues related to radio resource a
signment, mobility management, and call control, as having significant impact on net-
work performance. In this study we focus on radio issues on a network level and this
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section will just briefly give some background on some of the issues present. The dis-
cussion of radio resource management is based largely on [Zander, 96] and [Ahlin and
Zander, 98].

3.2 Multi-User Communications

The spectrum band available to the system, as allocated through national agencies
must support multiple concurrent users. Multiple access schemes provide a means o
separating the signals from different users for the receiver. The majority of currently de-
ployed systems are based onFrequency Division Multiple Access(FDMA), Time Divi-
sion Multiple Access(TDMA), or a combination of the two. Here, orthogonal
communication channels are defined for different users and for uplink (mobile-to-BS)
and downlink (BS-to-mobile). In FDMA, a (narrow) frequency band is allocated to
each channel and the receiver tunes in to this frequency band, filtering out other signals
In TDMA, channels are defined through time slots on the signal. Combinations (F/TD-
MA) consisting of time slots on different frequency bands are used e.g. in the GSM sys-
tem. An alternative is to use spread spectrum, orCode Division Multiple Access
(CDMA), techniques where the transmission is spread out over the available spectrum
to improve resilience to frequency selective fading and interference. This advantage,
known as a form ofdiversitygain, comes at the price of more complex implementation.
Frequency Hopping(FH) resembles F/TDMA in the division of time and spectrum, but
here the transmitter (and receiver) hops between the different frequencies in each time
slot in a predefined sequence. InDirect Sequence-CDMA(DS-CDMA) the signals of
different users are coded so that the receiver can isolate the desired signal through a de
coding step.
FIGURE 3.1. Cellular Radio Network.

fixed network partnetwork
service area
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3.3 Radio Resource Management

Since available radio frequency spectrum is limited, it is important to utilize it effi-
ciently. For this reason, radio waveforms arereusedin different cells in the system. This
can be done as long as different users are sufficiently spaced apart, to ensure that inte
ference caused by transmission by other users (elsewhere) will be negligible. Thus, we
require some form ofchannel assignment strategyfor the system to ensure a sufficient
reuse distance and low interference.

As MTs move around it may become necessary to switch an ongoing call over to
another BS or to use another channel on the same BS, this is referred to as ahandover
(HO). When moving closer to the BS, the same received signal strength can be upheld
for a lower transmitted power. Thus, the transmission power can be reduced, so called
power control. Apart from extending battery lifetime in the terminal, this has the added
and possibly more important benefit of decreasing the amount of interference caused to
other users in the system.

The problem ofRadio Resource Management(RRM) [Zander, 96], which is target-
ed in this study, is that of selecting for each ongoing call:

• base station

• radio waveform

• transmission power

so as tomaximize the carried trafficwhile maintaining the Quality-of-Service con-
straints. The maximum carried traffic is a measure ofsystem capacity. So what are the
Quality-of-Service constraints? For call traffic our concerns are to be able to initiate a
new call, and to maintain it with acceptable speech quality. The first issue we consider
is coverage. Theoutage probabilityis a measure of the fraction of time a signal is below
the required threshold for communication due to adverse propagation conditions. The
second issue isassignment failure, i.e. we are not able to assign radio resources to pro-
vide a usable communication link. Let us assume, for simplicity, that the transmission
quality (e.g. bit error rate) is only dependent on the (local average) Signal-to-Interfer-
ence Ratio (SIR). Thus, we assume that communication can be upheld as long as th
SIR (or actually signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio) is above some minimum
threshold for both uplink and downlink. Consider the uplink fromMTj to BSi, then
this constraint is written as:

where is the transmitted power, is the link gain, and is the received thermal
noise power. The sum in the denominator is the total received interference from other
transmitters (MTs) in the system, where is the normalized crosscorrelation
between signals from MTsj andm. The radio waveform for the signal, mentioned in

Γi
γo

Γi

Pj Gij⋅

PmGimθ jm N+
m
∑
-------------------------------------------- γo≥=

Pj Gij N

θ jm
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the problem definition, is the channel in the case of F/TDMA. For orthogonal channels
(e.g. orthogonal F/TDMA) there is no crosscorrelation between channels, thus:

In this study we will focus on systems that are interference- rather than range-limited,
i.e. where interference from other users is the main limiting factor rather than system
coverage. Hence, our main focus is assignment failures, and these could occur when ini
tiating a new call or during the course of a call. An attempt to initiate a call may fail
because there are no available channels in the cell. This is referred to as ablocked call.
Similarly a HO may fail, due to unavailability of channels, which may result in poor
reception for the MT for a prolonged time and eventually causing the call to be termi-
nated. Such a forced termination is termed adropped call. The probabilities of blocked
and dropped calls at a specific system load are used asQuality-of-Servicemeasures for
the network. The blocking and dropping probabilities should typically be kept below 1-
2%.

Performing RRM is the task of the Resource Allocation Algorithm (RAA), and we
want to design a simulation model that can be used to evaluate and compare RAAs.
Consequently, this includes algorithms for channel assignment and power control in the
system, but also call admission control and handover strategies.

Different schemes exist to assign channels to cells to ensure sufficient SIR. InFixed
Channel Assignment(FCA), the assignment is performed statically at system design
time. In principle we wish to obtain a sufficient channel reuse distance to cater for the
“worst case interference”. The available radio channels are divided intoK disjoint sub-
sets,channel groups. Correspondingly,K neighboring cells are grouped into a cluster
and a channel group is assigned to each cell in the cluster. By adjusting the size of the
cluster, the required reuse distance can be obtained. It is obvious that if there are fluc-
tuations in the traffic in the system over time, FCA may not provide an optimum allo-
cation of resources.

Dynamic Resource Allocation algorithms strive to improve resource utilization
compared to static assignment by dynamically reassigning resources based on real-tim
measurements of the status of the system.Dynamic Channel Assignment(DCA)
schemes have been shown to be able to improve channel utilization compared to FCA
by exploiting different types of knowledge to dynamically reassigning channels among
cells. Algorithms may try to adapt to the instantaneous traffic distribution (number of
MTs) in the system, or to the received power level, or to the measured interference and
noise level.

A Traffic-Adaptive Channel Allocationscheme performs DCA based on measure-
ments of the number of active MTs in different cells and conservative estimates (similar
to FCA) on required mutually exclusive use of channels between cells. That is, the
channel usage constraints take the form “if a channel is used in cella it cannot be used
in cell b, and vice versa”.Channel Borrowingschemes are hybrids between full traffic-
adaptive DCA and FCA, where some of the channels are statically assigned and a poo
of channels can be reassigned.Reuse Partitioningschemes use multiple overlaid cell
plans to exploit the fact that MTs close to the BS generally have higher average SIR
than MTs close to the cell border. Thus, they are essentially a refinement on FCA and

θ jm
1

0



=
if j andm are using the same channel

otherwise
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can also be combined with traffic-adaptive DCA. Hence, in this case they constitute
DCA schemes that also exploit differences in received interference, but they are essen
tially based on conservative predictions in a similar manner to static cell plans. Finally,
Interference-Adaptive Channel Allocationschemes avoid using conservative estimates
by measuring, in real-time, the received interference (and noise) to select the most fa-
vorable channel.

In addition to channel assignment we also need to select an appropriate transmitte
power. We have already noted that by reducing the transmitted power in favorable con-
ditions, the interference caused to other users can be reduced. Thus, by performing
Power Controlindividually per link it is possible to increase system capacity. Algo-
rithms have been proposed aiming to either maintain a constant received power level or
to balance the SIR in the system. The idea behindSIR balancing power controlis to
adjust power to provide a usable communication link, i.e. a sufficient SIR, to as many
(simultaneous) users as possible in the system.

Finally, HO mechanisms to select and switch between BSs to communicate through
will have an impact on the resource utilization in the system, and different mechanisms
have been proposed and investigated. It has also been noted that signaling due to mo
bility management, for instance, (i.e. keeping track of where MTs are) can have an im-
pact on the RRM. That is, more frequent HOs to efficiently use BSs will cause more
signaling for mobility management, leading to a possible trade-off.

3.4 Discussion

The RRM problem is our main focus in this study, but when contemplating the sim-
ulation model later, a desirable property was also to be able to include some elements
of signaling in the model to evaluate trade-offs, such as those resulting from mobility
management. In fact the MONSTER model, discussed later, which was one of the main
influences at the outset included some levels of signaling related to resource manage
ment and call control. Call control signaling meaning e.g. signaling for intercell HOs
(between cells) and intracell HOs (to another channel on the same cell).

It is also important to note one additional aspect of RAAs in relation to this study:
Algorithms differ not only in the type of information that is exploited, but also in how
much information is used to make a decision. Centralized algorithms are based on the
assumption that the cost of sharing information in the system is low or negligible, so
system wide knowledge can be used by a centralized entity to make RRM decisions.
However, in practice there is a cost associated with disseminating information, and con-
sequently distributed algorithms (that use only local information) are generally sought
for real implementations. When considering parallelization of a simulation model of the
system there is a similar cost associated with collecting global information in the sys-
tem. Thus, intuitively one would expect that simulations of distributed RRAs should be
easier to parallelize than centralized algorithms. Since the information is used only lo-
cally in distributed algorithms, more independent actions are performed in different
parts of the system and consequently there should be more available parallelism in the
model.
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WCN Models

With all the different issues of the previous chapter in mind, it is clear that a WCN may
be modeled at many different abstraction levels and using various techniques to targe
the specific questions. In this chapter we start by discussing modeling of WCNs at
some different levels of abstraction, regardless of analysis method. This is not meant
to be a comprehensive enumeration, but serves as a frame of reference for a discussio
on simulation models and tools. Focusing then on simulation, we proceed to discuss
both general purpose and more application specific simulation tools and models. This
concerns the tradeoffs made when selecting a tool and the typical modeling concepts
used in the area of communication networks. Thus, this chapter provides the necessar
background information to relate efforts in parallelization of WCN models (described
in the next chapter) with some existing sequential simulators. Specifically, it provides
the background for discussions on the applicability of different parallel simulation
approaches to different types of models.

4.1 Abstraction Levels

When discussing descriptions of communication systems at different levels of abstrac-
tion, a possible starting point could be given through the protocol architecture. The
open systems interconnect (OSI) model was developed as an international standar
model for a computer communications architecture [Stallings, 97]. The model consists
of seven layers, depicted in Figure 4.1. Especially the three lower levels can provide a
frame of reference when discussing modeling of the system.
FIGURE 4.1. OSI model protocol architecture.
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Models of the Physical and Data Link layers are typically used to study e.g. modu-
lation and error correction coding performance over a single communication link. Mov-
ing upwards to the Network layer, we may design models to study e.g. resource
allocation in the network while abstracting away most of the details of the lower layers.
Models of higher layers are frequently used to study functionality or performance of the
corresponding protocols, but may abstract away characteristics of the physical network
such as topology.

In this thesis we focus on network level issues, as opposed to single link models,
possibly with the addition of higher level protocols.

Also when confining ourselves to network level issues and descriptions, the system
may be studied at different levels of abstraction. Furthermore, different approaches can
be preferable depending on whether we are focusing on the air interface or the fixed net-
work part of the system. Let us proceed by considering modeling of the air interface.

4.1.1 Cell-Level Modeling

A high-level description of radio resource management in the system can be obtained
by assuming that all cells in the system have a regular, homogeneous, shape and th
service area is covered through a tessellation of such cells [Ahlin and Zander, 98].
Common assumptions are hexagonal cell or quadratic cell meshes as shown in
Figure 4.2. Especially the hexagonal mesh is popular since the shape of a cell mos
closely approximates a circle, thus resembling free-space propagation. In this thesis
we call models using this assumption “cell-level” models since system topology is
described only down to the level of cells. By modeling the arrival and departure pro-
cesses of calls to the system, spread over the service area, and the user movemen
between cells (HOs), we can study methods for allocation of radio channels at a high
level of abstraction. FCA schemes can be compared e.g. with DCA schemes based on
“channel-borrowing” between cells.
FIGURE 4.2. Examples of hexagonal mesh and quadratic mesh cell layouts.
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Cell-level type models have been used in a number of studies to evaluate these aspec
of proposed radio resource management strategies. Some examples are [Kuek an
Wong, 92] that use a one-dimensional model and [Zhang and Yum, 89] that use a two-
dimensional model. At this level the model resembles a connected queueing network
where each cell is a queueing system and the number of servers is equal to the numbe
of radio channels available in the cell. While an FCA system might thus lend itself to
analytic solutions in this manner, it can be harder to capture dynamic reallocation of
channels.

This type of assumption represents a great simplification of the real systems since
signal propagation effects of the terrain will cause cell shapes to be irregular, mostly
overlapping, and sometimes discontiguous, as shown in Figure 4.3. Consequently,
more detailed models are typically required for network planning. Moreover, several
aspects of RRM cannot be studied at this level of abstraction. Since there is no concep
of signal strength, either for the desired signal or interference, power control algorithms
or measurement based channel assignment cannot be studied.

4.1.2 Propagation Modeling

Static models (see Section 2.2) of radio propagation, i.e. focusing on the physical level
of radio propagation, provide a more detailed view and can be used e.g. for network
planning purposes. The objective in this case is to predict the signal path loss at differ-
ent points in the service area to determine the coverage of a given system configura
tion. Engineers designing and installing systems need effective tools to help them
determine appropriate locations for base stations to provide good and efficient cover-
age of the service area. Computerizedpropagation prediction tools, based on this type
of static models, are commercially available to provide this support.

An example of a propagation prediction tool is described in [Wagen and Rizk, 93]
that takesreflectionanddiffraction phenomena into account to predict propagation in
urban environments. Another tool focused on indoor systems, that also includes opti-
mization tools to help in placement of base stations, is described in [Fortune et al., 95].
A different example of usage is given in [Phongphanphanee et al., 99], where this type
of model is one component in a study exploring the possibility of utilizing existing in-
door systems to also provide outdoor coverage in an urban environment.
FIGURE 4.3. Cell coverage is irregular due to obstacles in the terrain, resulting in
partially overlapping cells and possibly uncovered areas.
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4.1.3 Channel-Level Modeling

Let us turn back to consider RRM issues again. Propagation models deal with the
physical layer of the radio channel. RRM studies, on the other hand, deal with the allo-
cation of resources to traffic in the network, i.e. at the network layer. By combining
dynamic aspects i.e. teletraffic and user mobility elements, as in the cell-level models,
with models of radio channels, cf. the static propagation models, one can arrive at a
highly detailed model that can be used to study e.g. power control and perceived inter-
ference for RRM schemes. In fact, the [Phongphanphanee et al., 99] study mentioned
previously also incorporates teletraffic and mobility models to evaluate the quality of
service provided by the system. However, many different approaches can be used fo
channel modeling and they do not necessarily employ the same techniques or the sam
level of detail as the models used for propagation prediction. It can be useful to make a
distinction betweenverification modelsand design modelsat this point [Ahlin and
Zander, 98]. While a very detailed radio channel model for a specific situation is useful
for verifying system performance in that situation, a more abstract and general model
can be more useful for system design.

Consider a radio communication channel for mobile communication. Due to user
mobility, the properties of the channel, as perceived by the receiver, will vary over time.
The channel is said to betime-variant. A reasonable alternative to that of using a static
model for a specific physical setting is to characterize the dynamically changing chan-
nel statistically. Thus, the general characteristics of certain phenomena can be abstrac
ed, generalizing it from a specific situation. The statistical properties of effects such as
shadow fading, due to obstacles, ormulti-path fading, due to interference from multiple
reflected signals, are typically described in such a model. But exactly what is included
in the model naturally depends on its purpose and the characteristics of the system. De
pending on timing characteristics, for instance, it might be important to also capture
signal delay spread information to include inter-symbol interference.

By including certain elements of the physical channels into the network model in
this manner, one can go beyond the issues covered through cell-level models. Neverthe
less, as some examples will illustrate the level of detail included in the model may vary,
as may the treatment of time. Static models (Monte Carlo) may be used to study power
control or channel assignment in a system snapshot situation, as in [Grandhi et al., 94]
In this study the channel model considered only the distance dependent fading through
an exponential power decay law. A distributed power control scheme was proposed and
its performance was examined through the snapshot model. Dynamic simulations are
performed e.g. in [Cheng and Chuang, 96] to study power control and measurement
based DCA. In their model they also include a statistical model of (long-scale) shadow
fading on the radio channel. This is modeled by superimposing a log-normally distrib-
uted stochastic fading on the distance dependent fading. A dynamic teletraffic simula-
tion including this channel model is used to evaluate two different measurement based
algorithms for DCA. For dynamic models, some time advancement mechanism is need-
ed and models at this level might be efficiently simulated using either time-stepping or
event-driven execution. We will return to this in later chapters.
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4.1.4 Protocol-Level Modeling

Proceeding upwards through the protocol stack, we can add protocol levels or shift fo-
cus towards higher level protocols to study their functionality or performance. For in-
stance the protocols governing resource management and call control might be
interesting to include in a resource allocation study. Protocols at a higher level, e.g. for
user authentication, probably do not require as much information about the network, so
for instance topology might be abstracted away. One such example is [Kesdogan and
Fouletier, 95] where protocols for secure location management are studied.

An important point to be noted here is that protocols of this type are generally asyn-
chronous in nature, and therefore usually more efficiently simulated using event-driven
rather than time-stepped execution.

4.2 Simulation Tools and Models

The selection of a proper tool or language is probably the most important step in the
process of developing a simulation model [Jain, 91]. We have already touched upon
some of the software tools that have been proposed or are available to study the differen
types of models considered. Let us look at this in some more detail, but now focusing
on dynamic models. We start from the lower layers as before, by briefly mentioning
some of the tools available for link-level simulation. A more extensive discussion then
follows on network simulation. Here we consider general tools for discrete time simu-
lation, specifically DES, of communication networks and then proceed through more
and more specialized tools and models for radio networks and RRM.

4.2.1 Link-Level Simulation

Commercial simulation tools such as COSSAP (Communication Systems Simulation
and Analysis Package) from Synopsys, Inc. and SPW (Signal Processing WorkSys-
tem) from Cadence Design Systems, Inc. are frequently used to simulate physical and
link level issues. For instance, a course on modeling of modulation and channel coding
in the GSM system using COSSAP is described in [Donder et al., 95]. Examples of
applications of link-level simulations are found in [Hämäläinen et al., 96] using COS-
SAP and in [Shinoda and Kohno, 98] using SPW. These and other similar tools use a
dataflow graph for a high level description of the system where the nodes in the graph
may be language primitives or specified by the user in another language, such as C o
FORTRAN. General programming methodology issues for these types of descriptions
are considered in [Lee and Parks, 95], discussing language formalization and relations
to other dataflow models and functional programming languages. Due to the level of
detail the simulations are typically constrained to a single link, abstracting away other
parts of the network. We proceed by considering tools for the simulation of whole net-
works, which is our focus here.
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4.2.2 General Purpose and Communication Network
Simulation Tools

A good, but by now perhaps a little dated, survey of simulation software for communi-
cation networks is given in [Law and McComas, 94]. The authors categorize tools,
used for DES of communication networks, as being one of: ageneral purpose pro-
gramming language, a simulation library, a general purpose simulation language, a
communication oriented simulation language, or acommunication oriented simulator.
Generally, there is a trade-off between the level of support provided by the tool and the
flexibility. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 4.4. A more specialized tool pro-
vides more support and can substantially shorten the development time of the model.
However, by the same token, modeling flexibility also tends to be reduced so that spe-
cialized components or other specific assumptions may be difficult to express.

A general purpose programming language provides the greatest flexibility, but no
specific support for simulation modeling. A simulation library adds support for com-
monly occurring functions in DES models to a general purpose language. An example
of this is CSIM [Schwetman, 90] which provides library-based support for a process-
oriented world view to C and C++ programs. Typically these types of libraries, in addi-
tion to a world view, provide facilities for things like: random variate generation, shared
resource models, and statistics collection.

A general-purpose simulation language defines a language with primitives and con-
structs to provide similar facilities as the simulation libraries, i.e. world view, etc. One
such example is Modsim [Belanger, 90], which is an object-oriented language (based
on Modula) with a process-oriented world view. In addition to simulation features such
as those in CSIM it also includes facilities for building visualizations and Graphical
User Interfaces to the models. An advantage of a specialized language is that the correc
FIGURE 4.4. Levels of support (Trade-off between support and flexibility).
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usage of the constructs can be more strictly enforced by syntactic checks by the inter-
preter or compiler. When employing a library it is more difficult to make certain that
the user does not perform invalid operations using the library functions. The main draw-
back of using a specialized language lies in the additional effort required by the modeler
to learn a new programming language.

A communication oriented simulation language retains some of the flexibility of the
general-purpose simulation language and combines this with specific support for the
communication network domain. OPNET [OPNET] for instance, has a GUI for defin-
ing network topology and uses a C dialect to specify low-level behavior. The alterations
to the C language include e.g. added functions for generating and manipulating data
packets in the network. In contrast, a communication-oriented simulator such as
COMNET III [Jones, 95], typically provides a fixed set of modules that can easily be
combined and manipulated (graphically). However, these modules cannot be modified
beyond the predefined parameters. Thus, flexibility is traded for ease of model building.
Flexibility can be increased for some of these tools, including COMNET, by purchasing
additional packages that permit the user to also specify his/her own building blocks. In
the case of COMNET this can be done through the Modsim language and an additional
intermediate modeling package, since COMNET was written using these tools. This
“open endedness” provides a possibility for quick model building through the combi-
nation of standard components and the addition of specialized components where need
ed. Nevertheless, the basic trade-off between flexibility and support is generally
“inescapable”, since the development time required will largely depend on how great a
part of the model that consists of specialized components. Furthermore, if certain char-
acteristics of the predefined modules need to be altered, this may still turn out to be dif-
ficult.

In addition to model development support and flexibility, model execution efficien-
cy can be an issue - especially for detailed models. Generally, efficiency obtained will
follow the development flexibility. A more flexible environment permits the modeler to
better tailor the implementation to the specific needs of the model, thus generally
achieving better execution efficiency. Consequently, there is also often a trade-off be-
tween model development time and execution time. As the development time is gener-
ally large, the primary concern is often to minimize it. However, it may be necessary to
invest additional development time for certain models that can be expected to be very
resource demanding and/or that can be expected to be (re)used many times (thus amo
tizing the development cost).

A more precise view of the type of support provided at different levels can be gained
by considering the typical modeling concepts used when building models in a specific
tool. This is depicted in Figure 4.5. When using a general purpose DES language or a
DES library (process oriented) the model is usually expressed in terms ofprocesses(ac-
tive entities),shared resources(passive entities), and processes may communicate
throughevents. Some environments also provide a visual representation of the model
through a graphical front end. In these cases the model can be built by connecting node
with links and defining entities that flow through the network. There may also be pre-
defined traffic generators, and queueing nodes. However, there need not be any pre
defined intended domain, so the network could model material flow in a production
process as well as a communication network.
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When using a communication oriented simulation language the modeling approach
is often the same, but nodes and links have specific meaning within the communication
system domain. In OPNET there are different types of nodes forfixedor mobile nodes
in the network and the links are of different types forpoint-to-pointconnections,bus
connections, orradio connections. The exact behavior of nodes and links can be spec-
ified in an underlying language. In a communication oriented simulator the types of
nodes and links are usually further specialized and modifiable only through predefined
parameters. In COMNET III there are different types of nodes forcomputers, routers,
andswitches. Links are defined for specific technologies such asEthernetconnections
or FDDI, or more abstract definitions of connections such as genericWANlinks. Traffic
is inserted into the network by definition ofapplications, where traffic characteristics
such as arrival process and destination distributions can be specified.

A problem for our purposes here is that the majority of these tools are intended for
fixed networks and are thus not well suited for modeling of the network level of the air
interface. In fact, OPNET is the only commercially available general tool that we are
aware of that explicitly supports modeling of radio networks.

4.2.3 Special Purpose Radio Network Simulators and Models

A wealth of special purpose models has been developed for studies of different aspects
of radio networks and some examples have already been given. However, most have
been developed for a specific study. In this section we summarize a few of the efforts to
develop tools for radio network simulations or reusable models as opposed to “single
study” models. We focus on RRM simulations, for which both event-driven and time-
stepped models have been developed. This discussion is also constrained to deal onl
with sequential simulation. Parallel simulation is discussed in the next chapter.
FIGURE 4.5. Modeling concepts for tools at different levels of abstraction.
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The relatively simple cell-level models are usually developed on an ad-hoc basis.
Their simple structure can usually be implemented without much effort using existing
general tools. General simulation tools for queueing systems analysis represents on
possible alternative, since cell-level models have much in common with queueing sys-
tems. Another option, if a queueing model is inappropriate, is implementation in a gen-
eral-purpose DES language or library that can still be carried out with limited effort.
The situation is different for more detailed models that include channel models and/or
protocol layers. For detailed models the inherent development investments make it
more attractive to develop reusable simulators. Especially with the combination of large
amounts of detail and large execution resource demands which tend to require a tailored
implementation for reasonable execution efficiency.

The MONSTER simulator [Edbom and Stjernholm, 94] developed by Telia Re-
search AB and the SIMON simulator developed by Ericsson (described in part in
[Salomonsson, 95]) represent some of the very detailed simulators developed by indus
try geared towards the study of network aspects, such as radio resource managemen
signaling protocols, and higher layers. TELSIM developed by Multiple Access Com-
munications Ltd is another simulator with similar capabilities that was used in conjunc-
tion with the MIDAS propagation prediction tool in [Steele et al., 95]. All these tools
include sophisticated, statistical or deterministic, propagation models for detailed sce-
narios with detailed teletraffic and mobility models. Detailed network simulators are
typically event driven due to their complexity and strive for precision.

The RUNE simulator developed by Ericsson represents a different approach in that
it is time-stepped rather than event driven. (A later development based on RUNE was
used, and is described, in [Lefwerth, 97].) RUNE is also intended more specifically for
studying radio resource management issues and is designed to use a high-level of ab
straction to be easy to modify. Thus, it is geared more towards high level research mod-
els and not towards implementation issues of networks. RUNE exists in several
versions, some of which are designed more as a “seed model” rather than a finished sim
ulator with many options. This model is written in the MATLAB language from Math-
Works, Inc.

Obtaining detailed information regarding models developed by industry can be dif-
ficult due to their proprietary nature. Many companies regard their models as containing
strategic information and are therefore careful about disclosing information about the
models.

Many efforts have also been conducted in an academic setting. MaDRAS (Mobility
and Dynamic Resource Allocation Simulator) [Sunell, 95] is a simulator for the study
of radio resource management with an emphasis on mobility and dynamic resource al-
location. MaDRAS was developed as joint effort between the Radio Systems Labora-
tory, Dept. of Signal Sensors and Systems at KTH (Sweden), and WINLAB at Rutgers
University, New Jersey. MaDRAS is an event driven simulator although simpler than
MONSTER and SIMON since the focus is just on resource allocation and not on sig-
naling protocols and other layers. The simulator has continued to be developed both a
KTH and at WINLAB so it exists in some different versions. The version we refer to
here (described in [Sunell, 95]) uses a statistical propagation model over a one-dimen-
sional system. A very brief description of another simulator developed at the Helsinki
University of Technology (Finland), called Netsim, is given in [Pietilä, 97]. It is a DS-
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CDMA network simulator and consists of a ray-tracing program for propagation pre-
diction combined with a network simulation program. The network simulator includes
functionality for e.g. signal quality control, admission control, power control, and dif-
ferent traffic models for data traffic of different types, like email or web browsing. An-
other model with similar characteristics, developed at the same place, is presented in
[Bergholm et al., 95]. This model is time stepped and implemented in MATLAB.

Consequently, much effort is spent in developing detailed simulators and many sim-
ulators already exist for different types of systems and targeting different issues, includ-
ing RRM. However, it has been observed that for these types of detailed models, e.g. in
the case of the MONSTER simulator, execution resource demands can become prohib
itively large. A single run may require several days of cpu-time and several gigabytes
of memory. For this reason, we have explored the possibility of using parallel and dis-
tributed execution for these types of detailed models.
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Parallel Execution of WCN Models

In this chapter we turn to look at the intersection of the fields of PDES and RRM sim-
ulations and review previous and concurrent work.

5.1 Parallel Cell-Level Models

The earliest efforts to parallelize WCN simulations were mainly focused on cell-
level models. Cell-level models are generally well suited for parallelization. The mesh
can be easily partitioned into pieces with each piece, consisting of one or more cells,
allocated to a processor. Hence, one or more cells form an LP and one or more LPs are
mapped onto a processor, as shown in Figure 5.1. The MSs (or portables) are modele
as messages that are sent between cells as they are handed over from one cell to anoth
Several studies have been conducted using this type of model.

Carothers, Fujimoto, and Lin [Carothers et al., 95] studied two models of FCA sys-
tems: a call-initiated and a portable-initiated model. The call-initiated model simulates
the behavior of portables only during a call while the portable-initiated model tracks a
portable also when it has no call in progress. In both cases the network consisted of
1024 homogeneous quadratic cells with wrap-around. The expected number of porta-
bles in a cell wasN. Each portable stays in a cell for a timet (exponentially distributed
with mean ) and then moves to one of the four neighboring cells with equal prob-
ability. Calls arrive to a portable according to a Poisson process with arrival rate , and
call duration is exponentially distributed with mean . In the call-initiated model a

1 η⁄
λ

1 µ⁄
FIGURE 5.1. Parallel execution of cell-level models.
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call was blocked if there were no free channels available in the cell when the call ar-
rived, and a call was dropped if there were no free channels in a cell to which a handover
was attempted. In the portable-initiated model the called portable was first probed to de-
termine if it was already occupied with a call before attempting to acquire a channel. If
the portable was busy the call was counted as a busy-line thus in effect reducing the
probability of blocking a call. Since it takes busy mobiles into account, this latter model
should provide a more realistic treatment of incoming calls, whereas the call-initiated
model will overestimate the blocking probability. The number of channels per cell was
set to 10, and the system was simulated for 2.5 104 seconds of simulated time. The
1024 cells were evenly distributed over 8 DEC 5000 workstations interconnected by an
Ethernet local area network. The simulation ran on top of a Time Warp kernel written
in C++ using PVM [Geist et al., 93] for message passing over the network. Obtained
speed-up was estimated as ranging between 4 and 8. The call-initiated model was als
discussed in an earlier study [Carothers et al., 94]. In this study it was reported that,
varying the number of portables per cellN, the call interarrival rate , and the mobility
1/t, speed-up increased when: (i) the number of portables per cell increased; (ii) the call
interarrival time decreased; (iii) the mobility decreased.

Malloy and Montroy [Malloy and Montroy, 95] devised a conservative synchroni-
zation technique for the same model as Carothers et al. [Carothers et al., 94]. Their ex-
periments were also run on a network of workstations (in this case SUN SLCs) and used
PVM for communication. Similar results were obtained with speedups ranging between
3.4 and 7.5.

Greenberg, Lubachevsky, Wright and Nicol [Greenberg et al., 94], simulated a large
Dynamic Channel Allocation (DCA) system based on channel borrowing. The network
consisted of about 10000 hexagonal cells where each cell communicated with all cells
within its interaction radiusr. Calls arrived according to a Poisson process and call
holding times were exponentially distributed. Call blocking and dropping decisions
were based solely on the availability of channels. Each cell was mapped to a processo
on a 16K processor MasPar MP-1 machine (distributed memory SIMD architecture)
and the model was executed using a conservative synchronization algorithm. Perfor-
mance comparisons were made with a sequential model running on a Silicon Graphics
workstation that uses the MIPS R3000 microprocessor. Speed-ups of 15 were achieved
with straightforward techniques and by exploiting look-ahead information speed-ups
increased to 120.

The studies discussed so far all deal with large-scale networks, in the order of 103

or 104 cells. For the experiments on workstation clusters, the 1024 cells were distribut-
ed over 8 workstations giving 256 cells per node. Thus, only a few percent of the mes-
sages generated in the model resulted in interprocessor communication. The good
speedup results obtained can largely be attributed to the limited communication. In the
case of the massively parallel model, there was only one LP mapped to each processo
and speedups increased as the interaction radius decreased as this limited the amount
communication necessary.

A slightly different approach was taken in a more recent study by Boukerche, Das,
Fabbri, and Yildiz [Boukerche et al., 99]. The approach is based on a Voronoi graph to
describe irregular cell coverage, but does not include any channel model so is still best
described as a cell-level model. By assuming predetermined arrival and mobility pro-

⋅

λ
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cesses, these can be precomputed on one or more separate processors and fed into
call-behavior simulation. For the call-behavior simulation, the approach also attempts
to exploit the low expected probability for blocked and dropped calls speculatively.
Good speedups are reported for this approach simulating a system of 54 BSs covering
an area of approximately 11 by 11 kms. Speedups were in the range of 8 to 13 times
running on 16 Pentium II (200 MHz) workstations interconnected by a Gigabit Ether-
net. This study also reports good performance on a network of workstations, where
message latencies generally cause problems for PDES. As with the other cell-level
models, however, the main shortcoming is that of applicability of the approach. The
simulation does not include any channel model, and it is not clear how it could be in-
corporated using this technique. Thus, the technique, as described, is not applicable to
the type of more detailed simulations that we targeted in the previous chapter.

5.2 Adding Detail to the Model

As stated in the previous chapter, our goal when embarking on this study was to go
beyond the limitations imposed by cell-level models on RRM simulations. However,
parallelization of more detailed models have, as yet, received less attention and at tha
time was virtually non-existent. It should also be noted that increasing the level of
detail will result in further increasing the execution time, hence making parallelization
(or other means of speeding the simulation up) even more important.

Harju and Salmi [Harju and Salmi, 93] simulated a GSM network on a two node
Convex C3420 shared memory MIMD computer. A model of four base stations was
partitioned by letting each base station be a logical process and incorporating all mobile
stations connected to it into a logical process that can communicate with the base sta
tion LP. The base stations were connected in a ring. The model was executed under con
servative synchronization using the Chandy-Misra algorithm with null-message
sending for deadlock avoidance. Calculating the look-ahead was anticipated to be very
hard for this model so an assumption of constant look-ahead was made. Consequently
simulation results may become distorted depending on the setting of the constant look-
ahead value. Speed-ups of up to 1.8 were reported without introducing significant dis-
tortion in the results. The same model has been simulated using a network of worksta-
tions in [Porras et al., 95] and [Porras et al., 98]. In the first case no speed-up was
achieved compared to a sequential execution, but by modifying the synchronization in
the second case, speedups of up to 3.9 on 7 workstations were achieved. However, th
approach still relied on the constant look-ahead assumption.

A couple of more recent studies have been carried out concurrently with our work.
Perrone and Nicol [Perrone and Nicol, 98] considered time-stepped simulation of RRM
in a WCN, including power control and DCA. The distance dependent fading of radio
channels is modeled through an exponential decay model. They propose a technique t
predict times at which “interesting events” may occur and jump past other intervals, so
called “interval jumping”. This requires certain assumptions regarding the power con-
trol algorithm and that the movements of the mobiles can be precomputed up to the
length of the next interval. A system of 100 cells was simulated to evaluate this tech-
nique and encouraging results were obtained. The parallelization of this technique was
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also considered using a conservative synchronization approach on an SGI Origin 2000
shared memory machine. The model was partitioned so that stations using different ra-
dio channels were simulated on different processors. Speedups in the range of about
to 3 were observed using 8 processors.

In [Panchal et al., 98], Panchal, Kelly, Lai, Mandayam, Ogielski, and Yates describe
WiPPET (Wireless Propagation and Protocol Evaluation Testbed), a detailed WCN
simulator designed on top of the TeD/GTW++ parallel simulation platform. TeD (Tele-
communications Description language) [Perumalla et al., 98] is a process-oriented sim-
ulation language for telecommunication systems. An implementation of TeD for C++
runs on top of the Georgia Tech. Time Warp kernel [Das et al., 94], an event-oriented
C++ parallel simulation library implementation of Time Warp. WiPPET implements
several different protocols for RRM, including the standards-based protocols of AMPS,
NA-TDMA, GSM, and several research-oriented protocols. Experiments with parallel
execution were performed on an 8 processor Sun Enterprise 4000, which is a shared
memory machine. Two different model partitioning approaches were attempted, geo-
graphic decomposition and channel-based decomposition, but only channel based de
composition resulted in speed-up once interference calculations were included in the
model. Reported speed-up ranged between 3.2 and 5.5 for this approach depending o
model parameters, such as traffic load and mobility. The system simulated consisted of
48 BSs in a synthetic Manhattan environment.

Another effort, that is not directed towards WCN simulation, but with many similar
characteristics has been reported by Liu, Chiang, Wu, Jha, Gerla, Short, Bagrodia, and
Kleinrock in [Liu et al., 96, Bagrodia et al., 95]. This is the development of a parallel
simulator for evaluation of wireless, multihop, mobile networks. It is not a model of a
cellular network as there are no base stations. Instead, the mobile nodes organize them
selves into clusters with some of the nodes being promoted to cluster heads. But the
simulator includes detailed models of both the mobile nodes and detailed channel mod-
els. Each node is modeled in a hierarchical manner that includes levels from channel,
mobility, and network algorithm models up to application traffic level models. The en-
vironment was built using Maisie [Bagrodia, 94], a parallel discrete event simulation
language extension to C that incorporates conservative and optimistic synchronization
mechanisms. Speedups of as much as 10 times using 16 processors on an IBM SP/
were reported using conservative synchronization and a partitioning that takes node lo-
cality into account.

5.3 Discussion

Our efforts in parallelizing WCN simulations departured from the identification of
the need for more detailed models than the cell-level models. (We also wanted to avoid
introducing distortions in the simulation results due to the parallelization as in the ap-
proach by Harju and Salmi.) Thus, it has many common traits with later studies that
have been carried out independently and concurrently. However, our focus here has
been to try to study what we perceive as the fundamental issues with respect to paralle
simulation of WCN models, particularly synchronization and partitioning, rather than
to implement a very detailed model. So, when designing our model, presented in the
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next chapter, the aim was to extract the essential features that cause problems for th
parallelization. Specifically, we recognized that when introducing signal propagation
and interference calculations into the model, simulation entities interact over longer
distances. This makes models that include interference calculations significantly more
difficult to partition efficiently than cell-level models where communication is often
limited to neighboring cells at the time of handovers. A lot of work on our part has been
devoted to this issue. The first paper on this work [Liljenstam and Ayani, 96] described
a WCN model, proposed a partitioning approach based on a frequency spectrum de
composition, and reported on preliminary performance results. A follow-up paper [Lil-
jenstam and Ayani, 97] compared the proposed partitioning approach with a geographic
approach. The question of partitioning is discussed in detail in Chapter 10, which con-
tains an extended study of this issue. Closely linked to the partitioning trade-off be-
tween geographic and spectrum-based partitionings is the influence of the geographic
range of interaction between stations in the model. As a prelude to Chapter 10,
Chapter 9 presents some experimental results on the effect of varying this interaction
range.

Comparing our work with the other concurrent studies we note the following:
The study by Perrone and Nicol considers a model with similar characteristics to

ours and which also includes a power control mechanism. The focus of the paper is on
exploiting certain features of the power control mechanism to speed-up the simulation
and also study its parallelization. Their model uses time-stepped execution, cf. RUNE,
whereas ours uses event-driven execution, but the technique they propose appears to b
generalizable also to event-driven models. We will discuss the advantages and disad
vantages of different time advancement mechanisms for this application domain in
some more detail in Section 7.1. They also use a frequency (channel) based partitioning
of the model for parallel execution.

The WiPPET simulator is event-driven and uses optimistic synchronization just as
our model. It includes detailed models of RRM including power control and different
channel assignment algorithms. Furthermore, it also includes some signaling layers.
Consequently, this is an ambitious modeling effort where the implemented models in-
clude more details than our model. However, when evaluating parallel performance
they reached similar conclusions to those reported by us in [Liljenstam and Ayani, 97].
Moreover, in our study in Chapter 10 we attempt to give a deeper analysis of the parti-
tioning issue and the inherent trade-offs.

The studies on multihop mobile network models by Liu et al. use assumptions re-
garding the effects of interference that make it inherently different from the WCN mod-
els. Because of this, partitioning represents less of a problem and a more traditional
geographic partitioning approach is used successfully.

The question of how much execution time reduction can be obtained for our model
is addressed in more detail in Chapter 11, where we consider execution on a shared
memory machine. Another question that has not been addressed in the other studies i
that of exploiting the (generally) greater available memory on a distributed memory
machine to scale up the simulation. Issues related to this are considered in Chapter 12
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The Wireless Cellular Network
Model

This chapter describes the WCN simulation model that we are considering for parallel
and distributed execution. The project originated from the identification of large exe-
cution resource requirements for the MONSTER simulator and was targeted to explore
PDES techniques to solve these problems. However, as the MONSTER simulator con-
sisted of hundreds of thousands of lines of code it was too cumbersome to experimen
directly with parallelization of this model. Instead it was decided that a simpler model
should be designed for studying the feasibility of employing PDES. Thus, the goal
when formulating this model was to try to extract essential features that could be
expected to cause difficulties for parallelization and thus need to be examined care-
fully. The model should be event-driven and describe a two-dimensional geography in
a similar manner to the MONSTER model. Furthermore, it should include signal prop-
agation models and interference calculations, which makes it different from the then
existing parallel cell-level models. This simulation model (MobSim++) departured
from an existing sequential simulator, the MaDRAS simulator developed at the Radio
Communications Systems Laboratory at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH,
Sweden) in cooperation with WINLAB at Rutgers University (NJ). The MaDRAS
model has been used in e.g. [Andersin et al., 95] (with some more details given in
[Sunell, 95]).

As shown in Figure 6.1, the simulator consists of three replaceable parts (submod-
els) in a manner similar to the MaDRAS simulator: The propagation model, the mobil-
ity model, and the teletraffic model. A modular design is sought to facilitate alterations
and tailoring of the model. Thus, according to our previously defined taxonomy it is not
a general RRM simulator, but rather an extensible and modifiable seed model. Severa
aspects are parameterized, though, and can be easily controlled through a GUI. This
will be further described in Chapter 7.

6.1 Teletraffic Model

The teletraffic model describes the arrival process of new calls and their duration. Call
arrivals form a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate , and exponential call duration
with mean .

λ
1 µ⁄
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6.2 Mobility Model

The mobility model describes the movements of the mobile terminals (MTs). We have
used a simple model where each MT moves with constant speed in one of four direc-
tions: north, east, west, or south (NEWS), and an MT only exist for the duration of a
call. When a call arrives a new MT is created, it is placed at a uniformly distributed
positionxm,ym in the area and it is assigned a truncated Gaussian distributed speedvm
and a uniformly distributed initial direction. When the position is updated for an MT it
will make a decision whether or not to turn. With a probability ofpturn it will turn left
and with the same probability it will turn right.

6.3 Propagation Model

The propagation model describes propagation path loss using a statistical model for
correlated log-normal shadow fading. The path losses at a specific position are
regarded as constant over time, so that at a positionp the gain from a transmitting sta-
tion s is Gs,p forming a two-dimensional matrix for each base station that describes the
geography.

Link gain is modeled in a similar way as in [Andersin et al., 95]. The link gain,
Gij(dij ), between transmitterj and receiveri is modeled as

(Eq. 6.1)

wheredij is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and where the
shadow fading componentSij(dij ) is modeled to be log-normally distributed. The fading
process is assumed to have the exponential correlation function proposed in [Gudmund

Gij dij( )
Sij dij( )

dij
4

-----------------=
FIGURE 6.1.  The three submodels of the WCN.
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son, 93], which is derived from experimental results. LetUij(dij ) = 10*log[Sij(dij )], then
we have

(Eq. 6.2)

where is the log-variance, and the parameterD determines how fast the correla-
tion decreases with distance. This is used to determine the correlation horizontally and
vertically in the gain matrix.

Link quality is measured as the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR). The downlink
SIR  forMTm for channelk is defined as:

(Eq. 6.3)

wherePi is the transmitted power from theBSi (theBSthatMTm is connected to),
Gm,i is the gain (path loss) fromBSi to MT m (at its current position),I is the set of base
station indices such thatI={j i:BS j is transmitting on channel k}, and is the thermal
noise (constant).Gm,i andGm,j depend on the terrain, but are regarded as constant for a
certain position in the terrain throughout the simulation.

Similarly, the uplink SIR for channelk onBSi is defined as:

(Eq. 6.4)

where, in this case,Pm is the transmitted power from the MT (MTm) connected to
BSi on channelk, andGm,i is the gain (path loss) fromMTm to BSi. I is a set of the MT
indices such thatI={j i : MT j is transmitting on channel k}.It is assumed here that the
radio channels are orthogonal, so adjacent channel interference has been neglected.

6.4 Resource Management and Mobile Behavior

The current version of MobSim++ uses Fixed Channel Assignment (FCA), but the
model itself could support e.g. interference adaptive Dynamic Channel Assignment
schemes with only modest changes. Similarly, some other features have been omitted
from the model at this point but are planned to be included in the future: e.g. transmis-
sion power control and a link quality threshold for channel reassignment (for intracell
handovers). Nevertheless, the existing model includes the physical level elements
(channel modeling) that have a significant impact on parallelization issues, such as
partitioning and synchronization.

Each mobile station performs the following procedure, resource reallocation assess-
ment (RRA), periodically (with a period oftRRA seconds):

1. Calculate downlink and uplink Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR)  for the
channel currently used. If SIR on either the up- or downlink isless than
for toutageconsecutive seconds the call is dropped.
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2. Find the best BS, by calculating the received power of every other BS and com-
pare it to the received power of the presently selected BS. If the difference is
greater than the handover hysteresis threshold a new BS will be selected. A
handover to the new BS will be attempted. If the handover fails due to lack of
free channels, however, the MT will stay on its current connection.
(The MT measures the received power on a special BS “pilot”-channel. The
transmitted power on this channel remains constant throughout the simulation.)

Channel selection is done stochastically with equal probability among the available
free channels on the BS. The uplink and downlink channels are changed at the same
time and hence treated as one unit. Path losses are regarded as equal in both direction
due to reciprocity.

The positions of the mobiles are updated every time there is new data to be read
from the gain matrix, i.e. each mobile schedules a position update event for itself to oc-
cur when it has traveled the distance between two samples in the gain matrix.

6.5 Time Resolution

The model described so far is general in the sense that the parameter values have no
been specified and these will be specified when we discuss experiments with the
model. However, one parameter that has specific significance when considering paral
lelization of the model is the time resolution of the RRA events. More specifically this
influences partitioning, which will be discussed later in Chapter 10. For this reason,
the RRA interval parameter  deserves a brief discussion here.

As stated in the previous section, each mobile station performs the “Resource Real-
location Assessment” procedure every seconds of simulated time. This includes
checking the current link quality by calculating downlink and uplink SIR for the chan-
nel currently used. The time interval can be varied, but a default setting of
0.5 seconds has been chosen and is used unless stated otherwise. This was done to p
it close to the interval between measurements in the GSM system, which is 480 ms.
Consequently, this should be a realistic setting when studying call traffic. When consid-
ering realistic settings for it is of interest to consider the impact of simulating other
types of traffic. Modeling data packet traffic would, in addition to more details in the
propagation model, require interference statistics to be collected on a shorter timescale
to determine (in the model) whether packets are successfully received. Thus, it appear
more likely that alterations to the model would imply shorter RRA intervals rather than
longer.

6.6 Discussion

The teletraffic model uses standard assumptions for voice traffic. These are similar to
those used in most related work, e.g. in WiPPET and Perrone and Nicol’s study. Other
assumptions are required e.g. for packet data traffic and are simple to implement in
terms of traffic generation, but this would most likely also entail other alterations to
the model to deal with the packet traffic.

tRRA

tRRA

tRRA

tRRA
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Our mobility model is relatively simple, but could easily be replaced with a more
sophisticated model or with traces from measurements. When considering paralleliza-
tion we have placed no restrictions on these components. WiPPET also allows the spec
ification of different models or importation of trace data. For their experiments,
however, a biased random walk model was used. The interval jumping technique pro-
posed by Perrone and Nicol requires that the mobile trajectories in their model consist
of straight-line segments where the speed is constant for each segment. In their experi
ments the users were given a constant speed. Hence, both studies appear to use assum
tions similar to ours.

The WiPPET model is also a development from a version of MaDRAS. Thus, the
experiments use a statistical propagation model similar to ours for long-scale fading.
However, the paper also reports that additional models for short-scale fading have been
implemented. The propagation model in Perrone and Nicol’s study also considers sim-
ilar statistical models for long-range fading, but implements only the (deterministic)
distance dependent part. WiPPET and our model both assume that the gain data are pre
computed and stored in memory before the simulation starts. We have found that this
can consume a considerable amount of memory and this issue is significant when we
discuss scaling of the model in Chapter 12.

Both Perrone and Nicol’s model and WiPPET include power control algorithms,
and WiPPET also includes several mechanisms for call admission, BS assignment and
channel assignment. Thus, they include more sophisticated call time behavior than our
model. However, by including a channel model and periodic interference measurements
in our model we believe that some of the most crucial features that pertain to the paral-
lelization have been included.
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MobSim++:
The Experimental Platform

We proceed from the model, described in the previous chapter, to its realization. Here
we describe the design and implementation of MobSim++, the experimental platform
used in this study.

One design choice that needs to be made has a special standing and needs to be co
sidered first of all: it is the choice of time-advancement mechanism. The chapter starts
with a special section on the choice of time-advancement mechanism. From previous
chapters we know that sequential simulators have been constructed based on both time
stepped- and event-driven execution. This choice needs to be carefully considered here
since it is of profound importance for the parallelization.

Next, follows a description of the different parts of the simulator. The MobSim++
experimental platform consists of two parts: the mobile telecommunication system sim-
ulator (MobSim++ simulator) and the parallel simulation kernel (PSK). The simulator
runs on top of the parallel simulation kernel which handles synchronization and support
functions for the simulator. This type of layered design is used in order to relieve the
user, i.e. the simulation model designer, from concern with synchronization to the
greatest possible extent. Thus, the intention is to separate the problems of synchroniza
tion from the simulation model. We start with a discussion on the design objectives we
set up for the PSK and compare this to related work in PDES mechanisms. After this
follows a more detailed description of the design of the PSK. Various issues related to
the API, portability, and efficiency are considered. Moreover, state saving issues were
given a considerable amount of attention and are described in more detail. A description
of the design and implementation of the MobSim++ simulation model follows. It im-
plements the model previously described in Chapter 6 using a number of different par-
titioning strategies.

7.1 Time-Stepped vs. Event-Driven Execution

Let us first consider what the structure of a time stepped- and an event driven- WCN
model would look like. Next we try to list some of the properties of each alternative to
enable us to make a comparison.

Event driven models perform state updates in an asynchronous fashion in different
parts of the system. But when using time-stepping to model RRM in a WCN, on the
other hand, the time advancement mechanism typically leads to the assumption that the
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system proceeds in a synchronous fashion, e.g. in RUNE and in the non-jumping ver-
sion in [Perrone and Nicol, 98]. That is, power control and channel (re-)assignment
checks are performed for all stations in each time-step. This type of global periodic
events are ideally suited for time-stepped execution, resulting in an efficient execution
of the model.

However, problems come to light for aperiodic or local events, or when multiple
time-scales need to be handled. Some aperiodic events do occur in the model, such a
call arrivals and departures, and these may present a problem in this case. Basing th
time-step on the RRM mechanism makes it efficient, but may limit time-resolution with
respect to arrival and departure events. One might consider using separate time-scale
for periodic and aperiodic events, but this would complicate the model somewhat and
the fundamental problem of efficiency for aperiodic events remains.

In the light of these observations we can identify the following advantages of a time-
stepped modeling approach for WCN:

• Efficient representation and execution of the typical (global) actions of power
control and channel allocation updates.

• The relatively simple execution mechanism can make it easier to understand the
structure of the code and sequence of operations in the model. Thus, facilitating
easy maintenance and modifications.

However, we can also identify some possible drawbacks of such an approach:

• Lack of ordering information regarding arrivals and departures of calls in the sys-
tem may affect resource allocation.

• “Synchronous” measurements and updates are assumed, e.g. the sequence of
updates on different stations is typically fixed and the same for all time-steps. It is
not always obvious what a suitable sequence of operations is, but one must be
imposed. This may sometimes result in a somewhat non-intuitive structure,
which can in turn reduce the “ease of understanding” advantage.

• Highly asynchronous activities such as signaling layers in the network cannot be
efficiently modeled.

In this study we have taken the aim to accommodate detailed models such as MON-
STER. The high level of detail and possible inclusion of multiple protocol layers will
result in many asynchronous activities in the model, beyond the possibly synchronous
power updates and channel allocations. This is our motivation for using an event-driven
approach which, in turn, influences our choice of parallel synchronization. A sequential
DES model requires PDES synchronization techniques for parallelization, and imple-
mentation of the PDES mechanism is discussed next.

7.2 Parallel Simulation Kernel (PSK)

The Parallel Simulation Kernel (PSK) was designed to be a common platform for
research on parallel simulation applied to different areas, such as mobile telecommuni-
cation-, computer architecture-, and hardware simulations. This lead to some specific
design-objectives that we discuss in the next section. Once our requirements have bee
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stated, we consider previous and concurrent related work to put the PSK and our
design objectives into perspective. Finally, the design of the PSK is described and this
constitutes the main part of this section.

7.2.1 Design Objectives

The following sections describe the parallel simulation kernel in terms of design
objectives, related work, structure, and implementation, as well as some lessons
learned and optimizations made to the kernel. In addition to good performance, impor-
tant design considerations were:

• Flexibility - both in terms of supporting different applications, and underlying
hardware.

• Transparency - an API that relieves the user from as much of the parallelization
issues as possible.

• Determinism - reproducible output to facilitate debugging.

• Support for Object-Oriented Simulation Modeling- models running on top of the
kernel should be possible to construct using OO Programming techniques.

Flexibility was seen as an important factor in the design of the kernel, since it has prov-
en to be difficult, if not impossible, to find a single approach for PDES synchronization
that provides good performance to applications with different characteristics. The de-
sign should therefore allow easy replacement and experimentation with different as-
pects of the synchronization mechanism to match different requirements by the
applications. Furthermore, it should be possible to run simulations on both shared mem-
ory multiprocessors and in distributed memory environments, and this should be
achieved without sacrificing advantages given by the global address space in shared
memory machines.

Another important issue is that of transparency. The kernel should handle the paral-
lelization as transparently as possible for the user. Thus, the interface should adhere, a
closely as possible, to what is typical of simulation libraries for sequential execution.

Reproducible output was considered important to facilitate debugging and to help
ensuring statistically unbiased results. This requires deterministic execution of the par-
allel synchronization, which is usually not guaranteed by PDES mechanisms in the case
of simultaneous events, i.e. multiple events occurring at the same simulated time.

Object-oriented design methodology has been recognized as a very useful approac
to simulation model implementation. In fact OO owes much of its origins to the pio-
neering programming language SIMULA 67 [Kirkerud, 89] developed in Norway. It
was one of the very first languages to incorporate classes, inheritance etc., a languag
that was developed with focus on simulation applications. With an expected continuing
increase in complexity in simulation models we felt it to be important to also consider
means to simplify the modeling effort. Object-oriented design could be one such tech-
nique, and consequently it was decided that the kernel should support object-oriented
design and programming at the model level.
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Furthermore, it was decided that the kernel itself should be constructed using an ob-
ject-oriented approach, aiming to give it a modular design, thereby providing flexibility.
The choice fell on C++ as the programming language for the implementation.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the choice of synchronization approach is non-trivial and
generally has to be made on a per application basis. Conservative schemes rely heavil
on look-ahead, the ability to foresee the future in the simulation. This has two disadvan-
tages for the purpose of our study: (i) the complexity of the model and the assumptions
that HOs and SIR calculations are instantaneous makes it difficult to obtain any look-
ahead for this application, (ii) even when look-ahead can be computed it is generally
difficult to do this in a transparent way, i.e. without introducing a substantial amount of
added complexity into the simulation model. Due to poor look-ahead in the WCN ap-
plication and because optimistic synchronization mechanisms tend to offer a higher lev-
el of transparency to the user, the kernel should employ optimistic synchronization by
using the Time Warp mechanism [Jefferson, 85].

7.2.2 Related Work

There has been a wealth of implementations of parallel simulation protocols over the
last decade. Some examples are GTW [Das et al., 94], SimKit [Gomes et al., 95],
WARPED [Radhakrishnan et al., 96], and APOSTLE [Wonnacott and Bruce, 96] for
optimistic synchronization, Yaddes [Preiss, 89], and CSIM’s parallel extension
(U.P.S.) [Nicol and Heidelberger, 95] for conservative synchronization, as well as
Maisie [Bagrodia, 94] and SPEEDES [Steinman, 92] handling multiple synchroniza-
tion protocols. A recent survey of parallel simulation languages and libraries is given
in [Low et al., 99].

However, the state of the art has changed substantially from 1994, when our work
started out, compared to the situation today. When this work was initiated there was no
publicly available software that met our criteria: a Time Warp implementation adapted
for shared memory but also possible to run in distributed memory, portable across plat-
forms, modular, and written in C++. Many implementations to date use only message
passing, and while it is true that this also makes it runnable on shared memory ma-
chines, there are some important optimizations to Time Warp, e.g. direct cancellation
[Fujimoto, 89b], that can only be exploited when the shared memory paradigm is used.

Others have developed similar mechanisms with similar goals in mind at the same
time as our work has been conducted. Of these, SimKit and WARPED carry most re-
semblance to our work of the PDES protocol implementations that we are aware of.
Both implement the Time Warp mechanism as a C++ object library using an event-ori-
ented world view. The SimKit simulation library is developed jointly by the University
of Calgary, University of Waikato, and Jade Simulations Intl. Corp., and is based on the
Georgia Tech. Time Warp (GTW) implementation from the Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology. As is the case with GTW, SimKit runs on shared memory multiprocessors. Sim-
Kit is designed to provide high execution speeds, low per event overheads and a clean
and simple interface. The WARPED simulation kernel, developed at the University of
Cincinnati, is based on message passing for execution on distributed- or shared-memo
ry hardware.
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Critical design issues for optimistic simulation kernels include load balancing, log-
ical process scheduling, state saving and user interface transparency. As is the case wit
most implementations to date, both kernels put the responsibility on the user to statical-
ly map the simulation objects onto the processors to achieve good load balancing. For
state saving, the WARPED kernel uses a Periodic State Saving mechanism, wherea
SimKit relies on an Incremental State Saving approach. It is crucial to determine the
optimum checkpointing interval for best performance of Periodic State Saving. To this
end, WARPED implements a few different proposed methods to adaptively determine
the checkpointing interval. When using Incremental State Saving, the main problem is
to provide a transparent mechanism to the user so that user intervention is not required
for state to be saved. SimKit accomplishes this to a high degree through some C++ lan-
guage extensions.

The PSK kernel was developed concurrently with SimKit and WARPED and share
many of their goals. One feature that distinguishes PSK from the other two, however,
is the ability to execute on shared memory using shared memory synchronization and
on distributed memory using message passing mechanisms while upholding a common
interface towards the user. Furthermore, it provides two different implementations of
virtual time: one simple, where time is represented by a double precision floating point
number, and one more complex definition based on Lamport clocks that ensures tota
causal ordering of events and thus ensures deterministic simulation output. State saving
can be done using one of three available mechanisms: Copy State Saving (CSS), Spars
State Saving (SSS), and Incremental State Saving (ISS). The sparse state saving mec
anism includes both adaptive- and user controlled checkpointing intervals. Although
suggested as a possibility earlier by others, the PSK work also included the first pub-
lished results (to the best of our knowledge) on implementation of a transparent ISS
mechanism in C++. The Incremental State Saving approach used, although not quite a
sophisticated as the one in SimKit, provides a high degree of transparency in most cas
es.

7.2.3 Overall Structure

An overview of the design of the PSK and the MobSim++ simulator is shown in Fig-
ure 7.1. As shown in the figure, the PSK was designed to have a modular structure to
allow easy replacement and experimentation with key components of the system. The
kernel is internally made up of a parallel simulation mechanism (in this case Time
Warp) and libraries for additional functionalities such as random number generation,
statistics collection, and visualization support that have some ties to the simulation
mechanism. The visualization support module connects through a UNIX socket to a
separate GUI process for runtime visualization of the simulation execution.
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Furthermore, the Time Warp mechanism includes modules for key components of the
system:

• Event set management

• State saving mechanisms

• Logical processscheduling strategies

• GVT calculation

• Time representation (with or without guarantees on determinism)

These were all determined to be mechanisms that may have to be modified to adapt to
specific application requirements or different hardware environments. For instance,
many different priority queue implementations have been proposed for event set man-
agement and no single one has been shown to be optimal in all situations. Similarly,
state saving and LP scheduling are known to be important issues and several scheme
exist. Different GVT algorithms can be expected to be optimal depending on the under-
lying hardware. Time representation schemes can be employed to ensure determinism
but in certain cases one may want to avoid the added overhead. Also, there is a low-leve
memory managementmodule that is common to all different parts of the Time Warp
kernel. A more detailed description of the internal design will be provided later, follow-
ing a description of the API.

FIGURE 7.1. Structure of the Mobile Telecommunication Simulation
Environment
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7.2.4 Application Programmers Interface

An important issue in the design of the PSK was to provide the user with an API that
would ease the transition from sequential DES to PDES. Thus, the interface should
adhere, as closely as possible, to what is typical of simulation libraries for sequential
execution. In particular, this implies that the kernel should handle the parallelization as
transparently as possible to the user. As a result of these efforts the kernel handles syn
chronization both on shared memory multiprocessors (such as SUN SparcCenter
2000) and in distributed memory environments (such as IBM SP/2 or a cluster of
workstations) using a common interface. Recently, the PSK kernel has also been retro
fitted to run on a simulated “environment”, using CSIM [Schwetman, 86], for experi-
ments with performance prediction. There is also a sequential version of the kernel,
employing the same interface, that has been used for speed-up comparisons. The inte
face in itself allows the use of object-oriented design and programming for the simula-
tion applications by providing extensions to the C++ programming language. Thus,
the user creates a simulation application by creating an instance of the kernel and
deriving objects from some of the kernel-defined classes. Switching between shared
memory, distributed memory and sequential versions is achieved by recompiling the
program with different compilation switches or class libraries.

The Parallel Simulation Kernel is implemented as a C++ class library. An applica-
tion using the PSK performs the following steps:

1. Create an instance of the simulation kernel.

2. Create any global read-only data.

3. Create the simulation objects (logical processes).

4. Run the simulation.

5. Collect data and calculate statistics.

The API is illustrated through the example of a fully connected queueing network often
used as a benchmark for parallel simulation implementations. The source code is shown
in Figure 7.2.

(1) // **********************************************************
(2) //     Example: Fully connected queueing network
(3) // **********************************************************
(4) #include “PSK_incl.h”
(5)
(6) // Global read-only data
(7) const int noOfObjects = 64;
(8) const double serviceMean = 1.0;
(9) const int msgPopulation = 1;
(10)
(11) class Node;
(12) class Global : public Shared {
(13) public:
(14) Global();
(15)   LP_ID m_nodes[noOfObjects];
(16) };
(17) Global* global;
(18)
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FIGURE 7.2. Source code for a simple example of a fully connected queueing
network.

(19) // Node
(20) class Node : public LP {
(21) public:
(22) Node(int nr);
(23) void handleEvent(const Event& msg);
(24) int getMyNr() {return myNr;}
(25) private:
(26) RandNumGenmyRNG;
(27) State(int) numMsgsSent;
(28)  int myNr;
(29) };
(30)
(31) // Node constructor - creates initial message population
(32) Node::Node(int nr) : myRNG(this), numMsgsSent(0), myNr(nr) {
(33)   for (int i = 0; i < msgPopulation; i++) {
(34) Event* outmsg = new Event(me, 0.0, me, TEST_MSG);
(35) sendMsg(outmsg);
(36)     }
(37) }
(38) // handleEvent method - defines behavior for event sent to LP
(39) void
(40) Node::handleEvent(const Event& msg) {
(41)   double serviceTime = myRNG.Exp(serviceMean);
(42)   int toWho = floor(myRNG.Rect(0, noOfObjects));  // next destination
(43)
(44)   Event* outmsg = new Event(global->m_nodes[toWho],
(45) getCurrentTime() + serviceTime,
(46) me, TEST_MSG);
(47)   sendMsg(outmsg);
(48)   numMsgsSent++;
(49) }
(50)
(51) // Global constructor - creates nodes
(52) Global::Global() {
(53)   for(int i=1; i<=noOfObjects; i++)
(54)       m_nodes[i-1] = new Node(i);
(55) }
(56)
(57) // Main
(58) main(int argc, char** argv)
(59) {
(60)   double simTime = 1000.0;
(61)   int nargc;  char** nargv = NULL;
(62)
(63)   // create kernel
(64)   PSK simulator(argc, argv, nargc, nargv);
(65)
(66)   // setup global data
(67)   global = new Global;
(68)
(69)   // run simulation
(70)   psk->simulate(simTime);
(71)
(72)   return(0);
(73) }
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An instance of the PSK class is created and the program command line arguments ar
passed to it through theargc andargv parameters. The number of processors and state
saving method etc. are controlled through predefined command line options. In the ex-
ample the kernel object (line 64) is created as an automatic object, i.e. on the stack.

The Time Warp mechanism dictates that data can only be shared between LPs
through the sending of time-stamped messages. However, if there are large data struc
tures that are read-only and many LPs need access to, these should be placed in shar
memory. A simple way to accomplish this is to derive a class from the kernel defined
classShared. This will ensure that the object is placed in shared memory. On distributed
memory, copies will be created on all processors by default, and special provisions must
be taken by the user if the data should be partitioned over the processors.

In the example we create a global object (line 12) that holds a vector of all LP id’s
so that they can be reached from all LPs without wasting memory. TheLP_ID is a point-
er to the LP in the case of shared memory, and an object holding information regarding
which processor the LP is located on etc. in the case of distributed memory machines
(line 15).

Simulation objects constituting a logical process are derived from the kernel defined
class LP. Thus, a virtual clock is associated with each LP and all objects placed within
an LP object will share the same notion of time. In the example we simply let each node
in the network be an LP (line 20).

When a message arrives to an LP, thehandleEvent() method is called. The behavior
of an object due to the occurrence of a particular event is specified by the user by defin-
ing this method.

State saving of LPs is done either through periodically copying the state of the LP
object or by incrementally saving the changes of the state variables in the LP. For illus-
trative purposes a counter of the number of messages sent by each node is kept in th
example (line 27). In the case of incremental state saving, theState(type) declaration of
this variable expands to a template definition that performs state saving when the value
is modified.

Messages sent between LPs are defined by deriving a class from the predefined
Event class, or using it directly if no additional data content is necessary. When created,
the message must be supplied with receiver LP id, receive time, sender id, and messag
type.

Standard (Time Warp) restrictions regarding output and error checking during exe-
cution apply. In both cases special kernel support should be utilized to ascertain that the
actions are not performed until it is determined that execution will not later be rolled
back, since these types of actions cannot be undone.

7.2.5 Internal Design

The PSK is designed to support multiple synchronization mechanisms, which allows
the user to select a mechanism that suits the application. However, today only the Time
Warp mechanism is implemented. Moreover, the API currently only defines operations
relevant for optimistic synchronization. With the implementation of conservative pro-
tocols, the API would most likely need to be expanded e.g. with operations to define a
static communication topology and to specify lookahead. Nevertheless, the Time Warp
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mechanism, and specifically its creation on start-up, is encapsulated within an outer
structure to make it possible to replace it with other protocols.

The kernel is implemented in C++ in an object-oriented manner resulting in a mod-
ular structure. Referring back to Figure 7.1, the kernel is internally made up of the par-
allel simulation mechanism and libraries for additional functionalities that have some
ties to the simulation mechanism. The random number generator provides separate un
correlated random number streams for each of the LPs. Simple statistics collection
functions are supplied to the user. The visualization support module ensures that only
committed information that cannot be rolled back is sent to the visualization output.

Furthermore, a number of key components are designed to be replaceable with dif-
ferent implementations. The event set subsystem orders processed and unprocesse
events into a priority queue, detects straggler messages and performs rollbacks. The
current implementation uses aggressive cancellation, i.e. an event is cancelled as soo
as an antimessage is received. Each event in the event set has an associatedCausality-
Record. In a shared memory environment, i.e. when using direct cancellation [Fujimo-
to, 89b], the causality record is a list of pointers to all events caused by the event. In a
distributed memory environment the causality record is a list of antimessages for all
events that were caused by the event. At present, the only event set data structure im
plemented is a linked list, but this is reasonable for many applications since there is one
event list per LP rather than a centralized list. LP scheduling uses theleast time-stamp
first policy and a static mapping of LPs to processors. A linked list priority queue is
used also for the LP scheduling. Obviously this currently limits scalability in terms of
number of LPs per processor and message population. However, for the experiments
performed so far, the number of LPs and message populations involved have generally
been of moderate size so these implementations have been adequate. Different GVT a
gorithms are used on shared and distributed memory. On shared memory a straightfor
ward barrier based scheme is used, and on distributed memory the algorithm proposed
by Lin in [Lin, 94] is used. The distributed algorithm requires FIFO message delivery
between any pair of computing nodes. The state saving mechanisms are covered in de
tail in Section 7.2.8, and the many issues regarding time representation and output re
producibility merit a chapter on its own - Chapter 8.

In order to make the PSK portable, we have based the kernel on standards for con-
currency control and message passing. On shared memory machines, we use the co
currency control primitives (locks, barriers, etc.) defined in the shared memory part of
the Portable Programs for Parallel Processors (P4) macro package [Butler and Lusk
94]. This package has been ported to a wide range of shared memory
multiprocessors. In the case of distributed memory environments the Message Passin
Interface (MPI) [Message Passing Interface Forum, 94] is used. MPI has also been port-
ed to a wide range of platforms and the MPI point-to-point message sending semantics
guarantee the FIFO delivery property required by the GVT algorithm by Lin.

Figure 7.3 shows the object model of the kernel and gives an indication of how the
objects relate to the different modules discussed previously. The object modeling nota-
tion used here is UML (Unified Modeling Language) [Larman, 98]. The lightly shaded
classes:PSK, TimeWarp, LP, andEvent, constitute the user interface and the darkly shad-
ed classes:SimEntity andUserDefinedMsg serve to illustrate where the simulation model
fits on top of the kernel classes. ThePSK, TimeWarp, andProcessor subclasses with their
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scheduling systems are central and are created at the very beginning as the simulatio
program starts up. Logical Processes can then be created and the simulation executio
set in motion.

The kernel is created by instantiating thePSK class. ThePSK object creates theTime-
Warp object, which is responsible for the Time Warp synchronization. When created,
theTimeWarp object initializes shared memory areas (on shared memory machines) and
creates a processor object (theGVT_Process) for the master node. When processes are
started on the other processors they are created asWorkers. TheTimeWarp object also
creates, and holds the identities of, the special purpose nodes (one of each of):

• OutputNode - All (textual) output from the simulator generated during the run is
sent to this node. The node ensures that only output generated by committed
events is printed, since output cannot be rolled back.

• ExternalLinkNode - Communication with a separate visualization process is han-
dled through this node. Only visualization messages that have been committed
can be released, hence it uses the same approach as the OutputNode.

• SeedDistributor - Distributes seeds from the file “psk_seeds” to all random number
generators in the simulator. When a random number generator is created it sends
a message to the seed distributor requesting a seed (at time ). The seed dis-

tributor then replies with a seed (also at time ). By distributing seeds “dynam-
ically” upon request in the beginning of simulation execution rather than
“statically” before execution commences the path is left open for dynamic cre-
ation/destruction of LPs during the simulation. New LPs being created during the
simulation could request random number seeds as well as the LPs created at the
start. One thing to note, however, is that to ensure deterministic results all seed
request messages must be completely ordered.

When LPs are created they attach themselves to the kernel and are mapped to the pro
cessors according to either a user-defined mapping or through the default “card deal-
ing” (round-robin) mapping. In the case of shared memory it is straightforward to
connect each LP to the correct processor as it is created. When using distributed mem
ory, however, the kernel must deal with each LP as it is created and remove it if it does
not belong on the current processor, only leaving a reference behind to point to the pro-
cessor where the LP exists. In a sequential simulator it is natural to refer to simulator
objects through pointers. To mimic this also on distributed memory, smart pointers
[Stroustrup, 92] (objects behaving similarly to pointers) are used to refer to LPs. This
provides a uniform way of referring to LPs on shared and distributed memory that is
similar to sequential simulators. However, it should be noted that this similarity is lim-
ited due to the requirement on explicit message communication between LPs.

For a more transparent API one could envision e.g. automatic encapsulation of
method calls on other LPs to message communication in a manner similar to remote
procedure calls (RPC). A function call to an object located on the same LP is performed
as usual, while a “remote” call to another LP is encapsulated to perform a message send
with an optional time delay for when the call should be scheduled. On the receiving
side, execution of the event would call the specified procedure. Time delayed local calls
would also be encapsulated in the same manner. This is similar in many ways to the

∞–

∞–
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ASK and TELL method call constructs of the ModSim simulation language. But this is
not implemented at present - and the associated costs could be substantial.

When the simulation is started by a user call to thesimulate() method of theTimeWarp
object, it spawns slave processes on the other processors by calling the underlying p4
or MPI libraries. The corresponding Processor object (GVT_Process or Worker) starts its
work cycle and theGVT_Process periodically initiates GVT calculations and fossil col-
lection. The work cycle consists of (i) checking for incoming messages by emptying the
MailBox and (ii) retrieving the nextLP to be activated from theScheduler and activating
it. LPs will schedule themselves, by calling theScheduler, whenever they have work to
do.

FIGURE 7.3. Object model of the kernel. Classes belonging to the user interface are
shaded (light) and user defined classes are shaded darker.
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7.2.6 Efficiency

Preliminary performance experiments were carried out at an early stage of the imple-
mentation of the PSK with disappointing results. It soon became apparent that the
fully modular design originally envisioned with flexible interfaces, allowing easy
replacement of modules, caused unacceptable performance penalties. That is not t
say that the object-oriented design approach could not be used, but a high degree o
caution must be taken to arrive at an acceptable trade-off between flexibility and per-
formance. Much of the problems stemmed from excessive overheads in terms of mem-
ory and execution time due to management of automatically generated temporary
objects.

To give an example of how these overheads were reduced we can consider the lis
implementations, where the first implementations were replaced with intrusive lists
[Stroustrup, 92, pp. 259-261] to reduce memory allocations. When placing objects into
linked list (or other data structures) we want to avoid creating a separate link object with
a pointer to the object we want to place in the list. Specifically, we considerEvent ob-
jects andLP objects.Event objects represent events and, on distributed memory, also an-
timessages. Thus,Event objects need to be possible to place into both the pending event
set and into the causality record. State copies ofLP objects are placed into the state set.
Refer back to Figure 7.3 for an illustration of the relationships. In both these cases we
want to include the link pointers directly into the objects so that they can be placed di-
rectly into the respective lists. Figure 7.4 illustrates howLPs inherit from the classDLis-
tILLink so that the copies can be placed into the state set. This rests on the observation
thatLP objects can be either active LPs that are placed in a scheduling queue or copies
of anLP state, when using CSS or SSS, that are placed in the state set. But the object is
never placed in both lists simultaneously.Events are a bit more complex to handle since
they have to be placed in two structures simultaneously. Figure 7.5 shows how this is
solved through multiple inheritance of theEventSetLinks andCausalityRecLinks classes.
An event that is sent to an LP on another processor must also be temporarily placed into
a Mailbox and this is why theMail class is included into the hierarchy.

DListILLink

StateSet

LP

MultiDListLink

Mail

Event

CausalityRecordEventSet

MailBox

FIGURE 7.4. List handling of states. FIGURE 7.5. List handling of events.

*
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Overall this leads to a tighter coupling between components since classes related to
the implementation of the state- and event set are included into the inheritance hierar-
chy of the LP and event classes. Nevertheless, it is still possible to replace the imple-
mentations while maintaining the overall structure and thus we feel that this is a
reasonable trade off between flexibility and performance.

In general we feel that the goal of flexibility in design could be upheld, e.g. sparse
and incremental state saving mechanisms could be introduced with only minor changes
to the original design, and the object-oriented design did contribute to this end. How-
ever, a significant amount of work had to be spent in tuning and modifying the design
to obtain acceptable performance.

The target architecture on which we would expect to get the best parallel perfor-
mance is cache consistent shared memory multi-processors. However, to achieve goo
performance on such architectures often requires more skill than what could be expect-
ed. Though we had taken provisions to minimize communication between processors
as well as synchronization we first experienced a slow down when using more proces-
sors on a SUN SparcCenter 2000 multi-processor. This was mainly due to false sharing
effects1. A low-level memory management system was implemented to avoid this.
Among other things it makes sure that memory objects are properly aligned to cache
lines and that shared objects with distinct identifiable owners are not placed in memory
so that they will share cache lines. The memory management system also supports th
special requirements on memory management that the PSK imposes in a more efficien
manner than ordinary system provided memory management does. Specifically, this
system is designed to facilitate efficient garbage collection of no longer used memory
objects.

7.2.7 Implementation of a Memory Management Protocol

Another important issue regarding memory usage is to guard against memory stalls,
i.e. memory exhaustion preventing the simulation from making forward progress
(Section 2.4.3). And indeed in the experiments presented later in Chapter 12, where
we consider memory usage issues, it soon became apparent that some form of memor
management protocol would be necessary to be able to run the simulations to comple
tion. Thus, a memory management protocol has been implemented that is based
loosely on the artificial rollback mechanism [Lin and Preiss, 91]. In order to deal with
flow control it also draws more directly on some aspects of the cancelback protocol

1. In a cache coherent system several processors may have copies of the same data objec
cached. Whenever one of the copies is updated, i.e. written to, any copies of the cache line
at other processors are invalidated. On modern computer architectures the cache lines tend
to be rather long, in the order of some hundred bytes. This means that several memory ob-
jects can reside in one cache line. Consequently, what may happen is that shared objects
mainly handled, i.e. read and written, by different processors are located on the same cache
line. When one of the processors updates its shared object the cache lines at the other pro-
cessor, and its object, will be invalidated though it may not have been strictly necessary to
do so.
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[Jefferson, 90]. But where both artificial rollback and cancelback are designed for
shared memory and makes use of global information, we need a mechanism for dis-
tributed memory to investigate scalability on distributed memory. Refer back to
Section 2.4.3 for descriptions of artificial rollback and cancelback.

We will discuss general issues regarding memory use in more detail in Chapter 12.
But, here we would like to note that while the artificial rollback and cancelback proto-
cols have been shown to bememory optimal(Section 2.4.3), it is also known that a TW
simulation based on distributed memory semantics cannot be made memory optimal
[Preiss and Loucks, 95]. When starting to consider the implementation, we also noted
that since the memory protocol has to coexist with the low level memory management
(discussed in the previous section) this causes some practical problems for designing a
mechanism that can be guaranteed to make efficient use of all available memory. The
block allocation of memory that is used for time-efficient memory allocation may cause
memory fragmentation problems that prevent memory management protocols from re-
claiming enough memory to avoid a memory stall even though there is available phys-
ical memory. Furthermore, MPI requires the allocation of some separate message buffe
areas. If these message buffers should be depleted, the execution will be terminated in
the implementation we have used. Thus, finding an appropriate size for the message
buffer area can also become a tricky issue. Consequently, we do not strive for a provably
“optimal” mechanism here, only a scheme that should be simple to implement and ex-
pected to work well in most practical situations.

We impose a memory limit threshold that can be invoked by a command line
switch. When this threshold is exceeded on a node, progressively more aggressive step
will be taken to try to reclaim memory to ensure progress. Also, an optional reclaim
margin can be set. This indicates the target of the amount of memory
that should be reclaimed before returning to normal forward execution, i.e. memory
should be reclaimed until the used memory is below . Its default setting is

. The approach of a memory limiting threshold was chosen to make it
possible to use the mechanism also to throttle the optimism, as proposed in [Das and
Fujimoto, 94]. However, the memory limit is not absolute in the sense that the amount
of used memory can momentarily exceed the set limit and there is no preemtive mech-
anism to deal with memory exhaustion in the middle of processing an event. Conse-
quently, the parameter should be set slightly lower than the actual available
physical memory size, thus providing a safety margin, in order to make it completely
effective.

Figure 7.6 outlines the algorithm. The first step, when exceeding the memory limit,
is to stop forward progress on the node and trigger a GVT calculation and fossil collec-
tion. If sufficient memory is released, normal execution resumes.

If the fossil collection is ineffective in releasing sufficient memory, an Artificial
Rollback (AR) mode is invoked, Figure 7.7. Here the local timespan is computed, de-
fined as the virtual time span from the latest GVT to the virtual time for the local LP
that has advanced the farthest. Victim LPs for AR will be selected by moving progres-
sively backwards over the local time span until sufficient memory has been reclaimed
or no LPs remain to roll back. In our artificial rollback mechanism, AR of an LP also
includes sending AR trigger messages back “upstream” to rollback the senders and thu
stop the inflow of messages. AR trigger messages can be described as “noop” strag

Mmax

Mmargin Mmax≤

Mmargin
Mmargin Mmax=

Mmax
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glers (with a receive-time less than the send time of the rolled back event and greater
than GVT). They cause an artificial rollback in the receiver, but otherwise have no ef-
fect (and can be removed immediately from the event set).

FIGURE 7.6. Memory management algorithm outline.

FIGURE 7.7. “Invoke Artificial Rollback” subroutine.

Processor main loop:

set  to RUNNING

WHILE simulation not finished

REPEAT
Poll mailbox

IF used memory >  THEN
set  to MEMORY_BLOCK
trigger GVT

END IF

SWITCH
CASE RUNNING: // normal forward execution

Activate next LP (forward execution or rollback)
CASE MEMORY_BLOCK: // release memory before progressing

Only activate LPs scheduled for rollback.
END SWITCH

UNTIL time for GVT or GVT triggered

perform GVT calculation and fossil collection

IF used memory >  THEN
Invoke Artificial Rollback (fig 7.7)

END IF

set  to RUNNING

END WHILE

mode

Mmax
mode

mode

Mmax

mode

Invoke Artificial Rollback (A.R.):

activate all LPs that are scheduled for rollback

IF used memory >  THEN

compute local  = max(local LVT) - latest GVT estimate

set A.R. distance_step = ,

FOR ar_time from max(local LVT) TO latest GVT estimate STEP distance_step
REPEAT

find LP with max local LVT ar_time

invoke artificial rollback on LP to time ar_time, which includes:
FOR all rolled back events that were received from a remote node

send an A.R. trigger message to the sender (i.e. “up-stream”)
END FOR

UNTIL used memory >  OR no (local) LP with LVT ar_time
END FOR

IF no LP left to artificially rollback AND used memory >  THEN
This is a non-recoverable memory stall!

END IF

END IF

RETURN
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In [Preiss and Loucks, 95], the authors also consider adaptation of the artificial roll-
back protocol to a distributed memory environment. But they do this in terms of a “local
trigger - local target” modification, implying that only LPs on the same node that expe-
rienced the memory stall are considered for artificial rollback. Thus, it is not clear from
their description how they deal with message flow control. For instance, a single self-
triggered LP on one node could flood another node with messages and to stop it from
progressing requires non-local intervention. Mechanisms such as cancelback (adapted
would contain this flow control element, and our artificial rollback trigger messages
serve a similar purpose.

Termination detection (for unrecoverable memory stall) is done only by monitoring
the progress of GVT, and “timing out” if no progress is achieved in some number of
steps. A more robust mechanism for termination detection would be desirable, and this
would also have to deal with issues related to “busy cancelback” situations. Neverthe-
less, the mechanism implemented here proved sufficient for our purposes in this study.

7.2.8 State Saving

State saving is well known to be an important performance issue in Time Warp synchro-
nized parallel discrete event simulation for many applications. The state saving sub-
system performs automatic state saving of the LP. Currently three transparent
mechanisms for state saving have been implemented:

• Copy State Saving (CSS) - The entire state of the LP object is copied after each
event is executed.

• Sparse State Saving (SSS) - The entire state of the LP object is copied periodi-
cally.

• Incremental State Saving (ISS) - The changes to the LP state are saved so that a
previous state can be restored by backward traversal of the change-chain.

The state saving mechanisms are transparent to the user in the sense that the user do
not need to modify the application code to use any of them. However, they differ in their
performance characteristics.

The first implementation of the kernel used Copy State Saving which is the concep-
tually simplest method. Initial experiments indicated that in most cases a significant
portion of the time in the WCN model was spent performing state saving. Two ap-
proaches to reduce the state saving overheads were then explored and compared: Spar
State Saving and Incremental State Saving. The main question for SSS is how often
states should be saved for optimum performance. The checkpointing interval (number
of events executed between state saves) can be set by a parameter or adjusted autom
ically by adaptive algorithms as Rönngren’s algorithm [Rönngren and Ayani, 94] or
Fleishmann’s heuristic [Fleischmann and Wilsey, 95]. One important issue in the case
of ISS is how to identify which parts of a state that have changed and save them trans-
parently for the user.

Several systems had implemented ISS at the time we were working on state saving
e.g. [Unger et al., 93], [Cleary et al., 94], [Steinman, 93], [Bruce, 95], and good perfor-
mance results had been reported for different applications [Bauer and Sporrer, 93],
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[Cleary et al., 94]. However, they generally placed the responsibility on the user to en-
sure that the correct parts of state were saved by requiring the user to add function calls
or similar constructs whenever some state information is updated. Should the user fail
to correctly add state saving code in any part of the simulator, this is likely to cause in-
deterministic errors. Errors that are difficult to find even if the user has a thorough un-
derstanding of the operation of the Time Warp mechanism. Thus, transparency is
important for reliable ISS. Different methods can be employed to achieve transparency,
such as hardware support [Fujimoto, 89a] or compiler support through special purpose
languages to detect state updates. One of the benefits of using C++ rather than e.g. C o
Pascal is the extra flexibility afforded by the possibility to overload common operators
such as “+”,“-”, and “=”, and thereby changing the semantics of the operator. The pos-
sibility of overloading the assignment operator “=” to obtain a transparent state saving
mechanism has been suggested in [Bruce, 95] and we wanted to explore what level o
transparency could be achieved through this approach. Furthermore we wanted to in-
vestigate what performance could be obtained compared to other state saving approach
es and what impact the overheads associated with transparency will have on
performance.

Only assignment of state variables should be intercepted by the ISS mechanism. In
order to distinguish state variables from other variables in the PSK implementation, the
user is required to declare state variables using a templateState<>. Thus, e.g. an integer
state variable is declared as “State<int> a;”. The State template includes the definition of
the assignment operator “=” along with all other operators that can modify the variable:
+=, -=, *=, /=, %=, ^=, ++, --, &=, !=, <<=, and>>=. It is also necessary to distinguish the
initialization of a state variable from state updates during simulation. Hence, in the cur-
rent implementation the ISS mechanism is essentially disabled when the simulation ob-
jects are created and later enabled at the start of the simulation execution. However, this
assumes that all LPs are created before the simulation starts and does not allow dynami
creation of LPs during the simulation run.

The current implementation of the ISS mechanism does not support dynamic data
structures, i.e. pointer structures within the state. However an outline to a possible so-
lution to this is as follows. State saving can be performed transparently on dynamically
allocated objects as long as the data members are declared asState<> objects. Construc-
tors and destructors are overloaded through the state object template. The ISS mecha
nism must be enabled as the object is created and the object can not be deallocated un
at fossil collection time. Thus destroyed objects remain in memory in case of rollback
but are marked as deallocated and can be removed when fossil collecting.

Complete transparency could not be achieved with this approach. At some points
the encapsulation of data in the State template prevents automatic type casts forcing th
user to explicitly type cast instead. The subscript operator “[]” requires some consider-
ation from the user in some cases and caution has to be exercised if the user decides t
redefine the copy constructor or the same operators that are used by the ISS mechanism
Also, there is no way to prevent the user from bypassing the ISS mechanism by modi-
fying the state through pointers. Nevertheless, once the state variables were encapsula
ed using theState<> template, it was possible to run the mobile communication system
simulator using either one of CSS, SSS, or ISS without any further modification to the
code.
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FIGURE 7.8. Relative performance of different state saving schemes for a 67 cell
FCA system on a 4 processor SS10. CSS - Copy State Saving, SSS
S5 - Sparse State Saving with a fixed checkpointing interval of 5, SSS
R - Sparse State Saving using Rönngren’s adaptive algorithm, SSS F -
Sparse State Saving using Fleischmann’s heuristic, TISS -
Transparent implementation of Incremental State Saving, UISS - User
dependent implementation of Incremental State Saving.

Figure 7.8 shows performance results for the WCN model using different state saving
methods. Results are relative compared to CSS on a 4 processor SparcStation 10. The
model consists of an FCA system with 67 cells and a cluster size of 7. “SSS S5” is SSS
using a fixed checkpointing interval of 5. “SSS R” uses Rönngren’s algorithm for adap-
tive checkpointing and “SSS F” uses Fleischmann’s heuristic. “TISS” uses the transpar-
ent ISS implementation and “UISS” uses a non-transparent implementation of ISS for
comparison. More details can be found in [Rönngren et al., 96b] and [Rönngren et al.,
96a]. Overall, sparse state saving using Rönngren’s algorithm for adaptive control of
the state saving interval tended to give good performance for the FCA model and ex-
periments indicated that the performance penalties caused by the transparent ISS mech
anisms were tolerable.

The initial implementation of ISS (the one used in these experiments) used dynamic
allocation of memory blocks of appropriate size to store the saved state variables in.
This provides full flexibility on the size of data blocks to be saved. However, since it is
required to instrument each variable in any compound data structure for transparent
saving, it can be reasonable to assume a fixed maximum size for a single datum (as ob
served in [West and Panesar, 96]). Consequently, the ISS mechanism was later modifie
to include an optional alternative implementation using a circular buffer structure. In
this case a buffer of fixed size is allocated for each LP as it is created and each datum
is assumed to have a fixed size, i.e. the largest fundamental type. (We have assumed
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bytes on the SUN SparcCenter machine to allow for double precision floats and long
integers.) This turned out to give a substantial performance improvement. A drawback
with this scheme is that if the buffer size is set too small and fossil collection is unsuc-
cessful in reclaiming memory for an LP, the state saving buffer may become exhausted
resulting in the termination of the simulation. Dynamically adjusting the buffer size
would be an attractive solution, but turns out to be non-trivial to implement due to the
associations between events and state pieces. Events store an index into the buffer fo
quick determination of how far back the modification trail should be followed to recon-
struct the appropriate state.

Results from a comparison of the ISS implementations are shown in Figure 7.9.
These experiments were performed for a similar setting as the previous experiments
but are not directly comparable. Minor modifications have been made to both the kernel
and the model and these experiments were run on a different machine. Specifically,
some modifications to the model code reduced the state size, so the old ISS implemen
tation performs worse compared to CSS. But the main point here is that the new ISS
implementation is substantially faster and comparable to SSS for this scenario.

An ISS scheme with similar characteristics to ours, i.e. also based on C++ operator
overloading, was later also proposed in [Gomes et al., 96]. Their scheme also included
the implementation of a compiler front-end to support a slightly modified syntax to fur-
ther reduce the source code modification effort. A noteworthy alternative approach was
proposed in [West and Panesar, 96], where a post processing step on the executab
code was used to automatically insert state saving code. This has the advantage that
could also transparently provide state saving in existing library code. The draw back is
that it is more compiler and architecture dependent and thus less directly portable. The
SimKit kernel uses the mechanism proposed by Gomes et al.

FIGURE 7.9. Relative performance of TISS implementations 4 processors of a
SparcCenter 2000. 67 cell FCA, but with smaller states than previous
experiments. (2000 s of simulated time and SSS using Rönngren’s
adaptive algorithm.)
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7.3 MobSim++ Simulator

The MobSim++ simulator is mainly designed for performance analysis of Radio
Resource Management mechanisms, possibly combined with some network protoco
layers. Typical issues include radio channel assignment strategies coupled with trans
mission power control mechanisms, and mobility management parameters.

7.3.1 Design and Implementation

The MobSim++ simulator has been implemented, using an object-oriented design, in
C++ to run on top of the Parallel Simulation Kernel (PSK). A separate visualization
tool written in C++ and tcl/tk [Ousterhout, 94] is also provided. The visualization tool
is a separate UNIX process that can be executed either in a “post-mortem” fashion to
study simulation trace-files generated by the simulator, or be connected through a
socket with the simulator process for “run-time” display of the simulation results.
Some example displays are shown later.

The mobile simulator essentially consists of three submodels: the mobility model,
the propagation model, and the teletraffic model, that are designed to be easily replace
able. Refer back to Chapter 6 for the model description. The entities in the simulation
model are the Base Stations (BSs), the Mobile Stations (equivalent to calls here) and
radio propagation properties of the geography under study. Hence, they are all repre-
sented by classes in the analysis object model shown in Figure 7.10. There is aGenera-
tor object that generates calls (MSs) according to the teletraffic model. The mobility
model is included in theMS object behavior, and theGeography object holds the signal
propagation data. Thus, the propagation model can easily be modified by changing the
initialization of theGeography object. The teletraffic model could also easily be changed
by altering the behavior of theGenerator object, and finally, altering the mobility model
requires changes to theMS object.

The PSK provides base classes for LPs and messages. Thus, simulation objects (en
tities) are designated to be LPs by inheriting from the LP base class. Messages are de
fined similarly by defining new subclasses to the kernel defined message base class. Th
choice of partitioning dictates the choice of LPs. Thus, proceeding from analysis to im-
plementation, we need to take partitioning into account. Partitioning will be dealt with
in detail in Chapter 10. For now let us just state that two principal approaches have been
investigated, one based on geographical (BS) decomposition and one based on radi
channel decomposition. Also, different levels of aggregation of objects can be attempt-
ed for each approach.

FIGURE 7.10. Analysis (object) model of the simulator with the three
submodels indicated.
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For instance, if we decide to partition the model per BS (or cell), aBS class should be
defined as an LP subclass, holding a number ofMS objects connected to the BS. A par-
titioning per radio channel means that aChannel class is introduced and defined as an
LP subclass keeping track of all stations transmitting on the channel (MS objects and
BSs). Either type of objects may be further aggregated into largerRegion LPs. In the
current implementation the model can be executed using either partitioning approach
where the different types of objects are created depending on a program option switch
or recompilation in the case of regions.

Consequently, in addition to the classes indicated by the analysis diagram, the de-
sign introduces aChannel class to represent a radio channel, and aBSchannel class to
represent a radio port. If further aggregation of objects is employed, the objects are col-
lected into aRegion object that, among other things, dispatches incoming messages to
the correct internal object. We also introduce an object calledGlobal that holds simula-
tion parameters and other global data. The different partitioning approaches are repre
sented by different subclasses of theGenerator, theMS, theBSchannel, Region and also
theGlobal object. This principle is illustrated in Figure 7.11. The type of partitioning to
use can be controlled by an option switch to the program, but alteration of aggregation
requires recompilation.

In the case of a BS partitioning, theBSP_Global object is created which contains pa-
rameters for the BS partitioning.BS LPs, and aBSP_Generator that creates the correct
type of MS (BSP_MS) objects are also created. Part of theBS LPs state is an array of
radio ports (BSchannel objects), where each element holds the state of a connected MS,
if there is one, or otherwise an indication of the port being free.

The channel partitioning is similar. In this case each LP is a radio channel where the
state is an array of radio ports (BSchannel objects) of the BSs that can use the channel.
Hence, each “section” of a base station using a specific channel is represented by a
BSchannel object since the base station is essentially distributed over the channel ob-
jects. The generator will hold anMS while it is being created before it is sent off to aBS
(or Channel) LP.

FIGURE 7.11. Design object model of the simulator, illustrating partitioning subclasses.
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In both cases, some parts common to both a Generator and BS (or Channel) are define
in the classCluster. (Hence, Cluster refers to a cluster of entities - not a term in the WCN
domain.) It is a common abstract superclass, which is derived from the LP class.

There is one instance of theGlobal class, the global object, that holds all the global
variables of the simulation. The global object is accessible from all objects in the model.
All global variables are initialized before the simulation starts and only accessed in a
read-only fashion during the simulation execution. TheGeography object is a global
data structure that holds the gain matrix that describes the propagation path loss at dif
ferent places of the area. Different implementations of theGeography object have been
included. For instance, one specific implementation has been used on distributed mem
ory to distribute the matrix over the processors. This is discussed more in Chapter 12.

The behavior of the MSs is controlled by theMS object. This means that the mobility
model is part of the MS object, but also that most of the event scheduling is done by the
MS object. This includes scheduling events to trigger position updates and resource re-
allocation assessments, as well as initiating communication with other LPs to find free
channels for handovers. Since all information concerning the propagation model is
stored in theGeography object, theMS queries theGeography object to find out at what
time the next position update should be scheduled (given MS velocity and direction).

Some experiences from implementing the simulator will be discussed after a de-
scription in of the Graphical User Interface in the next section.

7.3.2 Visualization Tool

The Graphical User Interface of the visualization tool is shown in Figure 7.12, where
the system is viewed from above with the BSs marked by squares. Traces of mobiles
are shown as they move around in the area. The mobile traces are color coded to show
link quality, with green indicating good conditions and red poor conditions. Handover
attempts are marked by orange dots on the traces and successful handovers by yello
dots. Normal call terminations are indicated by a small blue square and dropped calls
by a small red square. The current simulated time is shown in the upper left-hand cor-
ner, and the simulation parameters: average mobile velocity, call arrival rate, and
handover hysteresis, are shown at the bottom. It is possible to zoom in for a close up
view by clicking on the “scale factor” button on the left.
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FIGURE 7.12. Graphical User Interface of the MobSim++ Visualization Tool.

A selected mobile can be examined at a specific simulated time by clicking on the
trace. The spot will be marked by a white cross and the current link quality is shown on
a scale on the right hand side. The number of the mobile and the selected simulated time
are shown on the left-hand side. The positions of the other mobiles at the selected time
are indicated by light gray crosses on their respective traces. Furthermore, the link qual-
ity over time for a mobile can be inspected by clicking on the “Draw Graph” button on
the left-hand side. This will bring up a new window such as the one shown in
Figure 7.13. In this window the link quality for the up- and down-links can be studied
in more detail.
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FIGURE 7.13. Link quality graph for a mobile generated by the Visualization Tool.

7.3.3 Experiences

As discussed in the motivation of our study, one of the goals when designing the simu-
lation kernel was to avoid, as far as possible, to introduce additional complexity into
the modeling effort as a result of the parallelization. That is, the synchronization
should be as transparent as possible to the user. However, this is likely to be impossible
to achieve completely without a significant performance penalty, so in reality there is
most probably always a trade-off. Thus, for a fair evaluation we feel it to be important
to also mention some of the obstacles that were encountered in implementation of the
simulation model. These are known problems and some of them have “known cures”,
but the performance impact of thus “simplifying the life for the modeler” is not neces-
sarily known and could be something to explore in future work.

The first issue we consider is that of revoking already scheduled events. Being able
to revoke already scheduled events is a matter of programmer convenience. In the ab
sence of such a mechanism the model programmer may have to implement extra check
before scheduling an event to ensure that no situation will occur later that would imply
that the event should not occur, or alternatively check before executing an event that it
has not been revoked. This could, for instance, involve adding some amount of simula-
tion state to assist in such checks. In [Lomow et al., 91], different strategies for perform-
ing event revocation are described, including synchronization kernel support, and the
performance of different schemes are compared through experiments. When formulat-
ing the design requirements for the PSK, support for event revocation was actually also
considered. But once it became apparent that performance tuning would require a sub
stantial amount of effort, implementing additional features such as event revocation was
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given lower priority. As a result, issues related to event revocation has to be handled at
the model level in MobSim++, and the strategy used is to make sure to only schedule
events that will not be revoked later. Specifically, no call-end or position-update events
are scheduled for a call until we can establish that the next resource update does not re
sult in the call being dropped. This strategy has the benefit of keeping the pending event
list as small as possible since it will not include events that are later revoked. However,
it has also introduced some additional complexity into the (model level) event schedul-
ing code of the simulation entities. Hence, it would be desirable to implement some
more transparent support for event revocations to make it easier to maintain and extend
the MobSim model code.

The second issue is one that is well known since the dawn of optimistic PDES: it is
the problem oftransient error states[Jefferson, 85]. The speculative execution with in-
complete information that is performed in optimistic schemes can lead to inconsistent
situations in the simulation code that could never occur during a sequential execution.
These situations give rise to unintuitive errors that require extra safeguards at the mod-
eling level. In the MobSim model this necessitated extra validation checks of received
events to determine if the received event was “expected”, i.e. if it was consistent with
the receiving entity’s current state. Concretely, this was done through a modified form
of “assert” macros supplied by the kernel, where it is up to the modeler to devise an (ad
hoc) consistency check for each event. If the check fails, the macro makes sure that the
state is flagged as an error state (see [Jefferson, 85]) and no further action is taken fo
the event until it can be established whether the error was transient or permanent. Al-
though something of a nuisance when coding and debugging the model, the transien
errors could thus be dealt with in a reasonable manner in this model since the checks
could be added without introducing excessive extra complexity. However, it is not dif-
ficult to envision situations where adding more detail, and thus complexity, to the model
would also lead to very complicated validation checks to prevent potentially destructive
transient errors from occurring. So this is a possible issue for continued development.
Furthermore, one concrete ramification of the transient errors was that once we realized
what the possible impact was, we decided to limit the model to only static datastruc-
tures. As far as we know this limitation also applies to several other Time Warp imple-
mentations. In our case the choice was simple: the combination of dynamic data
structures and tracking down transient errors simply appeared too unwieldy to deal with
in a first implementation.

As pointed out in [Nicol and Liu, 97], the issue of transient errors is probably fre-
quently overlooked and somewhat contradicts the view that optimistic synchronization
is more transparent than conservative synchronization. Based on our own experiences
we agree with them that this is an important issue that deserves to be explored more to
try to find means to avoid problems associated with transient errors. In their paper they
review previous approaches to dealing with the problem and also propose a scheme tha
could transparently detect many, but not all, transient error situations. Although not a
complete solution to the problem, their proposal seems like a step in the right direction,
but one remaining question is what impact such a scheme could have on performance
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Event Ordering and Reproducibility

In PDES, in contrast to regular sequential DES, there is usually no guarantee that the
same model run several times with identical inputs will generate identical output, i.e.
that outputs are reproducible. This has to do with the definition of causality constraints
and the lack of an implicit event ordering under parallel execution. This chapter deals
with issues concerning determinism of simulation execution and reproducibility of
output. It is a more complex problem than it may appear upon first inspection and it
ultimately boils down to how simultaneous events are treated.

We start in Section 8.1 with a discussion on simultaneous events and how they are
generally treated in sequential and parallel DES. Then, Section 8.2 provides some more
detail on the issues relevant to determinism and causality and specifies requirements o
an ordering scheme for PDES. Related work on the ordering of events in PDES systems
is discussed in Section 8.3. In Section 8.4 we describe the implementation of a scheme
to provide determinism in our Time Warp kernel. Experimental results concerning the
costs for this scheme are presented in Section 8.5. Section 8.6 discusses the implica
tions of introducing user priorities on events and a scheme for event ordering that meets
the requirements of Section 8.2. Finally, conclusions for this chapter are presented in
Section 8.7.

8.1 Simultaneous Events and Their Treatment

Ordering of simultaneously occurring events, i.e. events with identical simulation time
occurring at the same entity (LP), in Discrete Event Simulations (DES) is a multifac-
eted problem. It has impact on model correctness and interpretation of simulation
results for sequential models. When employing Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
(PDES) techniques, the problems encountered in a sequential context are further com
pounded by issues concerning deterministic simulation output and maintaining causal
relationships.

Simultaneous events may occur in a model for different reasons. When decompos-
ing a model into parts it may be convenient to use events that do not advance simulated
time to express the interaction between some parts. However, ensuring correct mode
behavior (i.e. behavior consistent with the modelers intentions) in these cases can lead
to complex event scheduling schemes as demonstrated by some commercial simulatio
tools [Schriber and Brunner, 95], [Wieland, 97]. To exemplify this we study one of the
examples given by Schriber and Brunner in [Schriber and Brunner, 95]. They describe
how three different commercial simulation packages make different assumptions about
the treatment of simultaneous events and how this can affect the semantics of the model
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Consider a manufacturing system simulation where a part (entity) releases a ma-
chine (resource) and then immediately re-competes for the machine, all at the same
simulated time. The objective is to let a more highly qualified waiting part be the next
to capture the machine; in the absence of such a part, the releasing part itself is to re
capture the machine. There are at least three possibilities for scheduling events that re
sult in different policies: (1) Coupled with giving up of the resource is the immediate
choosing of the next owner, without the releasing entity having yet become a contender
for the resource. (2) Selection of the next resource owner is deferred until the releasing
entity has become a contender. (3) “Neither of the above”; i.e. the releasing entity im-
mediately recaptures the resource. The alternatives are not intrinsically “right” or
“wrong” but produce different results. We note here that to be able to ensure, in a con-
venient way, that the desired effect is reached we may require precise (user) control of
the ordering of events.

As noted by Wieland in [Wieland, 97], simultaneous events may also occur due to
limited time resolution in measurements and modeling. In this case it may be preferable
to simulate the model over different permutations of orderings of the simultaneous
events to evaluate the model properly.

8.2 PDES Implications: Determinism and Causality

What we want to accomplish is to remove some of the peculiarities often found in
many PDES systems related to event ordering [Nicol and Liu, 97] and provide the
same support in this respect as one expects to find in a sequential simulation system
Thus the first question is what could we expect in the sequential case?

Sequential simulation is deterministic in the sense that two executions of one simu-
lation model with identical input produce identical output, i.e. the results are reproduc-
ible. This is an important property when developing simulation models as it facilitates
debugging of the models as well as comparisons between different models of the same
system. The reproducibility stems from the fact that the order in which events with iden-
tical timestamps are retrieved from the event set (and executed) is determined by the
real-time order in which the events were inserted into the event set. This results in an
implicit order by which the events in the simulation can becompletelyordered. This is
sometimes used in sequential simulation models to an extent that they can rely on this
implicit ordering of events for their correctness. At this point we should note that the
above described ordering of events not only preserves causal dependencies but also im
poses an order on causally independent events with identical timestamps. As indicated
by the example in Section 8.1, this is not always what the user wants. Consequently,
most sequential simulation systems provide mechanisms for the user to control the or-
dering of causally independent events.

This can be contrasted to parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) where the result
of a simulation run is not necessarily reproducible. That is, one cannot in general antic-
ipate that two runs of the same simulation model with identical input generate identical
output. This is due to that in PDES there exist no implicit real-time order in which
events are generated. Furthermore, the local causality principle [Jefferson, 85], which
sets the criteria for correctness of a PDES system, does not state anything on the exe
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cution order of events with identical timestamps at an LP. Consequently two events oc-
curring at an LP with identical timestamps may be generated in and executed in
different order in two otherwise identical simulation experiments. This may in turn gen-
erate different simulation results.

Determinism is not only useful for modeling purposes but also for the debugging of
models. Consider state saving in optimistic PDES. In most implementations that we are
aware of, it is the responsibility of the application programmer to specify which vari-
ables belong to the simulation state and need to be state saved. The simulation kerne
may then perform the state saving in some more or less transparent fashion. If, however
the programmer mistakenly omits identifying one or more variables the results will be
erroneous and indeterministic. If there is not a reproducible event ordering, it is very
hard to tell whether indeterministic results are caused by the model itself or by omis-
sions in state saving. That is, the first case may be acceptable depending on the syste
under study, but the second case is not.

To summarize, what we want from an event ordering scheme for PDES is to be able
to: i) provide determinism, ii) maintain causality, iii) provide mechanisms for the user
to order causally independent events with identical timestamps at an LP, and iv) if pos-
sible assist the user in finding such events. In the following we will mainly consider op-
timistic simulation systems, as methods applicable in this setting also should be
applicable to conservative simulation systems.

8.3 Related Work

Most previous work on event ordering in PDES can roughly be categorized as: i) col-
lecting or bundling simultaneous events at an LP and then let the user handle them or
ii) specifying a well-defined implicit ordering of the events. In many cases the work
appears to having been influenced by an underlying assumption that “the user knows
what to do since s/he knows the application”. However, before moving on to what has
been done in the context of event ordering in PDES we should briefly review some of
the theory developed for the ordering of events in distributed systems.

8.3.1 Event Ordering in Distributed Systems

Lamport [Lamport, 78] has described schemes based on scalar logical clocks for par-
tial and total ordering of events in distributed systems. Events in this context are state
transitions within a process and process interactions, i.e. the sending and receiving o
messages. To obtain a partial ordering of the events, each ProcessPi maintains a logi-
cal clockCi, which is incremented according to the following two rules:

1. Each processPi incrementsCi between any two successive events.

2. Each messagem is timestamped with the logical clock of the sending process
(Pi), such thatTm=Ci. The receiving processPj then, upon receiving messagem,
sets its clock (Cj) greater than or equal to its present value and greater thanTm.

This defines a partial order on the causal or “happened before” relation between events
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 The clock definition has the important consistency property:

IF a causally precedes b THEN Ci<a>  < Cj<b>

whereCi<a> is the logical time of eventa that occurred in processPi. The scalar Lam-
port clock is however not strongly consistent, that is:

Ci<a>  < Cj<b> does not  imply that a caused b

Note that the Lamport clock is a different concept from the simulation time clock of
DES, and is used here for a different purpose. From now on, when we refer to a “logical
clock” we mean a mechanism used for ordering events with equal simulated time.

To be able to completely order events, i.e. to break ties, when using Lamport clocks
we need an arbitrary total ordering of the processes ( ). For this purpose Lamport sug-
gested to use, unique, process identifiers. Thus, eventa in Pi is before eventb in Pj if
and only if: either (i)Ci<a> < Cj<b> or (ii) Ci<a> = Cj<b> andPi Pj. Because the
Lamport clocks are not strongly consistent we may order simultaneous events that are
not causally dependent. As we will show there may occur situations where we want to
be able to identify such events. To accomplish this we need a logical clock concept that
captures strong consistency. In Section 8.6 we proceed with a more detailed discussion
on clocks and ordering for PDES. For a good survey of different representations of time
in distributed systems, see Raynal and Singhal [Raynal and Singhal, 96].

8.3.2 Event Bundling

In the YADDES PDES system [Preiss, 89]all events occurring at an LP with the same
timestamp are guaranteed to be delivered in a bundle (or “event combination”) to the
LP. It is then up to the user to take care of the events. This approach offloads the whole
problem of handling simultaneous events onto the user. Moreover, it may cause prob-
lems in case of zero-delay cycles in a simulation model. In such a case, all events with
identical timestamp cannot be generated beforehand nor delivered in a single bundle to
the LP.

Reiher et al. [Reiher et al., 90] implemented a similar scheme in the Time Warp Op-
erating System for ensuring determinism. They extended the event bundling scheme to
allow the user to impose an arbitrary ordering, or ranking, of simultaneous events. The
ranking corresponds to a user defined event priority as may be found in sequential sim-
ulation tools to promote predictable tie-breaking. However, in this scheme there is no
provisioning for guaranteeing causal correctness in rank. In the advent of zero-delay cy-
cles in a model, the user may define ranking schemes for events resulting in effectively
scheduling events “backwards in time”. To explain the problem with the original
TWOS scheme1, let us first consider just imposing a ranking on events without bun-
dling. Let us assume that each LP is given a unique identity 1, 2,... and that events are
ranked by the identity of the sending LP. Furthermore, a lower ranking implies higher
priority (i.e. should be handled first). Figure 8.1 illustrates a situation where LP 3 sends

1. We were informed that the TWOS scheme was later modified to overcome some of these
problems. Unfortunately, documentation of this is not readily available and we have not
been able to access it.

«

«
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an event (a) to LP 1 at timet. LP 1 sends eventb to LP 2 and LP 2 responds to LP 1
with eventc, all at timet. tsa denotes the timestamp (tuple) of eventa. Ordering the
events by rank implies that LP 1 will interpret the situation as having received eventsa
andc out of order. But, the culprit is actually LP 1 itself, having effectively scheduled
eventb “backwards in time”.

FIGURE 8.1. Example of ordering with user ranking.

Adding event bundling to the scheme does not solve the problem in an optimistically
synchronized context since it is not possible to determine whether events arriving later
(in real time), should be interpreted as stragglers, or if they were caused by a zero-delay
cycle. If the late event, e.g. eventc in the example, is a straggler it should have been
included in the last bundle (with eventa), otherwise it should form a separate bundle.
The problem here is to uphold causal relationships between events when ordering them
In a sequential simulation it is obvious that eventc can never precede eventa since it is
the execution ofa that (indirectly) causes eventc.

Wieland [Wieland, 97], argues that the user not always knows what to do with si-
multaneous events. He observed that some models may be highly sensitive to the order
ing policy adopted in a way that is not necessarily obvious to the user. Moreover,
whether two events should be considered simultaneous ultimately depends on the time
resolution in measurements and modeling. Hence, he argues, the correct way of dealing
with the problem is to take all possible orderings into account when evaluating the out-
put of the simulation. What is not clear in Wieland’s proposal, however, is the treatment
of simultaneous causally connected events. This is a problem that lies at the heart of
some of the other work in this area. Also related to this is the issue of progress. In [Jha
and Bagrodia, 96] Jha and Bagrodia investigate how user-defined event ordering
schemes affect the lookahead needed to ensure progress in particular with respect t
conservative PDES.

8.3.3 Event Ordering Approaches

Agre and Tinker [Agre and Tinker, 91] proposed a scheme for deterministic execution
of optimistic PDES based on extending the timestamps of events (messages). The sin
gle field of time, e.g. float time, is replaced by the tuple:

<time, rank, send_time, msg_id>

where

msg_id = <order, sender_id, receiver_id>

LP 1

LP 3

LP 2

tsa = <t, 3>

tsb = <t, 1>

tsc = <t, 2>
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In their scheme, two of the components,order andsender_id, act similarly to a Lamport
clock. Thus if we do not consider the user defined ranking of events this scheme deter-
ministically orders all events. However, the user defined rank of events takes prece-
dence over the Lamport (logical) clock. Thus, we arrive back at the problem discussed
previously where the user defined ranking may cause violation of causal constraints.

Mehl [Mehl, 92] proposed a scheme that, at first glance, looks like a stripped down
version of Agre and Tinker’s scheme. A timestamp is defined by the tuple<time, age,
sender_id>. Where theage field resembles a Lamport clock with the important differ-
ence that it is only updated locally without taking received timestamps into account.
Consequently, there is no guarantee that the timestamps will be increasing. This is be-
cause causal relations with events from other LPs are once again missed.

We conclude that Reiher’s and Mehl’s schemes fail to capture causal dependencies
between events that cause problems for optimistic synchronization. Agre and Tinker’s
scheme, on the other hand, can only be guaranteed to be correct if the user does not us
the ranking of events in these cases (the presence of zero-delay cycles in the model)
Wieland’s observations brings us some useful insights while his scheme raises similar
concerns on how to deal with user defined rankings of events and it is also not clear how
to handle causally dependent events with identical timestamps.

8.4 Implementation of Lamport Clock Based Ordering in
Time Warp Simulations

As a first step in ordering events we look at providing determinism and have imple-
mented a Lamport clock based scheme in our Parallel Simulation Kernel (PSK). This
first scheme is sufficient for models that can tolerate an arbitrary tie-breaking of
events.

For an implementation on shared memory, we can define the timestamp as the fol-
lowing tuple:

<float ReceiveTime, unsigned int Order, unsigned int SenderLPid>

whereOrder is generated by a Lamport Logical clock at the sending LP. We assume that
all LP identities are unique. Timestamps with identicalReceiveTime are ordered accord-
ing to increasingOrder and lastly increasingSenderLPid:s. This is equivalent to a deter-
ministic Lamport ordering with tie breaking, cf. Section 8.3.1. Thus, as long as the
Order number counters are state saved in the LPs this will create a reproducible outcome
also in the presence of rollbacks. However, it should be noted that we are not guaran-
teeing that all existing events at any particular time have unique timestamps. There may
be, due to rollbacks, multiple events en route with the same receive time-stamp. How-
ever, the duplicates are results of reexecution of the same event and consequently wil
eventually be cancelled. Hence, we cannot use the timestamps, as presented above,
uniquely identify events during the course of execution. On a shared-memory machine,
where direct cancellation [Fujimoto, 89b] can be used this is not a problem since point-
ers are used to refer to the event to be cancelled.

On distributed memory we use an additional component in the time-stamps to help
us distinguish between multiplegenerations of events:
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<float ReceiveTime, unsigned int Order, unsigned int SenderLPid, unsigned int Generation>

The Generation counter is updated between each message send and is not state saved
Consequently, different generations of the same event will have differentGeneration
markings.

In the PSK implementation we introduce a base classTimeStamp that implements
this default ordering scheme. It holds the timestamp tuple and defines the comparison
operators forTimeStamps <, ==, >, etc. Upon creation of aTimeStamp object theOrder
andGeneration fields must be appropriately set.

To avoid implementation problems with the order counter rolling-over to zero, it is
possible to reset it when simulated time has increased. That is, when there is lookahead
i.e. a non-zero “gap” in progression of simulated time (receive-time) then we know that
this field will take precedence so one may reset the logical clock. To be more precise,
we must check that there is a time difference, locally and in received timestamps (loo-
kahead), in which case causality is maintained without any logical clock. However, to
preserve uniqueness of timestamps we substituteOrder by <SendTime, Order>. Thus, we
can use the tuple:

<float ReceiveTime, float SendTime, unsigned int Order, unsigned int SenderLPid,
unsigned int Generation>

The order counters are updated when an event starts executing:

IF ReceiveTimecurrent_event > ReceiveTimelast_executed_event AND
ReceiveTimecurrent_event > SendTimecurrent_event

THEN Order := 0
ELSE Order := max(Order, Ordercurrent_event) + 1

SinceOrder essentially is a Lamport clock it is incremented after each message sent.
This also assumes that theOrder counter is state saved and that the time of the last re-
ceived message can be retrieved after a rollback, e.g. through state saving. The correc
ness of this is based on the fact that ordering by theReceiveTime andSendTime fields,
when strictly increasing, is causally correct and supersedes the logical clock ordering.

One thing worth noting concerning this implementation is that it also offers a rea-
sonable solution for a known problem with timestamping schemes for determinism and
lazy cancellation, mentioned e.g. in [Mehl, 92]. The problem is that inserting a straggler
event changes the logical clock and thus the order field of the following generated
events. Consequently, reexecution will generate events where the timestamps alway
differ from previously generated events, but the events may otherwise be the same
Thus, a logical clock timestamp in the events would cause a typical lazy cancellation
mechanism to stop working, i.e. events are always cancelled. By resetting the logical
clock where this is permissible, this problem can be largely avoided. Only simultaneous
events would still cause events to always be cancelled by the mechanism.

Once we have imposed a total event ordering we can also make the following ob-
servation concerning Time Warp executions: We know that each timestamp in a com-
mitted event is unique. Thus, whenever we encounter multiple events with the same
timestamp, apart from theGeneration field, we know that the older event is “stale”. That
is, it is the result of a rolled back execution where the antimessage has not caught up
yet. By avoiding to execute the stale event during reexecution (either by blocking the
LP or skipping the event), we can avoid some transient error states. Transient error
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states is one of the peculiarities of optimistic synchronization that can cause problems
when parallelizing a model [Nicol and Liu, 97].

8.5 The Cost of Determinism

Using the PSK and the implementation of Lamport clock event ordering we conducted
some experiments to study the performance costs associated with this scheme. Thes
experiments serve to give us an idea about a lower bound on costs. Experiments were
carried out on an 8 processor SUN SparcCenter 2000 with 512 Mbytes of memory.
Version 4.2 of SUN’s C++ Sparccompiler was used with the “-O” switch on. The cur-
rent PSK implementation uses a scheduling queue for LPs and event queues in eac
LP. Both types of queues are based on linked lists at present.

In the first set of experiments, “SelfPing”, a single LP repeatedly sends an event to
itself. Consequently, the main part of the work is merely in creating the event, inserting
it in the event queue and rescheduling the LP. The time increment between each even
is one and the message population is one. Consequently, there are no simultaneou
events. It provides the very minimum event grain, and this gives an indication of the
minimum overhead associated with sending an event. The event rate without event or-
dering is around 23000 events/s, giving an overhead in the order of 44 s. Results shown
in Table 9.1 indicate that the cost for ordered timestamps is relatively large, as much as
17%. Successively adding timestamping code indicated that a large part of the added
cost, more than half, stems from simply encapsulating the (float) timestamp into a class
and adding the extra data fields. The rest comes from logical clock updates and com-
parison operator code. Furthermore, the experiments indicated a sensitivity to inlining
of operators such that inlining of operators could, in some cases, significantly degrade
performance.

Next a set of experiments using a Parallel Hold (PHold) [Fujimoto, 90a] model were
run. This consisted of 64 LPs in a torus configuration passing received messages on
(with an exponentially distributed delay with mean 1) to one of the four neighbors cho-
sen at random. The message population was constant at 640 messages in total. Th
probability for simultaneous events is very small, so again this provides only a lower
bound on costs. Results for PHold on 8 processors are shown in Table 9.2. Costs are
similar to the previous case. The slight increase in event granularity is likely to be offset
by more calls to the timestamp comparison operators, resulting in similar or somewhat
larger relative cost of timestamp ordering. Efficiency, i.e. the fraction of processed
events that are eventually committed, is also shown. Since no additional ordering is ex-

Table 9.1. SelfPing execution times on 1 PE,
for 2000000 events, 5 experiments

Unordered
Time
Stamps

Ordered
Time
Stamps

Change

Execution Time [s] 84.1 98.5 +17%

90% conf. int. (+/-) 0.4 0.4 -

µ
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pected to be needed there is practically no significant change to the rollback behavior.
The efficiency results should be seen as approximations as they are based on the mea
of the efficiency (fractions) reported by each replication.

Finally, experiments were carried out with the wireless cellular network simulator
MobSim. The important aspects of the model, for the purposes of this study, are the fol-
lowing: The simulated system consists of 81 base stations and a total of 90 radio chan-
nels. Each radio channel constitutes an LP. Mobile stations roam the region covered by
the system and connect to the base stations. When selecting a new radio channel for
mobile station, a query is broadcasted to all potential channel LPs. Using 90 channels
and a cluster size of 9, the query would be broadcast to 10 other LPs. The channels reply
back at the same simulated time. Hence, when using a total event ordering scheme, a
replies will arrive in the same order in different executions. Although, not forming a
stress case this demonstrates a more realistic scenario where the mechanism is invoke
to arbitrate some of the events. In the simulations performed here about one in eight
committed events required tie breaking. Results are shown in Table 9.3. The event gran
ularity and state saving overheads are substantially larger in this case, e.g. average eve
granularity is in the order of several hundred microseconds. For this reason we might
expect the cost of timestamps to be negligible. However, since the reply messages ar
now ordered, there are more rollbacks (as indicated by a drop in efficiency) which in-
duces an additional cost.

TABLE 9.2. PHold execution times on 8
processors, 64 LPs and 10
messages/LP. 5 replications of 5000
units of simulated time each.

Unordered
Time
Stamps

Ordered
Time
Stamps

Change

Execution Time [s] 150.4 183.3 +22%

90% conf. int. (+/-) 3.2 9.6 -

Efficiency 71% 73% +2%

90% conf. int. (+/-) 0.6% 1.4% -

TABLE 9.3. MobSim execution times on 8
processors.
5 replications of 2000 seconds
(simulated time) each.

Unordered
Time
Stamps

Ordered
Time
Stamps

Change

Execution Time [s] 95.6 109.5 +14%

90% conf. int. (+/-) 2.0 9.0 -

Efficiency 78% 71% -7%

90% conf. int. (+/-) 0.7% 0.4% -
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8.6 Event Ordering with Priorities

The question we set out to answer is: Can we produce a user-defined priority ordering
(ranking) of events where the system checks that causal constraints are maintained
This is the functionality we get in sequential simulation, so unless there is some funda-
mental problem we would expect nothing less from a distributed simulation environ-
ment.

However, allowing user-defined ranking of events is not uncomplicated even in the
sequential case. Two examples illustrating this are found in Figure 8.2. In both exam-
ples we consider user defined priority ordering of events with equal simulation time. In
the first case (a), eventa schedules an eventc with higher priority than that of eventb
(a high priority corresponds to a low numerical value cf. Figure 8.1). Thus eventc
should be executed before eventb. In a sequential simulation the execution order of the
events will not necessarily capture the intentions of the simulation modeler as eventb
may executed before eventa. In contrast a PDES execution based on Time Warp of the
same example would always result in the intended schedule. Example (b) in Figure 8.2
extends the first example by eventb scheduling an eventd for LP1 with a higher priority
than that of eventa. In this case we cannot find a schedule which will both satisfy the
priority ordering and the causal ordering of the events. These problems stem from that
the user effectively attempts to schedule events backwards in such a way that they be
come circularly dependent on each other. A sequential simulation, in which we have
global control, could resolve this by arbitrarily breaking the priority ordering by exe-
cuting eithera or b first. A case like this could, however, be detrimental to a PDES sim-
ulation which either would deadlock (conservative) or livelock (optimistic). A simple
solution to these problems is not to allow the user to increase the priority of successive
events with equal simulated time, which will prohibit the user from scheduling events
backwards in time.

FIGURE 8.2. Examples of possibly incorrect event ordering

LP 1

LP 2

tsa = <t, 2>

tsb = <t, 2>

tsc = <t, 1>

(a)

LP 1

LP 2

tsa = <t, 2>

tsb = <t, 2>

tsc = <t, 1>

tsd = <t, 1>

(b)
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8.6.1 Causality in DES

Before proceeding, we need to revisit the concept of causality in DES to create a firm
foundation from where we can continue exploring the problems of event ordering.
Foremost, we need to understand and define the causality concepts underlying DES
Using this definition we can define classes of timestamp mechanisms that capture ou
causality concept to different degrees and analyze their properties. Based on this we
can continue to study problems such as those discussed in the previous section an
proceed to investigate mechanisms that allow user defined ranking of events as well as
the issue of identification of simultaneous events.

In DES events are primarily ordered by simulation time. Simulation time does not
define the causal constraints, rather the way we can assign simulation time to events ha
to reflect the underlying causal constraints. These causal requirements are that: i) (gen-
eration dependency)if one evente1 generates evente2 thene1 must be executed before
e2, and; ii) (state dependency)an evente must be executed after all events that could
have affected the state from whiche was generated. A more formal definition of this
causality concept is given in Figure 8.3.

FIGURE 8.3. Definition of the DES causality notion.

Events that are not dependent according to this relation can be reordered by user ranking. Bystate,
in this description, we refer to the state at a unique time-point in the execution path of an LP. Thus,
a state in this sense can never be repeated and is consequently unique, which is not true in the usual
sense of the term.

Causality relation:

1.Consider event generation function and new state function . Then means that
event  executed at state  generated the set  of events.
Similarly  means that event  executed at state  resulted in the new state .

2.Define the generation dependency relations  as:
If  then .

Define the state dependency relations  as:
If  then .

Define event-state interdependencies ,  as:
If  and  then

 and .

3.Causal dependency :
Events iff there is a transitive dependency
from  to using , , , and

Consequently, an event depends on the event that (directly or indirectly) generated and all
events that could have affected the state  at which  was generated.
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Consequently, we propose to use the following causality constraint when ordering si-
multaneous events:

iff the execution of event a (directly or indirectly) generated  event b or
could have affected the state  from which b was generated

We define causal independence as:

iff not  and not

To exemplify this notion of causality, consider the events depicted in Figure 8.4a. From
the causal constraint follows that eventc depends on both eventa and eventb.

FIGURE 8.4. Causal dependencies

In analogy to logical clocks for distributed systems we can identify different classes
of logical clocks, or timestamp mechanisms, based on the degree to which they reflect
our causal definitions. The first of these is based on the minimal timestamping con-
straint normally encountered in DES, which states that an event cannot have a lower
timestamp than any of its predecessors. i.e. that “time” cannot go backwards. Thus, we
call such timestamping mechanismsminimally consistent:

 tsa  tsb

We note that this does not allow us to correctly order causally dependent events solely
by the timestamps. The reason thatminimalconsistency in general is sufficient for caus-
al correctness is that parts of the causality concept are implicitly captured in the event
scheduling mechanism. In general this guarantees that each LP never schedules a n
yet executed event before any already executed event with equal or lower timestamp. In
other words, an event will never be scheduled before any event on which it may be caus-
ally dependent. This is an inherent property found in ordinary sequential simulation and
most PDES systems.

Analogous to logical clock schemes for distributed systems we say that a timestamp
scheme isweakly consistent (cf. Section 8.3.1) if:

 tsa < tsb

Thus, a weakly consistent timestamping scheme guarantees that there will be no zero
delay cycles in a simulation model, a property which may be useful in the context of
conservative PDES methods. A timestamping scheme isstrongly consistent if:

 tsa < tsb

a b→

a b|| a b→ b a→

LP 1

LP 2

a b

c

b c→
a c→

LP1

LP2

LP3

e

d

d e||

(a) (b)

a b→ ⇒ ≤

a b→ ⇒

a b→ ⇔
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Given a strongly consistent timestamping scheme one can determine causal indepen
dence simply by inspecting the timestamps of the events. Determinism results from a
timestamping scheme which is both consistent, according to some of the definitions
above, and which generatesunique timestamps.

Let us revisit the examples of Figure 8.2 to identify the causes of the problems en-
countered. Applying our causal definition to these examples we find the following caus-
al dependencies in (a): and in (b): and . That
is, in example (b) we have introduced circular dependencies which implies violation of
the causal constraints. The problem is that if we allow case (a) we also must be prepared
to deal with case (b) as we allow timestamps to be selected such thattsa > tsb though

. That is, the timestamp scheme is not evenminimalconsistent according to our
definitions. Such a scheme could work in a sequential simulation with global control as
one may break the circular dependency in such way that the end result appears to b
acceptable to the user. Though this is nothing we endorse. In PDES we do not have glo
bal control mechanisms but use the “local causality principle” [Jefferson, 85], which re-
lies on that the timestamps are causally consistent for its correctness. Consequently, w
require that the timestamping mechanism used in PDES is at leastminimallyconsistent.

8.6.2  A User-Controlled Ranking Scheme

One of our initial intentions was to find mechanisms that allow user controlled rank-
ings of events. A straightforward solution to accomplish this is to extend the times-
tamp tuple defined in Section 8.4 by a user-defined priority,Rank, where a lower
numerical value indicates a higher priority. As the user ranking is to take precedence
over the Lamport clock ordering we placeRank before Order in the tuple. For the
shared memory case we get the following timestamp tuple:

<float ReceiveTime, unsigned int Rank, unsigned int Order, unsigned int SenderLPid>

This resembles the scheme proposed by Agre and Tinker [Agre and Tinker, 91]. How-
ever, based on our discussion in the previous section we require the timestamps to be
minimally consistent, i.e. non-decreasing. This is accomplished by imposing restric-
tions on the user-defined rankings. These restrictions could easily be enforced by the
simulations system, which preferably could notify the user whenever it detects any vi-
olation. The following should hold in the case an eventa directly generates another
eventb:

if  ReceiveTimea < ReceiveTimeb then  Rankb can be set freely
else if  ReceiveTimea = ReceiveTimeb then Rankb  Ranka

It is evident that this scheme isminimallyconsistent for the cases where events are caus-
ally dependent and have different simulation time (ReceiveTime) and for events that are
generationdependent. Finally, we consider the case where an eventa hasstatecausal
dependencies to some events with equal simulation time, call this set of eventsE. These
events must, by definition, have been executed before the event that generateda. Thus,
any event thata has astatecausal dependency to must have a lower or equal timestamp
than the event that generateda. Consequently, we know thata must have at least as high
timestamp as any of the events inE and that the ranking scheme isminimallyconsistent
also in this case. As the Lamport clock (theOrder field) will guarantee that timestamps

a c→ a c d c→ → → b d c d→ → →

a b→

≥
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will be increasing along any causal chain (i.e. any chain of events that are causally de-
pendent) this scheme is alsoweakly consistent.

This scheme has the benefit of adding little overhead compared to the scheme in
Section 8.4. However, it does not capture strong consistency.

8.6.3 Identification of Simultaneous Events

The last problem we set out to study is how to identify simultaneous events. By simul-
taneous events we mean causally independent events occurring at the same LP wit
equal simulation time (ReceiveTime) for which the user has not defined a rank or for
which the rank is equal. This could be used to: i) inform the user of possible “race-
conditions” in the model; ii) that arbitrary tie breaking has been enforced or; iii) to
explore different possible event permutations.

By definition a causal dependency cannot exist unless the causing event has bee
executed. Thus, all future events with identical simulation time (ReceiveTime) andRank
at an LP are simultaneous. In the general case this is not sufficient to base a scheme t
identify all simultaneous events on. Consider the example in Figure 8.5. Assume that
eventeandf have equal simulation time and rank. If eventehas already been executed
when eventf arrives we need further information on their causal dependencies to iden-
tify that e did not causef. Thus we need to find methods to trace causal dependencies.
This could be accomplished either by tracing the causal dependencies in the form of a
graph or by inventing a strongly consistent logical clock.

The causal dependencies of an event form a directed acyclic graph (unless some
causal constraint is violated). This graph is formed in the following way. Each event has
a chain of generating predecessors (i.e. thegenerationdependencies). The generation
dependency chains may in turn be inter-connected by state dependencies, see examp
in Figure 8.5.

FIGURE 8.5. Causal dependency graph
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Two eventsa andb are causally independent if one do not finda when searching the
dependency graph backwards fromb and vice versa. The search can be limited if the
Lamport clock (theOrder field) is utilized. The Lamport clock isweaklyconsistent with
our causal definition, that is if then we know thatOrdera < Orderb. As a conse-
quence, we can use the following search strategy. Start from the event with the highes
Order field (i.e. a or b) and search backwards in the dependency graph for the other
event, i.e. the potential causal predecessor. The search in a branch of the dependenc
graph can be terminated if we find the event we are searching for or when an event with
a lowerOrder field than that of the potential predecessor is encountered.

As we are only interested in finding simultaneous events we need only construct the
dependency graph for events with equal simulation time (ReceiveTime). However, in
many practical cases the usefulness of building and searching dependency graphs wi
be limited due to time and memory overheads as these grow with the number of events
that have equal simulation time.

Alternatively we can define a logical clock concept that capturesstrongconsistency.
Such a device could be defined in analogy1 to vector clocks for distributed systems
[Raynal and Singhal, 96]. The cost for such a scheme is largely determined by the fact
that vector clock timestamp has one entry for each process in the system. Thus the siz
of the timestamp and the complexity of comparison operations on it grows with the
number of LPs.

8.6.4 Permutation of Simultaneous Events

As previously mentioned, knowledge on simultaneous events could be used to execute
(any possible) permutations of such events. The reason to do this is that the ordering o
such events could have a large impact on the simulation output in some cases
[Wieland, 97]. First we note that the simultaneous events that can be identified depend
on the schedule of events already processed. Thus, if simultaneous events are pe
muted at one LP this could affect the set of simultaneous events at another LP. Con-
sider the example in Figure 8.6 where all events occur at the same simulation time.
Permutating the events at LP1 (a) will result in that we affect the dependencies at LP2
resulting in the situation in (b). Attempting to permute events at LP1 and LP2
(Figure 8.6 (a)) in parallel could lead to causally inconsistent schedules, i.e. this could
lead to the situation in Figure 8.2(b). Consequently, permutation of simultaneous
events has to be serialized, and performed at one LP at a time. Moreover, we note tha
if we want to be able to permute already executed events we need some kind of roll-
back mechanism to roll back the state of the simulation to a situation where these
events are unexecuted.

1. N.B. we use a slightly different causality concept. Thus, vector clocks as defined for general
distributed systems are not directly applicable to DES.

a b→
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FIGURE 8.6. Simultaneity depends on event execution order

8.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied event ordering in PDES. Our goal has been to find
event ordering schemes which allow us to give the same support and functionality as a
user would expect from a sequential simulation system. That is we want to: i) provide
determinism, ii) maintain causality, iii) provide mechanisms for the user to order caus-
ally independent events with identical simulation time at an LP, and iv) if possible
assist the user in finding such events to take appropriate actions. Seemingly simple
this is a problem which turns out to be more complex than what could be anticipated at
first glance. This is exemplified by the fact that in our review of existing schemes we
have failed to find schemes which provide the desired functionality. Instead we have
found that several of the proposed schemes are not useful as it is easy to construc
examples where they fail to maintain causality, particularly in the context of optimistic
PDES. We have proposed a definition of causality in DES. Based on this we have
devised two schemes for deterministic, causally correct, ordering of events in PDES
based on existing theory on event ordering in distributed systems. The more elaborate
scheme allows the user to specify the ordering of simultaneous events by assigning
priorities to events. We have also discussed mechanisms to detect and take appropriat
action on causally independent events which are not ordered by the user, i.e. what
could be considered as “race conditions” in the model. The associated costs for these
schemes are not negligible as our experimental studies indicate. However, we believe
that it is crucial for PDES systems to provide event ordering mechanisms similar to
those encountered in sequential simulation.

LP1

LP2
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b c

d a d||

b c||
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LP2
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d
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Impact of Radius of Interaction

As a prelude to our investigation into partitioning of the WCN model, we examine the
issue of the range of interaction between stations imposed by the interference calcula
tions in the model. Truncating this radius of interaction will affect both simulation
fidelity and sequential execution time. In addition to this, it has important implications
for the partitioning of the model which will be discussed later in Chapter 10. In this
chapter, some experiments are carried out on an example case model to quantify
effects both on fidelity and execution time.

9.1 Introduction

Due to the often extremely resource demanding nature of detailed simulations, it is
important to model the system as efficiently as possible and limit the calculation work
involved whenever model fidelity permits. In this section we study the effect of one
parameter, the radius of interference calculations, and its impact on model fidelity and
execution time. This parameter is also important from the perspective of paralleliza-
tion of the model since it determines how the model can be efficiently partitioned.

In simulation studies the Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) for a given radio chan-
nel is often calculated and used by either the Resource Allocation Algorithm (RAA) to
make decisions or used as a measure to evaluate algorithms since it reflects obtainab
speech quality. The size of the radius used for the interference calculations in the sim-
ulator thus affects the precision of the SIR value. If the algorithm makes use of this val-
ue it may in turn influence other measures such as dropping rate, handovers, and system
load.

One problem that faces us with this type of investigation is that the particulars of the
simulation study will dictate what is considered acceptable fidelity. Furthermore, the
actual effects of truncating the interaction radius are likely to vary with the specific
RAA under study. This matter is further aggravated by the fact that there is a great num-
ber of parameters involved in the model that can potentially interact with the interfer-
ence calculation depending on how it is used by the RAA. Consequently, it may be
difficult to draw general conclusions based on experimental results. On the other hand,
the complexity of the model makes the formulation of tractable analytical models dif-
ficult. After all, this is why we are interested in simulating it in the first place.

Nevertheless, we deem this an important problem since: (i) the amount of calcula-
tion work in each interference measurement is related to the number of stations that
must be included, (ii) the size of system necessary to simulate is also related to this, and
(iii) it has a direct impact on how an efficient partitioning of such a model can be carried
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out for parallel or distributed execution. Because it is related to system size it is our be-
lief that some, more or less formalized, investigation of this type is part of most any sim-
ulation study of this type. However, since it is usually not considered central to the study
these preliminary results are not published. Thus, we are not aware of any previously
published results. However, the main contribution of this section is to take a joint view
of both the fidelity and execution time aspects for a sequential and a parallel simulation.
Since generalization is difficult we propose here to study some limited, but relevant,
cases in some depth. Cases that could hopefully provide an indication of what to expect
before more detailed case by case analysis is attempted.

To investigate the case scenarios we look first at how much of the total interference
is omitted by truncating the interaction radius. This can be calculated analytically under
certain assumptions. However, there is no closed form expression for the shadow fading
model considered here (see Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.2). Instead, we have based o
snapshot analysis on a set of Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations are describe
in Section 9.2. After this step, the question remains as to how much impact the trunca-
tion will have on the output of an actual dynamic simulation. To this end, in Section 9.3,
results from experiments with a time-stepped simulator, RUNE, using two simple
RAAs are compared with the snapshot results. The version used here represents a ver
simple minimal configuration of RUNE that was adapted to our assumptions in
Chapter 6. Finally, in Section 9.4, the execution time impact is considered both for the
sequential time-stepped RUNE simulator and for the parallel discrete-event simulator,
MobSim++. The experimental results are summarized and conclusions drawn in
Section 9.5.

Experiments with the RUNE simulator were performed with a fixed system size of
225 cells and with a wrap-around of mobile movement and signal propagation. We
identify two cases for determining system size: (i) it is dictated by the size of a real sys-
tem under investigation, or (ii) the system is idealized and simulation fidelity dictates
appropriate system size. The first case was assumed for the execution time experiment
presented here. The results on simulation fidelity could serve as guidance in the second
case. Experiments with the MobSim++ simulator serve to indicate what impact the pos-
sibility of reducing message communication in a parallel model can have on execution
time. Unfortunately, because the gain-map of the simulated region is implemented dif-
ferently in MobSim++ and the parallel experiments were run on another machine with
less memory, the system had to be limited to 144 cells. This will be discussed in more
detail further on. Partitioning of the MobSim++ model will be discussed in detail in the
next chapter. For now, let us just state that the perhaps most intuitive decomposition ap-
proach, a geographical decomposition, is used in this chapter. Due to the large amoun
of communication, we have not been able to obtain any speedups for this partitioning
approach. (We are not aware of any other published results demonstrating success wit
this either.) However, perhaps more importantly it has the potential of spreading large
memory demands over multiple processors through distributed execution. In Mob-
Sim++, the gain data for the simulated region is pregenerated and stored in a gain-map
requiring a large amount of memory. Using a geographical partitioning, the gain map
can be divided over multiple processors. This possibility is discussed more in
Chapter 12.
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9.2 System Snapshot

In order to determine how much of the total interference is left out by a limited interac-
tion radius, some Monte Carlo simulations were carried out. In these simulations a
static snapshot of the system is taken and the total interference in a large (reference
region is compared to the interference generated by stations within a truncated
(reduced) sub-region. Only the downlink is considered, so for each snapshot a mobile
is placed somewhere uniformly in the center cell and interference from other base sta-
tions is calculated. We are assuming a symmetric hexagonal cell layout and omit cor-
relation in the shadow fading model since each snapshot is independent. Therma
noise is disregarded. The probability that a base station is active at any particular time
(transmitting on the channel) isq. Interference from base stations in progressively
larger circles of interferers were compared to a total of 72 interferers, as illustrated in
Figure 9.2 (i.e. all stations except the centermost, marked by an “x”). In this study the
first circle consisted of the 6 closest interfering BSs (marked in the graph), the second
circle of the previous BSs plus another 12 BSs (inner dashed line), and the third circle
of the previous plus another 18 BSs (outer dashed line).

The propagation model is the one given previously, Equation 6.1, which includes
distance dependent fading and shadow fading:

where the propagation parameter determines the distance dependent fading. Also le
the standard deviation of the log-normally distributed shadow fading be dB. (Called
“propagation “ below.) The parameters used are given in Table 9.1.

Gij dij( )
Sij dij( )

dij
α-----------------=

α
σ

σ

FIGURE 9.1. Interferers in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd circles, and the whole system.
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Results from these experiments are shown in Figure 9.2. The fraction of the total inter-
ference of the 72 base stations contributed by the first, second, and third circle of inter-
ferers respectively are plotted against base station activity (q), i.e. the probability that
BSb will be transmitting on channelk at the given time). Each data point represents the
average over 10,000 snapshots.

These results indicate that, for these parameters, limiting calculations to the closest
interfering stations includes less than 75% of the total interference. Including the sec-
ond or third circle improves this significantly. The difference between second and third
circle is considerably smaller than the difference between first and second circle. Fur-
thermore, decreasing activity will lower the included interference since there are fewer
active base stations in the closer circles, thereby reducing their contribution to the total.
It should be noted, however, that the total interference will be smaller, so SIR (or C/I)
should improve.

FIGURE 9.2. Fraction of Total Interference in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Circles

Naturally, one might still ask how much interference from a theoretically infinite sys-
tems was excluded by limiting the largest system size to 72 interferers. If we disregard
the shadow fading component, we can calculate the total received interference power a

Table 9.1. Parameters for Snapshot Experiments.

Parameter

Cluster size 9

Cell radius 1000 m

Propagation 4

Propagation 6
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where [Ahlin and Zander, 98]. In
our experiment we had . Since the terms are all positive and (i.e. the
set of positive integers), we can bound the sum from above by summing over in-
stead:

And this sum we know to be:

To obtain the tail beyond the first 1000 termsT1000:

For improved numerical accuracy we compute the boundImaxby summing the first el-
ements (indexes up to 1000) from the index setK and adding the tailT1000:

Consequently, the relative error induced by limiting the calculations to the 72 closest
interferers can be bounded. Let be the total interference from the 72 closest BSs
with our given parameters. Thus, the absolute value of the relative error is smaller than:

After this slight digression, we return to consider the impact of different parameters on
the model. Since there are several parameters of potential significance in the model, a
2k factor experiment [Law and Kelton, 1991] was carried out to determine the influence
of each on the results. The mean response of each factor, i.e. its mean effect on the resu
(the fraction of total interference) all other factors being equal, is shown in Table 9.2.
A positive response indicates that the error is reduced as the parameter increases from
the “low” to the “high” setting.

Obviously, the parameter is most important since it determines how quickly the
signal attenuates with distance. The activity has a significant impact as well as the vari-
ance of the shadow fading . An increased variance increases the likelihood that far-
away stations contribute more to the total interference. Cluster size appears to have little
effect, however, and cell radius was excluded since it has little effect except for very
small values [Zander, 1998].
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9.3 Fidelity Impact

The more fundamental question, of course, is how this will affect the actual simulation
output, e.g. quality of service metrics. Typically, calls that suffer from inadequate sig-
nal quality for an extended period of time are dropped since the link is considered
unusable and dropping the call might improve the situation for other users. Thus, there
is often a threshold value above which SIR must be kept for all carried calls. One
effect of truncating the interference calculations will then be that fewer calls will be
dropped against this threshold.

A number of experiments were carried out with the RUNE simulator. The system
simulated consisted of 5 by 5 clusters of 9 cells in a rhomboid area. The traffic load on
the system was set to 2.3 Erlang per cell with 6 channels per cell giving a blocking prob-
ability of approximately 2%. A summary of the simulation parameters is given in
Table 9.3. Calls were dropped if either the up- or downlink SIR was below the outage
level . Since the timestep size (dt) will determine the sampling frequency against the
outage threshold it may consequently affect dropping probability. For this reason exper-
iments were carried out with two different settings ofdt, 2 s and 10 s, respectively. The
larger step size causes an “undersampling” of the process (with lower probability of
dropping). In a real system the samples would most likely be averaged over time, so the
undersampling might be said to produce a more realistic dropping probability.

Figure 9.3 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the downlink SIR
in one such experiment usingdt=10 s. The outage SIR threshold was set to 11 dB
corresponding to, according to Figure 9.3, an outage probability of approximately
0.1%.

TABLE 9.2. 2k Factor Investigation of Snapshot
(Sensitivity Analysis of Parameters)

Factor
low
‘-’

high
‘+’

1 circle,
Mean
resp.

2 circles
Mean
resp.

3 circles
Mean
resp.

Activity
(q)

0.3 0.7 0.1017 0.0600 0.0178

Cluster
size (K)

4 12 -0.0048 -0.0017 -0.0006

Prop.

att. ( )
3 4 0.1566 0.1256 0.0497

Fading

s.d. ( )
4 6 -0.0472 -0.0328 -0.0106

α

σ

γo

γo
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Results for call dropping probabilities due to insufficient C/I (less than 11 dB) are
shown in Figure 9.4. Each datapoint is the average and 90% confidence interval for 20
experiments. The results indicate that there is a small, but statistically significant, dif-
ference in the results when only the closest interferers are included. As indicated by the
snapshot experiments, however, the difference between second and third circle is small
er than the difference between first and second circle. And the difference is not statisti-
cally significant in these experiments.

TABLE 9.3. Parameters for RUNE Simulator.
(w/o Power Control)

Parameter

System size 225 cells

Cluster size 9

Channels per cell 6

Cell radius 1000 m

Propagation 4

Propagation 6

Propagation D 110 m

Thermal noise -118 dBm

Offered load 2.3 Erlang/cell

Average call length 120 s

Average mobile velocity 14 m/s

Outage SIR ( ) 11 dB

Time step ( ) 10 s

Simulation length 1500 s

α
σ

γo

∆t

FIGURE 9.3. Downlink C/I CDF,  dB,
dt = 10 s

FIGURE 9.4. Call Dropping Probability due to
Insufficient C/I (<11 dB),
dt = 10 s
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In order to relate these results to the snapshot analysis, we need to calculate the ac
tivity probability of the BSs. Some elementary queueing theory can be used to obtain
an estimate of the activity. If we assume that the mobility in the system can be neglected
for this purpose, each cell corresponds to a M/M/m/m m-server loss system (see e.g
[Kleinrock, 1975]). The system load in these experiments was 2.3 Erlang with 6 chan-
nels in each cell. Thus, the average number of occupied channels (in the snapshot situ
ation) is calculated as

wherem is the number of channels and the state probabilitypk is

Consequently, in our case . Assuming that channels are picked randomly, the
probability that a channel will be used at any one time (activity probability) is then
approximately 0.38. From Figure 9.2 we see that the first circle only contributes with
about 65% of the total interference, on the average. However, the impact this has on
simulation output (C/I caused dropping probability, Figure 9.4) is small in absolute
terms, in the order of 0.2%, but with a relative error of about 15%.

Increasing the outage threshold to 16 dB results in dropping probabilities shown
in Figure 9.5. In this case the difference between the first and the second circle relative
to the second and third circles are even more pronounced. In both cases, 11 and 16 dB
drop threshold, the relative error going from first to second circle is in the order of 10%.

Reducingdt to 2 s produced the results in Figure 9.6. Probability of dropping has
increased above 2% but the behavior appears to be similar. However, relatively large
variances in relation to the errors in this case prevent drawing statistically valid conclu-
sions regarding the trend.
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FIGURE 9.5. Call Dropping Probability due to
Insufficient C/I (<16 dB),
dt = 10 s

FIGURE 9.6. Call Dropping Probability due to
Insufficient C/I (<11 dB), dt = 2 s
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To study what effect changing the RAA might have on the results, a simple power con-
trol scheme was implemented. In each step, the transmission power on both links are
adjusted according to

where , is the power used in stepn-1, is the measured SIR from
stepn-1, and is a target SIR value. This is a slightly modified version of a power
control algorithm used in the MaDRAS simulator [Andersin et al., 95] where we set

to simplify implementation. Additional parameters are given in
Table 9.4. Power control and BS/channel allocation was performed with a time step
size of 2 s to improve tracking of power adjustments and to limit the number of new
calls initiated in each time step, since they enter the system transmitting at full power.
However, drop threshold checking was still performed at 10 s intervals.

Results are shown in Figure 9.9 and indicate a decrease in dropping compared to non
power control. However, the relative error from first to third circles has increased,
to 30%, compared to previous experiments. We hypothesize that these effects are du
to stronger coupling between stations introduced by the power control mechanism.

Interestingly, using dt = 2 s also for drop threshold checking changes the behavior
markedly as seen in Figure 9.10. Reduced interaction radius now appears to over- rathe
than under-estimate the dropping probability. (Remember that the 3rd circle is the best
estimate.) A possible explanation is that this effect is caused by slower convergence of
the power control mechanism due to the truncated radius. The change in error as the
RAA is altered indicates that it may be difficult to predict exactly what effect truncating
the interference radius will have on a particular system (RAA). Thus, determining a
suitable radius to try to optimize simulation resource usage could turn into a delicate
problem.

TABLE 9.4. Parameters for Power Control

Parameter

Target SIR ( ) 30 dB

Max power 1 W

Min power 10 mW

Time step (dt) 2 s

Simulation length 300 s

P
n( )

max Pmin min Pmax P
n 1–( ) γ t γ n 1–( )⁄( ),( ),( )=

n 1≥ P
n 1–( ) γ n 1–( )

γ t

P
0( )

Pmax=

γ t
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9.4 Execution Time Impact

In the RUNE simulator it is difficult to fully exploit the limited interaction radius to
reduce execution time due to its implementation. The simulator is implemented in
MATLAB [MATLAB, 92] code and consequently based on vector and matrix opera-
tions. This approach, although generally efficient, means that eliminating some trans-
mitters corresponds to sparsening out some of the matrices. Limiting calculations to
relevant elements requires extracting these elements, performing the calculation, and
then reconstructing the resulting matrix. This is a rather cumbersome operation and
time constraints prevented us from fully carrying out the necessary code modifica-
tions. Some preliminary experiments were carried out with partial modifications to
measure execution time, and the results (using power control,dt = 2, and runlength of
300 s) are shown in Figure 9.11. In this case, truncating interference calculation leads
to a decrease in execution time of up to 15%. (Experiments were carried out on a SUN
Ultra Enterprise 4000 with 2 Gbyte of memory.)

FIGURE 9.9. Call Dropping Probability due to
Insufficient C/I (<11 dB) w/
Power Control, Drop dt = 10 s

FIGURE 9.10. Call Dropping Probability due to
Insufficient C/I (<11 dB) w/
Power Control, Drop dt = 2 s
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FIGURE 9.11. Wall Clock Execution Time for RUNE

Another case where we would expect a substantial impact on simulator execution time
is when partitioning the simulation for parallel or distributed execution. Depending on
the partitioning approach chosen, the interaction radius can greatly affect the amount
of communication between processors and, thus, the performance. Experiments were
carried out with the MobSim++ simulator on a SUN SparcCenter 2000 shared mem-
ory machine with 8 processors and 512 Mbyte of memory. More details regarding par-
titioning and performance are given in the following chapters. For now, let us just state
that in these experiments each BS (or cell) constituted a logical unit (Logical Process)
and a number of BSs using the same channel set were mapped to each processor. Ex
cution time was measured while varying the interaction radius. In this model, everyT
seconds and independently for each mobile, a Resource Reallocation Assessmen
(RRA) action is performed. This involves the following: handover decisions are made
and the link quality (SIR) is calculated for up- and downlinks and compared against
the threshold. Since other stations, potentially using the same radio channel, are
mapped on other processors every link quality calculation requires message communi-
cation proportional to the number of stations involved. Parameters used for the Mob-
Sim++ experiments are give in Table 9.5.

Results, shown in Table 9.6 (averaged over three replications), indicate a substantia
increase in execution time as more interferers are included. Due to memory constraints
(from storing a large propagation gain-data map), the system was limited to 144 BSs (4
by 4 clusters) and the cell radius was reduced to 500 m. As there is no signal wrap-
around in this simulator, the system could not be properly simulated to the 3rd circle of
interferers due to border effects. Most of the interferers present in the system are al-
ready included when using the 2nd circle so increasing the interaction radius further
only adds a marginal number of interferers. Consequently, the execution time increase
from 2nd to 3rd circles was found to be statistically insignificant.
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TABLE 9.5. Parameters for MobSim++ Simulator

Parameter

System size 144 cells

Cluster size 9

Channels per cell 10

Cell radius 500 m

Propagation 4

Propagation 6

Propagation D 100 m

Thermal noise 10-15 W

Offered load 2.3 Erlang/cell

Average call length 120 s

Average mobile velocity 25 m/s

Outage SIR ( ) 10 dB

Time between measurements (T) 0.5 s

Simulation length 1500 s

TABLE 9.6. Wall Clock Execution time
for MobSim++

1st circle 2nd circle

Execution time 780 s 1939 s

α

σ

γo
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9.5 Summary

Snapshot analysis indicated that for a typical case using an FCA system, as much a
25-45% of the total interference may be lost by limiting link quality calculations to
only the closest interfering stations. Snapshot analysis of an FCA system indicates tha
potentially large errors can be induced if the interaction radius is truncated too closely.
In the propagation model used in this study, the error depends on how quickly signals
attenuate with distance, the traffic load in the system, and the variance of the shadow
fading. Not surprisingly, the error mainly depends on how quickly signals fade with
distance.

The actual error introduced in a dynamic simulation’s output also depends on the
Resource Allocation Algorithm being used. For a simple case performing little more
than link quality control, the relative error in simulations was reduced from the error
indicated by snapshot analysis. In this case it was only approximately 15%. Thus, for
this case (without power control) it appears sufficient to measure over the 18 closest in-
terfering cells. Adding another 18 cells provides only insignificant improvement.

Once a simple form of power control was incorporated, the relative error increased
to some 30%. We hypothesize that power control and DCA algorithms increase the
“coupling” in the system due to the feedback inherent in the algorithms. Thus, for sys-
tems using power control and/or DCA it becomes increasingly important to include
more of the interfering stations.

Experiments were also performed to determine the impact on execution time the in-
teraction radius has, i.e. less interaction results in less computation work and should
thus reduce execution time. For the RUNE simulator, a reduction in execution time of
15% was measured at the price of 15% in relative output error. A 7% reduction in exe-
cution time could be achieved at a statistically insignificant error increase. However, a
different simulator implementation or more substantial modifications to this simulator
should make it possible to better exploit the reduction in work. Experiments with a par-
allel simulator showed that for parallel execution, once interprocessor communication
becomes an issue, the interaction radius has a more profound impact on execution time
In this case a greater than 50% reduction is achieved if calculations are limited to the
six closest interferers.

Thus, to conclude, experiments with the time-stepped sequential RUNE simulator
indicate that, for cases when this is deemed acceptable, significant reductions in execu
tion time can be achieved by truncating the interaction radius. Experiments with a par-
allel DES simulator indicated that reductions in the amount of message communication
by reduced interaction radius can lead to substantial reductions in execution time for
parallel and distributed models. However, since it may be difficult to predict, in prac-
tice, what effect the truncation has on the output, determining this parameter can be a
delicate problem.
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Partitioning

Due to the relatively more dense communication topology in a wireless network com-
pared to a fixed network, one core problem for efficient parallelization of a WCN
model is partitioning. This problem is considered in this chapter. The difficulty in par-
titioning arises because changes to transmitter state at one node tend to influence man
receivers giving a close interconnectedness despite the distributed nature of many o
the algorithms studied. Thus, it can be difficult to find independent parts for an effi-
cient parallelization.

The task of partitioning a DES model involves a wide range of options for decom-
position strategy, LP size, which entities are grouped with which others, shared data ac-
cess, etc. Furthermore, many model parameters may influence state and event structu
and thus performance, in the WCN case e.g. system media access (separate channels
spread spectrum), system size, interference calculation time interval, system load, etc
Our approach, and that of several others, is based on optimistic synchronization making
analytic performance prediction difficult. Moreover, the wide range of options makes
an exhaustive search using performance prediction tools prohibitive as well. Thus, it is
our belief that a user attempting a parallelization of a WCN model would be well served
by a characterization of the performance over the option space. In this chapter experi-
mental results for several different approaches are presented to provide information on
model performance behavior. Furthermore, in order to arrive at a description of the op-
tion space a systematic approach is desirable and we formulate such an approach to in
vestigate partitioning of this application.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 10.1 is devoted to a
brief review of previous work on partitioning of PDES models in general, which serves
to position our work on partitioning of WCN models.

The following result sections then form three steps: (i) First, in Section 10.2 the par-
titioning problem in PDES is discussed, the partitioning strategy, and different options
for the WCN model are described. (ii) The different options are compared in a set of
experiments, where Section 10.3 briefly describes the experimental platform and
Section 10.4 presents the experimental results. The experiments investigate the impac
of different model parameters on the performance of each partitioning option. (iii)
Section 10.5 discusses different approaches to performance analysis when applying th
partitioning strategy to the WCN model. Based on the previous measurements, some
simple analysis is done to illustrate the investigation of some trade-offs and validate the
experiments. Finally, Section 10.6 draws conclusions for this chapter.
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10.1 Related Work

Our study includes signal propagation modeling, similar to the more recent and con-
currently performed related work. This permits us to study resource management strat-
egies based on measured interference levels and also enables very detailed mode
such as described in [Edbom and Stjernholm, 94]. However, this is also the key feature
that makes efficient partitioning of these models difficult. In the worst case the situa-
tion resembles the well-known N-body problem in that all entities affect all others
resulting in a potentially explosive growth in communication.

The problem of partitioning PDES simulations has been given a significant deal of
attention. Much effort has been devoted to partitioning and mapping of hardware circuit
simulations since they typically consist of a large set of small objects interconnected in
a complex way. Thus, it is a non-trivial problem to partition the graph and map the ob-
jects to processors so as to achieve an even workload and at the same time minimize th
communication between the processors. Some studies have regarded other application
such as queueing networks and aviation traffic models. Static partitioning and mapping
approaches are discussed in e.g. [Boukerche and Tropper, 94], [Kapp et al., 95], [Kim
and Jean, 96]. Dynamic load balancing schemes have been investigated in [Boukerch
and Das, 97], [Wilson and Nicol, 95], [Wilson and Nicol, 96]. All of these methods
build on the graph formulation of the problem (“the mapping problem” or “the graph
partitioning problem”) as stated in e.g. [Kernighan and Lin, 70]. Thereby, it is assumed
that the LPs are predetermined through the model design process and the main task i
to group the LPs and map them onto the processors. In practice, in the partitioning of a
PDES there is also the task of defining suitable LPs. Depending on the application this
can be a complex problem in itself, as shown in [Hao et al., 96] considering appropriate
LP size for an ATM network simulation and in [Turner et al., 98] for LP composition
for a semiconductor wafer manufacturing model.

We consider a specific application, detailed WCN models. In so doing, we encoun-
tered issues that caused us to reexamine the underlying formulation of the partitioning
problem. The resulting focus of our study has more in common with the latter two stud-
ies since we found the problem of defining appropriate LPs to be of profound impor-
tance for this application.

10.2 Partitioning WCN models

In this section we consider the problem of partitioning the WCN model, first by dis-
cussing the partitioning problem in the general context of PDES, then we formulate a
systematic method to investigate static partitionings of this model. Reasoning from
this method we list different possible partitioning approaches for this model, which are
examined experimentally in Section 10.4.

The common formulation of the partitioning problem (based on the graph problem
addressed in e.g. [Kernighan and Lin, 70]) is the problem of mappingn communicating
entities ontop processors so as to:

• Balance the workload on the processors (e.g. equal number of entities).

• Minimize the communication between entities on different processors.
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In the PDES domain the entities are typically the LPs and the same problem of mapping
LPs to processors applies. However, the task of dividing the model into LPs is not nec-
essarily trivial and is not addressed by this formulation of the problem. Some aspects
of the LP selection problem have been studied previously. For instance, in [Hao et al.,
96] the impact of LP size is considered and in [Wonnacott and Bruce, 96] a simulation
environment is described that allows modification of LP composition with minimal re-
coding. In these studies a number of issues related to the choice of LPs are discussed
potential concurrency, load distribution flexibility, state saving overhead, amount of
rolled back computation, access to shared state, event combining, andoverheads relat-
ed to process oriented-simulation.In addition to these factors one should also consider
software engineering aspects- an LP should preferably be some “natural entity” in the
design process to facilitate understandability of the simulation model. One further ex-
ample of complexities that can be encountered when defining LPs is shown in [Turner
et al., 98], where a methodology is developed for partitioning a class of manufacturing
simulation models. In this case, the LP structure arrived at may not be obvious at first
glance.

We note that LP composition has some common characteristics to mapping in terms
of trade-off on internal/external communication in relation to other factors such as load
balancing. Thus, when seeking a structured method to explore different partitioning ap-
proaches of the WCN model we would like to draw on the optimization strategy in
graph partitioning, but with additional constraints regarding e.g. state saving and rolled
back computation. Consequently, we break down the partitioning problem into three
steps:

1. Decomposition - decompose the model into Entities, where an Entity is a subset
of the state variables and some associated behaviors (think of this as an object in
an object-model of the system). The subsets must be disjoint and should prefera-
bly correspond to some object or naturally occurring entity in the model for pur-
poses of understandability.

2. Aggregation - aggregate Entities into LPs.
(Possibly also replicating entities in multiple LPs.)

3. Mapping - map LPs to processors (i.e. the classical mapping problem).

We note that step 2 is, in general, static in nature while step 3 may be dynamic. A dif-
ficult remaining problem is to predict the performance of a given partitioning strategy
(aggregation and mapping), particularly in the case of optimistic synchronization as it
involves prediction of the rollback behavior.

Performance prediction has been investigated based on usage of analytical models
e.g. [Gupta et al., 91], or tools, such as N-MAP [Ferscha and Johnson, 96], that use ei-
ther measurements on execution or simulated execution of code skeletons. The problem
with analytical models is that they are generally very restrictive in terms of the event (or
communication) structure, which is an important variable in this context. Performance
prediction tools are less restrictive in this sense but would entail a substantial amount
of coding work for each alternative to explore. Thus, they are not well suited for evalu-
ation of a large number of possible partitioning strategies, and an alternative method is
needed for initial screening to limit the number of options. In this study we use simple
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mathematical analysis to quantify some effects of different aggregation strategies, pri-
marily communication, and then proceed with an analysis based on experiments.

Turning now to look at the WCN model previously described in Chapter 6, we can
note that it is homogeneous and evenly loaded. Thus, a static mapping strategy should
suffice. Furthermore, since it is homogeneous, the aggregations will become homoge-
neous as well which simplifies mapping. A set of relevant mapping options can be de-
rived through inspection without resorting to complex analysis. Consequently, the main
focus of our investigation here will be on the early steps of our partitioning strategy and
the type of coarse communication based analysis that will serve as a first indication for
achievable performance. Naturally, real WCNs are neither homogeneous nor evenly
loaded. Non-homogeneous models should be possible to manage by paying more atten
tion to mapping, i.e. probably using some of the static mapping algorithms/heuristics
found in the literature. Dynamically changing traffic patterns pose more of a challenge
since a static mapping may no longer suffice, thus dynamic load balancing might be re-
quired. However, the type of model considered here is sufficient for many studies and
is thus frequently used in practice to evaluate proposed RRM algorithms.

10.2.1 Decomposing the WCN Model

Recognizing that partitioning into LPs is essentially a domain decomposition strategy,
we picture a view of the domain for a WCN model (focused on RRM simulation) and
consider possible decomposition strategies.

Assuming that there are separate channels defined in the frequency spectrum (FD
MA) or in time (TDMA) or a combination, we can view the simulation space as shown
in Figure 10.1. Each radio channel defines a plane in the frequency/time-spectrum over
the coverage area of the system. As an MT changes channel it moves between the dif
FIGURE 10.1. Simulation space for radio signal calculations, assuming placement of
BSs according to quadratic cell layout. The x- and y-axes span the area
covered by the system, and the f/t-axis spans the frequency/time
spectrum.
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ferent planes along the frequency/time-axis. While communicating with its associated
BS it will cause interference over some part of the coverage area and also, due to im-
perfect filtering, to some extent on neighboring channels. A BS is different in the sense
that it may be using several radio channels at the same time and can thus be regarded a
having some extent along the frequency/time-axis. In a spread-spectrum system (CD-
MA) each station will spread its transmission power over the available frequency spec-
trum. Thus, effectively occupying the whole spectrum extent of its geographic sphere
of influence.

The simulation state space spans the three-dimensional space/frequency-time sys
tem and the simulation could be decomposed along any axis. Hence, useful entities, in
terms of their interaction with other entities, are anMT, and the part of a BS (BSi) using
a specific channelk (BSi,k). These entities can then be aggregated in different ways dis-
cussed in the following section.

10.2.2 Aggregations

Having decomposed the model into the basic entities MT and BSi,k, we now consider
aggregation of the entities into LPs. Again this can be performed in the geographical
plane or along the time/spectrum-axis, and also to different extents (small or large
aggregates).

10.2.2.1 Base Station Partitioning (BSP)
The basic entities MT and BSi,k can be aggregated spatially by letting each BS and all
MTs connected to it form an LP. This would correspond to previous cell-partitionings
(see Chapter 5). We call this a Base Station Partitioning (BSP) here since the centra
element is the base station. When incorporating interference calculations into the
FIGURE 10.2. Communication pattern for the BS partitioned model.
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model, this gives rise to the communication pattern shown in Figure 10.2. In addition
to the communication caused by HOs it is necessary to exchange information on chan-
nel usage at the different BSs to calculate the interference. A further practical matter
concerns modeling the arrival process to the system. Since cell shapes are irregula
and overlapping it is difficult to calculate call arrival frequencies per BS. A separate
generator LP, that generates call arrivals to the system, can be used instead. Hence
communication between LPs will be necessary for call arrivals, handovers and inter-
ference calculations.

10.2.2.2 Geographic Regions (Region BSP)
A common approach to reduce overhead from message sending between entities in
spatially explicit problems, e.g. battlefield simulations [Wieland et al., 89] and ecolog-
ical models [Glass et al., 97], is to aggregate entities geographically into regions or
zones. In our case multiple cells could be further aggregated to form aRegionLP. We
can compare this with the geographically partitioned design of WiPPET [Panchal et
al., 98]. In WiPPET the MTs and BSs are modeled as LPs and there are separate
“zone” LPs to compute interference. The “zone”-objects replicate some of the state
information from the stations to compute signal quality over a part of the simulated
region. An advantage here is that unlike WiPPET there is no need to replicate state
information between the stations and the interference-computing object, and message
communication is slightly lower. However, the experiments presented later reveal
some significant drawbacks with this scheme.

10.2.2.3 Channel Partitioning (CHP)
Another aggregation approach is to consider aggregation in terms of spectrum usage
In the model under study, resource reallocation assessments are performed at regula
intervals of simulated timetRRA, for each ongoing call. During these, SIR is calculated
and compared against a “lowest acceptable” threshold and a HO may be initiated. For
the F/TDMA based FCA model considered, the tasks performed during a resource
reallocation assessment for each approach are shown in Figure 10.3. If features such a
intracell HOs, DCA and power control are introduced this would increase the com-
plexity of the resource reallocation. Some features such as power control may also
require operations on a shorter timescale (fractions oftRRA). However, these features
are not included at present.

Since resource reallocation assessments occur frequently in the model (refer back
to Section 6.5) this will result in a large amount of communication between the LPs.
But regarding the channels as orthogonal, as we have done, results in a high degree o
independence between the channels. Interference on separate channels can be calcul
ed independently which led us to propose an alternative, novel, aggregation approach
in [Liljenstam and Ayani, 96]. By aggregating entities on the same frequency/time-
plane (i.e. using the same channel) we can encapsulate the interactions on a channel in
one LP. Hence, each channel will be an LP (or multiple channels can be aggregated)
This will, however, increase complexity and communication during handover and ini-
tial channel selection as shown in Figure 10.4.
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FIGURE 10.3. Tasks performed during a resource reallocation assessment: (i) link
quality is compared against a dropping threshold, (ii) a decision is
made whether or not a handover should be attempted. The BS-based
partitioning requires communication during the link quality
measurement, while the channel-based partitioning involves more
communication when performing a handover. The next event to be
scheduled is one of: position update, resource reallocation
assessment, or call end.

FIGURE 10.4. Basic communication pattern in the simulation model partitioned per
channel.
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IF  for  consecutive seconds
release channel
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ELSE
find best BS link gain gbest and compare
with current link gain gcurrent
IF gbest-gcurrent > hysteresisHO

query all channels available on best BS
IF free channel available

perform HO to stochastically
selected channel

ELSE
remain on current BS

END IF
END IF

END IF

Base Station-based Partitioning -
resource reallocation assessment event:

Send messages to other BSs that could be using the
same channel and gather responses

Calculate SIR  for up- and down-link

IF  for  consecutive seconds
release channel
increment dropped call counter

ELSE
find best BS link gain gbest and compare
with current link gain gcurrent
IF gbest-gcurrent > hysteresisHO

query best BS for free channel
IF free channel available

perform HO to new BS
(stochastically selected channel)

ELSE
remain on current BS

END IF
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END IF
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10.2.2.4 Frequency Spectrum “Regions” (Region CHP)
As in the case of geographic partitioning, the channel entities can be further aggre-
gated to reduce message overheads for large numbers of channels. Thus multiple chan
nel entities are aggregated into an LP constituting a “region” of the frequency
spectrum. WiPPET employs a similar strategy for its spectrum decomposed version,
but keeps MTs and BSs separate and replicates state into the (spectrum decompose
interference computing objects.

10.2.2.5 Spectrum Aggregation of Cells (Spectrum-Region BSP)
Since the model uses FCA with a cluster size greater than 1, exchange of interference
information is not with the closest neighbors but with cells using the same channel
group in other clusters. Thus, it is possible to aggregate cells for each channel group
into “spectrum-regions”. The result is very close to a channel partitioning and perfor-
mance could be expected to be similar. However, this is only possible for cluster sizes
significantly larger than one to obtain sufficient parallelism.

10.2.3 Mapping

In CHP strategies, an LP will communicate with most of the other LPs. Hence, there is
no locality that can be exploited in mapping. In this case a “card-dealing” (or round-
robin) mapping will suffice to provide an even load balance. However, for the BS par-
titioning approach there are a few different options for the mapping.

10.2.3.1 Geographic Mapping
What appears to be the most natural approach to mapping is to map neighboring cells
on the same processor. Thus, communication when calls are handed over from one ce
to another could often be limited to the same processor. However, for an FCA system,
such as the one studied here, most of the communication is with other cells using the
same channel group, i.e. at a significant geographic distance. Thus, benefits will be
limited. For DCA systems or small cluster sizes there is more potential for mapping
gains. Interaction neighborhoods will overlap with each other and some of them will
coincide with a neighborhood mapped to the same processor. Thus, interprocesso
communication will be limited in many cases when calculating interference but it will
depend on the number of cells mapped to each processor and the size of the interactio
radius.

10.2.3.2 Spectrum Mapping
Similarly to the “spectrum aggregation of cells” (Section 10.2.2.5) it is possible to
reduce inter-processor communication by mapping cells using the same channel group
to the same processor. But, again this is only possible for FCA and a viable option only
if the cluster size is sufficiently large to obtain an even load balance.

10.2.4 Discussion

The choice between a space-based (base station) partitioning and a frequency/time
based (channel) partitioning represents a trade-off between communication when per
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forming RRA-events and communication when selecting channels. Thus, parameters
that will affect the amount of communication include: time between RRAs, number of
handover attempts, number of base stations, number of channels, and MT mobility.
Furthermore, combined approaches are also possible and consequently the range o
options for partitioning is large and many parameters could influence performance. In
the next section experiments are carried out to compare different approaches quantita
tively while varying some of the simulation model parameters, mapping of LPs to pro-
cessors, and some parameters related to the Time Warp mechanism.

In terms of a more qualitative comparison there are some aspects that should be not
ed. Assuming F/TDMA with orthogonal channels results in a large degree of indepen-
dence between channels, i.e. interference measurements are completely independe
and communication is only necessary when selecting a new channel. The opportunity
for exploiting channel independence will differ for other assumptions and especially for
other types of systems. For instance, including adjacent channel interference will in-
crease communication but still presents a certain degree of independence. However, fo
Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) based systems there are no separate channels
in this sense, and hence a channel partitioning is not possible.

A possible drawback of the channel partitioning approach is that it may result in
fewer LPs than the BS partitioning and thus less available parallelism. This is since a
large scale WCN system may be required to cover a large geographical area through
many small cells for good coverage and capacity, but the available radio spectrum will
be limited as determined by regulating government agencies. Thus, we can expect ther
to be thousands of cells in a realistic WCN, but not more than a few hundred channels.
However, for multiprocessors with a number of processors in the order of tens (such as
the existing bus-based shared memory architectures) we believe that a few hundred LP
should provide sufficient parallelism. We can see other possible advantages of a geo
graphic partitioning compared to a spectrum partitioning: One is that the geographic
partitioning and mapping approach is more intuitive from a software engineering point
of view. Secondly, with geographic partitioning the gain matrix, which requires a large
amount of memory, can easily be split up among the processors to take advantage of a
distributed memory environment to run larger models. Nevertheless, the main problem
with the BS partitioning appears to be the large amount of communication, which is
likely to limit performance.

10.3 Experimental Platform

The MobSim++ experimental platform has already been described in Chapter 7. The
experiments in this chapter were performed on a SUN SparcCenter 2000 shared mem
ory machine with 8 processors and 512 Mbytes of memory running Solaris 2.5.

The simulation kernel implements several different state saving mechanisms. For
the state sizes relevant here (Transparent) Incremental State Saving (ISS) gave consi
tently good performance and was used throughout the experiments. The wall clock ex-
ecution time for the simulations was measured from the start to the end of simulation
execution, i.e. after initialization of the gain matrix had been completed and before cal-
culation of statistics started. Gain-matrix computation should also be possible to paral-
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lelize but this falls outside the scope of this study. Unless stated otherwise, LPs were
mapped to processors using the default “card-dealing” (or round-robin) method.

10.4 Experimental Results

In order to get an understanding of the performance behavior of the model under dif-
ferent conditions, what trade-offs exist, and finally determine what aspects that must be
included in an analysis, we have conducted a series of experiments. First, by studying
the effect of one parameter at the time, and then proceeding to study possible interac
tions between factors. The model parameters varied are: number of channels in the sys
tem, time between RRA-events, system load, and system size (number of cells). An
additional factor that influences performance is the number of handover attempts gen-
erated in the model since this induces communication in a spectrum partitioned model.
However, this is a secondary rather than a primary factor. The number of handover at-
tempts induced depends on the combined effect of system load, MT mobility and
handover hysteresis. This study is limited to only considering system load to determine
the effect of handover attempts.

Model parameters that are used in the experiments, unless stated otherwise, are giv
en in Table 10.1. Each data-point in the graphs is the average of three replications.

Table 10.1. Model parameters for experiments

Parameter Value

N.o. Base Stations (Cells)

N.o. Channels in system

Cell diameter

Cluster size

Call arrival rate to system

Call length (mean)

System simulation time

Time between RRA’s

MT velocity

Call dropping threshold

Handover hysteresis

Gain matrix resolution

Whole region interference

nBS 81=

nCH 90=

dcell 2 km=

K 9=

λ 1 call/s=

1 µ⁄ 120 s=

2000 s

tRRA 0.5 s=

v 90 km/h=

γdrop 8 dB=

14 dB

qgain 50 m=

ncomm 8=
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10.4.1 Number of Channels

In the first set of experiments, the different aggregation and mapping strategies are
examined as the number of channels in the system is varied. A simulation was run
using the Time Warp kernel on one processor, shown in Figure 10.5, and on 8 proces-
sors, shown in Figure 10.6. The number of channels in the system was gradually
increased from 45 to 2880.

As the number of channels increases, the number of communication events increas
es for CHP (each channel is an LP) leading to increasing overheads and increasing ex
ecution times. The increase in communication can be counteracted by aggregating
channels into spectrum regions (Region CHP). A possible drawback with such a strat-
egy, as mentioned previously (Section 10.2.2.4), is the risk of more rolled back compu-
tation when aggregating objects. But performance appears to be quite stable for this
model.

For BSP (base station partitioning), the amount of communication is independent of
the number of channels in the system but depends on whether cells are grouped into re
gions or not. Results for parallel execution (Figure 10.6) show mostly constant execu-
tion time for each case. Figure 10.5 shows results on one processor, both when all cells
belong to a single region and for each cell as an individual LP. A single region results
in no communication events and consequently execution times and event counts are
practically equal to CHP with a single region and similar to CHP with no more than a
few hundred channels. The differences we have measured are due to differences in cod
ing, as there is a small overhead associated with the code layer that manages each re
gion.

For single cell (BS) LPs, communication messages induces substantially longer ex-
ecution times than a spectrum partitioning. One can improve performance somewhat by
mapping together cells that use the same channel group (spectrum mapping). Further
more, experiments indicate that spectrum aggregation of cells give similar performance
to other spectrum aggregation approaches. However, as mentioned in Section 10.2.2.5
this is only possible for cluster sizes significantly larger than one to obtain sufficient
parallelism.
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FIGURE 10.5. Execution time on single
processor when increasing
number of channels.

FIGURE 10.6. Execution time on 8 processors
when increasing number of
channels.
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FIGURE 10.7. Efficiency (fraction of committed events) on 8 processors when
increasing number of channels

The relatively small system size in relation to cluster size means that only one whole
cluster is mapped to a processor for a geographic aggregations and mappings. This im
plies that a geographic region aggregation does little to reduce communication for this
model. Nevertheless, many handovers are now local to an LP, so it should be slightly
reduced compared to individual cells. Thus, one would expect a slightly improved per-
formance. In Figure 10.6, however, one sees a slow-down by a factor of three. Clearly
the explanation for this must be sought in the rollback behavior and it will be examined
more closely.

The rollback behavior of the model is reflected in Figure 10.7 which shows efficien-
cy, i.e. fraction of executed events that are eventually committed. Efficiency is stable for
different configurations of BSP, but decreases significantly as communication increases
for CHP. The general tendency indicated is that less interprocessor communication
leads to better efficiency, except for the case of Region BSP. For CHP communication
increases with the number of channels and efficiency also drops as the number of chan
nels increases. Efficiency is stable for each BSP configuration, but the spectrum map-
ping approach reduces interprocessor communication compared to geographic
mapping, and this leads to an improvement in efficiency. The exception is the case of
Region BSP. Here, there is somewhat less communication than for BSP but rollback be-
havior is very poor, as indicated by the low efficiency. A large fraction of the events are
rolled back. Moreover, the performance is even worse than what can be explained by
mere event reexecution. We will return to the explanation for the poor efficiency.

Figure 10.8 shows the effect of aggregation on execution time, and Figure 10.9
shows efficiency. Aggregating channel objects leads to practically constant perfor-
mance. Aggregating cells that use the same channel group (spectrum region) also re
duces communication and improves performance. However, for larger geographic
regions performance monotonically degrades, as there is no communication gain for
this small system size. (The slight dip seen in efficiency for geographic Region BSP at
3 regions per processor is not statistically significant.)
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The explanation for the poor rollback behavior in the case of geographic regions can be
found in the combination of aggregates of self-triggering independent entities, frequent
communication and broadcasts of messages (see Section 10.2.2.1 and
Section 10.2.2.2). Figure 10.10 illustrates the situation. At timet1 an MT broadcasts a
request for interference data to the other regions targeting1/K of the cells. Before re-
ceiving all the replies, another MT in the same region may trigger another request round
(time t2). Thereafter, at timet3, a straggler request is received that should be processed
beforet2. The resulting rollback will have to issue antimessages for all broadcasted re-
quest messages att2. By aggregating self-triggered, broadcasting entities one increases
the probability of having to rollback the broadcasts, and it is the resulting explosion of
antimessages that produces the poor behavior. When aggregating cells the number o
antimessages sent increases from 6.7 million to 30 million while the number of com-
mitted events decreases slightly from 7.7 million to 6.9 million.

To investigate the effect of reduced communication in combination with geographic
aggregation an experiment was run where every channel was used in each cell, i.e. K=1
In these experiments the number of processors was fixed at 8, but the size of the region
and hence the number of regions was varied. Thus, the number of region LPs on each
processor varied. Parameters for the experiment are given in Table 10.2. In this case, th
efficiency also degrades with large region aggregations. However, aggregation into
larger regions leads to a substantial reduction in communication resulting in a net re-
duction in execution time, see Table 10.3. Nevertheless, the result of partitioning the
model into regions is a substantial slow-down compared to single processor (TW) exe-
cution of the same model with a single region (72.3 s).

Hence, we conclude that the lack of locality and broadcast communication behavior
distinguishes this application from many other spatially explicit models. Thus, tech-
niques employed for those models are likely to be less effective here and may even
backfire.

FIGURE 10.8. Execution time on 8 processors
when varying region ratio.

FIGURE 10.9. Efficiency on 8 processors
when varying region ratio.
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FIGURE 10.10. Geographic region situation.
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TABLE 10.2. Region Aggregation
Experiments

Modified Parameters Value

N.o. Base Stations (Cells)

System simulation time

N.o. Channels

nBS 36=

500 s

nCH 90=

TABLE 10.3. Experiments with K=1

Regions /
processor

Exec time
[s]

Efficiency
[%]

1 323.7 34.0

2 494.0 43.2

4 901.6 46.9
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10.4.2 Resource Reallocation Assessment Interval

In a second set of experiments the time interval between Resource Reallocation
Assessment (RRA) events was varied. The number of channels was fixed and the sim
ulated time was increased to compensate for the decrease in execution time resulting
from the reduction in work. The modified parameter settings are shown in Table 10.4
and other parameters were left unaltered. Execution time results are shown in
Figure 10.11.

The main part of the computation work is performed in the RRA events. Thus, there
is a reduction in work as the number of RRAs per call decreases. The fraction of com-
munication events is approximately constant for BSP leading to a steady reduction in
execution time. However, for CHP and other spectrum based partitioning approaches a
drop in efficiency can be observed when increasing the RRA interval, as shown in
Figure 10.12.

For CHP the relative fraction of communication events to computation will in-
crease. Communication in this model is through zero-lookahead events, some of which
are totally ordered. Zero-lookahead events are known to have a negative impact on Time
Warp performance [Fujimoto, 90a] and the total ordering can induce additional roll-
backs (refer back to Section 8.5). Thus, the increased fraction of communication events
resulting from longer RRA intervals is likely to cause overall efficiency to drop.

TABLE 10.4. RRA Interval Experiments

Modified Parameters Value

N.o. Channels

System simulation time

nCH 90=

5000 s
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FIGURE 10.11. Execution time on 8 processors
when increasing the RRA time
interval.

FIGURE 10.12. Efficiency on 8 processors
when increasing the RRA time
interval.
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10.4.3  System Load

System load was varied using the parameters shown in Table 10.5. Resulting execution
times normalized by load are shown in Figure 10.13. Increasing the load increases the
blocking and dropping probabilities, as shown in Table 10.6, resulting in less work per
attempted call. For BSP the reduction in work leads to an approximately proportional
reduction in execution time per call. For CHP, on the other hand, increasing retry
attempts for handovers due to fewer free channels lead to an almost constant executio
time per call. Efficiency, shown in Figure 10.14, indicates the existence of an optimum
load for parallel performance for several cases. However, variations are relatively
small and there is only a minor influence on execution time.

It should be noted that normally no more than 1-2% blocking probability is tolerat-
ed, where 2% corresponds to a load of about 5.1 Erlang per cell or 3.4 calls per second
to the whole simulated system. Consequently, for most realistic scenarios the influence
of the load parameter appears to be small.

TABLE 10.5. System Load Experiments

Modified Parameters Value

N.o. Channels

System simulation time

RRA time interval

nCH 90=

1000 s

tRRA 0.5 s=

TABLE 10.6. System Load Sim Results

Arrivals
/ second

Number
of calls

Blocked
calls [%]

Dropped
calls [%]

1 1000 0 0

9 8958 28 8
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FIGURE 10.13. Normalized execution time
when increasing system load.

FIGURE 10.14. Efficiency (fraction of
committed events) when
increasing system load.
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10.4.4 System Size

System size was varied in a set of experiments where the load (call arrival rate) was
scaled with system size for a constant load per cell. Parameters are given in Table 10.7
Figure 10.15 shows execution time normalized by system load, which indicates how
execution time per call varies with system size. (For system sizes of 2 by 2 clusters, 3
by 3 clusters, and 4 by 4 clusters, the arrival rate was 1, 2.25, and 4 call/s respectively.)
CHP exhibits a small increase in normalized execution time as the size increases, indi-
cating almost constant overheads. For the BSP versions, the increasing amount o
communication with larger system size significantly increases the overheads. CHP and
spectrum mapped BSP show similar rollback behavior, Figure 10.16, whereas the geo-
graphically mapped BSP experiences more rollbacks as communication increases. (As
mentioned previously, in Section 10.4.2, communication is through zero-lookahead
events that have a negative impact on the rollback behavior.)

TABLE 10.7. System Size Experiments

Modified Parameters Value

System load (arrival rate)

System simulation time

λ 1 2.25 4 calls/s, ,=

2000 s
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FIGURE 10.15. Normalized execution time
when increasing system size.

FIGURE 10.16. Efficiency when increasing
system size.
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10.4.5 Parameter Interaction and Sensitivity

So far the experiments have regarded the effect of one parameter at the time. The ques
tion remains whether there is some interaction between different factors and which
factors are the most important. This is considered through a standard experiment
design [Jain, 91].

When comparing different partitioning options our primary interest is the overheads
induced, since the simulation “work” is the same. Thus, when studying the effect on ex-
ecution time of different factors these should be normalized with respect to the change
in workload. For instance, doubling the load on the system doubles the number of calls
(attempted), and thus approximately doubles the execution time. Similarly, changing
the time between RRA events affects the amount of computations carried out for each
call and thus the workload. Since the main part of the computation work for each call
lies in the RRA events, the measured execution time is normalized as:

,

where E[r] is the expected number of RRAs per call approximated as .

The normalization is not exact since call arrival, call end, and position update events are
not included but these constitute a minor part of the workload.

System size was varied between a small and a larger system size, the interval be
tween RRAs was varied and the system load was varied between a high load, resulting
in approximately 4% blocking, and a low load, approximately no blocking. The load
per cell was kept constant when varying system size. The number of channels in the sys
tem was fixed since it was previously indicated that it does not significantly affect per-
formance in most cases. Table 10.8 lists parameter values.

The percentage of variation in normalized execution time explained by different fac-
tors is shown in Table 10.9. The time between RRA events appears to be the dominating
factor in most cases, contributing between 27 and 37 percent of the total variation in
execution time. System size and load also appear to have significant effect. Interaction
is moderate, contributing with between 30 and 40 percent of the variation. From previ-
ous experiments we would expect system size to have a large impact on the perfor-
mance of BSP based partitionings. However, this overhead is less pronounced for the
relatively small system sizes used here, but will increase quickly once the system size
is increased further.

TABLE 10.8. 2k-factorial Experiment

Modified Parameters Values

System size

RRA time interval

System load
,

N.o. Channels

2
k

r⋅

tnorm

texec

λ E r[ ]⋅
-------------------=

E r[ ] 1 µ⁄
tRRA
-----------=

nBS 36 81,=

tRRA 0.5 16 s,=

ρ 5.9 λ' Erlang/cell⋅= λ'
1
4
--- 1,=

nCH 90=
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Looking at the rollback behavior, Table 10.10, we see that interactions are generally
small except for one case, system size and RRA interval, when using BSP with spec-
trum mapping. This indicates a good possibility of describing the rollback behavior
directly in terms of the parameters without having to consider the interactions.

10.4.6 Discussion

The experiments indicate the following possible trade-off points:

• The number of channels determines a trade-off between communication and roll-
back efficiency when aggregating channel objects.

• The time interval between RRA events (including interference calculation) deter-
mines a trade-off between geographic partitions and spectrum based partitions. It
also influences rollback behavior for aggregations.

• Extreme loads on the system, resulting in well over 50% blocking probability,
might improve the performance of geographic partitions relative to spectrum par-
titions. However, in realistic settings no more than a few percent of lost calls
would be allowed.

Regarding aggregation of objects into regions one can note that this induced monotonic
improvement or degradation of performance. Thus, it should be sufficient to consider
the extreme cases, i.e. either no aggregation or maximum aggregation. However, it
should be noted that these experiments were only conducted in one point of the param
eter space.

We proceed by considering analysis methods to evaluate different approaches and
trade-offs.

TABLE 10.9. Percentage of normalized execution time variation explained.

Case

CHP 22 27 24 9 7 8 3

BSP - Geographic mapping 14 37 15 12 5 13 4

BSP - Spectrum mapping 17 33 13 15 6 11 5

Region CHP 22 23 30 7 8 8 3

Spectrum aggregation of cells 20 28 22 10 7 10 4

TABLE 10.10. Percentage of efficiency variation explained.

Case

CHP 0 84 8 1 0 6 0

BSP - Geographic mapping 49 9 1 1 3 3 2

BSP - Spectrum mapping 62 3 15 14 0 2 0

Region CHP 2 94 1 1 0 0 0

Spectrum aggregation of cells 0 96 1 0 1 1 0

nBS tRRA λ nBS tRRA⋅ nBS λ⋅ tRRA λ⋅ nBS tRRA λ⋅ ⋅

nBS tRRA λ nBS tRRA⋅ nBS λ⋅ tRRA λ⋅ nBS tRRA λ⋅ ⋅
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10.5 Performance Analysis of Partitioning Approaches

The strategy outlined in Section 10.2 for approaching the partitioning problem assumes
the possibility of comparing a large number of different alternatives with respect to per-
formance. However, since performance prediction of optimistic PDES is a hard prob-
lem, progressive refinement is necessary to make it feasible. For a first quick evaluation
of a large number of options, some form of analytical modeling is preferable. But this
can not be expected to be exact since the prediction ultimately depends on the behavio
of the WCN model itself where the difficulty of obtaining analytical results motivated
the need for simulation in the first place. On the other hand, alternatives based on direc
measurement or simulated execution require substantial effort for each option to be
evaluated. Some steps are common, however, for analytical methods and skeleton cod
ing (measurements or simulated execution). The application needs to be analyzed both
at the application level (the WCN model here) and at the synchronization level (kernel
implementation) to determine relevant costs, such as event grain and communication
overheads.

In the following sections some of the relevant costs are described for the WCN mod-
el and the kernel implementation. These are used to exemplify a coarse estimate base
on comparing communication-event and state-saving overheads without regard to even
structure or rollback behavior. As is shown, even at this coarse level some useful in-
sights can be gained. As an implementation exists for the WCN model, examinations
of trade-offs are carried out using regression on previous measurements in combination
with the derived estimates. Conclusions for the model are drawn from this analysis and
limitations are discussed.

10.5.1 Model Level Analysis

Given a partitioning strategy for the model we first need to derive expressions for the
factors that will significantly affect performance of the simulation kernel. The factors
at kernel level that are targeted by the analysis include: overheads due to communica
tion events and overheads due to state saving. Consequently, the number of LPs, th
state size, the number of state updates, the number of events, and the granularity of th
extra communication events, are needed as inputs when estimating overheads. Thes
parameters have to be derived from parameters at the simulation model level, i.e.
inputs to the simulation model or factors resulting from the behavior of the simulation,
shown in Table 10.11.
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Several parameters are not known a priori, but the simple estimates shown in
Table 10.12 give sufficient accuracy in many cases. Consider an arbitrary call. Let the
average length of a call be , i.e. (one of the input parameters to the teletraf-
fic model). The time between resource reallocation events istRRA. Thus, we can esti-
mate the approximate expected number of resource reallocations per call (E[r] in the
table). In reality it is likely to be less since some calls may be blocked or dropped. Since
handovers should ideally only be performed when a mobile crosses over from one cell
to another we could, assuming that mobiles travel in a straight line, use an estimate of
the number of handovers per call asE[h] , based onv (the average mobile velocity) and
dcell (the cell diameter). In most cases the true value will be somewhat higher since fluc-
tuations in signal strength may induce additional handover attempts, and retry attempts
will be initiated if a free channel for handover cannot be found. Also, the actual number
of handover attempts performed will be affected by the fact that MTs will not travel in
straight lines as well as blocking and dropping. Finally, an estimate of the expected
number of position update eventsE[p] are derived from MT velocity and the resolution
of the gain matrixqgain.

Given the network model parameters one can calculate parameters relevant at the
kernel level. The number of LPs in the model (nLP) is given by the number of channels
or the number of base stations and if/how they are aggregated into larger region LPs.
Correspondingly, the LP state size can be approximated through the state size of an MT
object and the (maximum) number of MTs that occupy a channel, base station or aggre-
gate. We assume here that the state size is a static data structure, hence the maximum
which is a requirement for our implementation of Time Warp. It is also a requirement
for several other implementations that we are aware of. For dynamic data structures the
state size depends on the current load on the system and these calculations represent

TABLE 10.11. Model Parameters

Aggregation approach
(Channel partitioning or Base Station Partitioning)

CHP/
BSP

Number of Base Stations (Cells) nBS

Number of Channels nCH

Cluster size K

Number of position updates per call p

Number of RRA’s per call r

Number of handovers per call h

MT object state size sMT

Average number of state updates per event u

Communication event granularity gcomm

TABLE 10.12. Estimates for Model
Parameters

Number of
RRA’s
per call

Number of
handover attempts
per call

Number of
position updates
per call

E r[ ] η
tRRA
-----------=

E h[ ] v η⋅
dcell
-----------=

E p[ ] v η⋅
qgain
------------=

η η 1 µ⁄=
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upper bound. Table 10.13 lists parameters depending on the basic entities: channel ob
jects or base station (cell) objects. For the case where each basic object is an LP, the
each constitute a region. Thus, in this case and . The number of
state updates assumes a unit cost for updating a single state variable. The number of up
dates could be found from analysis of the code, but for the experiments here approxi-
mations were measured from instrumented code. The total number of events generate
per call (nevs) can be approximated as the sum of all position updates, resource reallo-
cation attempts, and all communication events between LPs. Thus, the difference in
number of events will be determined by the communication events. In both expressions
ncommis the number of LPs with which communication is necessary. In the CHP case
there is a query broadcast with replies and select/acknowledge message exchange whe
selecting initial channels and attempting handover, thus

, where  is the “co-aggregation factor”.

This is the fraction of entities to communicate with that are aggregated into the same
region LP. For the spectrum based aggregations like CHP, . In the BSP case
there is a query broadcast with replies for each RRA and also a select/acknowledge ex
change at each handover attempt, thus

,
where for geographic aggregation and for spectrum aggregation . It
is assumed that interference calculation is performed over all transmitters in the simu-
lated region. If it is determined that the interaction distance can be reduced, in

 and  should be reduced accordingly.

nreg
CHP

nCH= nreg
BSP

nBS=

ncomm
CHP

nreg
CHP

1–( ) αCHP⋅= 0 α 1≤ ≤

αCHP
1=

ncomm
BSP

nreg
BSP

1–( ) αBSP⋅=

αgeo
BSP

1= αgeo
BSP

0=

ncomm
nevs

BSP
goh

BSP

TABLE 10.13. Kernel Level Parameters

Channel Part. (CHP) Base Station Part. (BSP)

Number of LPs

LP state size

Avg. number of state
updates per event

Local events gener-
ated per call

Communication
events generated per
call

Total number of
events generated
per call

Total (overhead)
communication
event grain per call

nLP
CHP reg,

nreg= nLP
BSP reg,

nreg=

s
CHP reg, nBS

K
---------sMT

nCH

nreg
----------⋅= s

BSP reg, nCH

K
----------sMT

nBS

nreg
----------⋅=

u
CHP

u
BSP

nevs local,
CHP reg,

p r 2+ += nevs local,
BSP reg,

p r 1+ +=

nevs comm,
CHP reg,

1 h+( ) 2ncomm
CHP

2+( )= nevs comm,
BSP reg,

2rncomm
BSP

2 1 h+( ) 1+ +=

nevs
CHP reg,

nevs local,
CHP reg,

nevs comm,
CHP reg,

+= nevs
BSP reg,

nevs local,
BSP reg,

nevs comm,
BSP reg,

+=

goh
CHP

nevs comm,
CHP reg,

gcomm⋅= goh
BSP

nevs comm,
BSP reg,

gcomm⋅=
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10.5.2 Kernel Level Analysis

We start by considering single processor execution using a simple approximation. Our
primary interest is the overheads rather than the total execution time. But total execu-
tion time simplifies comparison with measurements, so the total workload per call is
also approximated. This is done as

,

i.e. the total RRA event grain and the total position update event grain. Execution time
is workload plus overhead cost:

(Eq. 10.1)

The overhead cost is further divided into event overheads and (communication) event
grain overhead

.

Total event overhead is approximated as

where is minimal event cost, is the event scheduling cost and is the state
saving cost. State saving cost is calculated as

Table 10.14 lists the MobSim model parameters and Table 10.15 lists the kernel param-
eters. Minimal and remote event costs were measured by performing a large number o
self-ping and ping-pongs respectively, see [Rönngren et al., 96] for more details on the
benchmarks. Scheduling cost was measured by adding more LPs to these experimen
and state saving costs by artificially inflating state and performing state modifying op-
erations. Given these parameters and measurements of and ,
the single processor execution time can be approximated. However, to estimate the par
allel execution time the core problem is prediction of the rollback behavior.

W gRRA gp
p
∑+

r
∑=

T W coh+=

coh nevs ceoh goh+⋅=

ceoh cev c+
sched

nLP( ) css method s u, ,( )+=

cev csched css

css method s u, ,( )
method = sss,css ccss s⋅=

method = iss,css ciss u⋅=



=

gRRA 750 µs= gp 100 µs=

TABLE 10.14. Model Parameters

Parameter Value

MT object state size

Avg #state updates / ev

Comm event granularity

sMT 125 bytes≈

u
CHP

6≈

u
BSP

2≈

gcomm 70 µs≈

TABLE 10.15. Kernel Parameters

Parameter Value

Min. Event cost

Remote Event cost

Scheduling cost

Copy state saving cost

Incr. state saving cost

cev 44 µs/event≈

cev_remote 54 µs/event≈

csched 0.05 µs/LP=

ccss 0.05 µs/byte≈

ciss 3 µs/variable≈
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10.5.2.1 Communication Overhead and Speedup
Even without knowledge of the rollback behavior, this simple analysis could provide
us with some useful insights at this point. Knowing that each added processor by
necessity increases the amount of communication this will eventually diminish the
benefit of parallelizing the execution of local events. Thus, it is relevant to ask what the
best possible performance for different approaches are, i.e. assuming no rollbacks and
a perfectly parallelizable workload. We can do this by calculating speedup based on
Equation 10.1. Figure 10.17 shows the maximum attainable speedups assuming a sys
tem of 81 cells, one region (of BSs or channels) on each processor, and the event over
heads and granularities measured for this implementation. As has been establishe
previously the execution times of CHP and BSP in a single region on a single proces-
sor are similar. Thus, the speedups are directly comparable. Clearly, there is little pros-
pect for achieving speedup using a geographic partitioning and frequent interference
calculations without increasing the useful local work granularity, limiting
radio interaction range with respect to system size, or reducing event processing over-
heads. For less frequent interference measurements the possible performance becom
comparable and the rollback behavior would be the determining factor. (CHP perfor-
mance drops for infrequent RRAs since relatively more of RRAs will result in a
handover attempt, thereby reducing the ratio of local work to communication.)

A tighter upper bound on achievable speedup can be found through critical path
analysis (see e.g. [Lin, 92]) which takes the event structure into account. However, crit-
ical path analysis algorithms typically require coding of the event structure (for each
option) and do not give us any information regarding the rollback behavior.

FIGURE 10.17. Ideal speedup for spectrum partitioning (CHP) and geographic
partitioning (BSP) assuming 1 region/processor, 81 cell model, and
the MobSim implementation.
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10.5.2.2 Rollback Interpolation Through Regression Modeling
For the WCN model, an implementation exists and we are faced with the problem of
somehow characterizing the rollback behavior to proceed with the analysis. Since
experiment data is available at this point, although not for all points in the parameter
space, we can perform an analysis based on a simple regression model on our exper
ments. However, limiting regression to the rollback behavior, e.g. efficiency, is an
alternative to using execution time directly. The rollback regression model is then
incorporated into the analysis. This is preferable since results in Section 10.4.5 indi-
cated less interaction between factors in the explanation of efficiency than in the expla-
nation of execution time. Moreover, it provides some degree of validation of the
experiments by relating the results to the measured costs.

The effect of reexecution of events can then be taken into account by using single
processor performance and adjust with efficiency:

where is efficiency. Hence, several other rollback related costs are omitted: state res
toration, anti-message sending, and annihilation of unprocessed erroneous message
Furthermore, other costs such as increased GVT calculation time are also omitted.

Using the same parameters as in the previous full factorial experiment, and one extra
data point (4 s) for RRA interval, we attempt to characterize the rollback behavior for
each partitioning choice using the following curvilinear regression model:

Regression model parameters are listed in Table 10.16. Figures 10.18 to 10.21 show re
sulting models (for a low load situation) compared to measured efficiency. The changes
in efficiency related to system size and RRA interval appear to be possible to capture
through this relatively simple model. However, the influence of changes to system load
is more difficult to capture, as it tends to interact with the other parameters.

ceoh
par ceoh

nproc e⋅
--------------------=

e

e b0 b1 nBS

b2

tRRA
----------- b3 λ⋅+ +⋅+=

TABLE 10.16. Efficiency Model Parameters

Case b0 b1 b2 b3

Percentage of
var. explained

CHP 53.64 -0.026 8.76 1.92 78

BSP - Geographic mapping 92.39 -0.44 -3.98 -0.94 86

BSP - Spectrum mapping 49.80 0.19 1.10 1.87 86

Region CHP 29.48 0.046 13.70 0.75 95

Spectrum aggregation of cells 33.29 0.037 7.49 -0.92 84
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To examine the validity of the regression model, experimental results from Section 10.4
can be compared with the corresponding estimates, such as in Figure 10.22. Varying the
RRA interval there appears to be reasonable agreement. Specifically, the break-eve
point between CHP and BSP can be located with fairly good precision. The regression
model can also be compared to the “perfect speedup” assumption, plotted in
Figure 10.23, where errors are considerably larger but the general behavior is still evi-
dent. However, other experiments have also indicated limitations with the regression
model. In all cases where rollbacks increase, the prediction will lead to an underestima-
tion since many rollback related costs are omitted. This is evident in cases such as CHP
for large numbers of channel, geographic BSP, and especially the extreme rollback cos
induced by the event structure in a geographic region BSP.
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FIGURE 10.18. Efficiency regression model for
CHP.

FIGURE 10.19. Efficiency regression model for
Region CHP.

FIGURE 10.20. Efficiency regression model for
BSP geographic mapping.

FIGURE 10.21. Efficiency regression model for
BSP spectrum mapping.
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For the current study it is of interest to compare the best alternatives for certain trade-
offs under realistic parameter settings. Note that as long as the alternatives under com
parison show good efficiency, the errors will be small. Furthermore, when comparing
spectrum (CHP) and geographic (BSP) partitioning approaches, as in Figure 10.22,
CHP performs better and shows better efficiency. Hence, the conclusion that CHP per-
forms better for this model does not change given a closer estimate of the rollback be-
havior. Moreover, the break even point fortRRAis substantially larger than what could
be considered realistic, e.g. in relation to the GSM system, and a closer estimate for the
BSP execution time would shift this point even further upwards. Hence, it appears rea-
sonable to use the regression model to interpolate to provide a lower end estimate of the
trade-off point between spectrum and geographic partitioning.

10.5.3 Exploring Trade-offs

In Section 10.4.6, the following two trade-offs were identified: (i) the choice between
a spectrum based and a geographically based partitioning, and (ii) for a spectrum
based partition whether channels should be aggregated. The first choice is for a spec
trum or geographically based partitioning. Figure 10.24 and Figure 10.25 show mod-
eled and measured execution time for CHP minus the execution time for BSP for a run
of 2000 calls. The parameters for which there is a break-even, i.e. the model indicates
equal performance is also plotted. Clearly, for frequent RRA events and a large system
size CHP outperforms BSP. But, it also indicates that in cases where a geographic par
titioning is preferable, the relative benefit increases only slowly. Hence, the penalty
from using CHP when BSP is preferable is small while the reverse is not true.
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FIGURE 10.22. RRAs - Regression model
comparison with
measurements (8 processors).

FIGURE 10.23. RRAs - “Perfect speedup
model” comparison with
measurements (8 processors).
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The relatively long RRA intervals and small systems needed for a geographic partition-
ing (BSP) to outperform a spectrum allocation (CHP), and the small gains resulting,
seem unlikely to make it a preferable choice for realistic cases. This also casts some
doubts on the usefulness of combined BSP/CHP approaches. However, the situation
could change if faced with different constraints or assumptions, e.g. media access
schemes that prevent spectrum decomposition, assumptions of a substantially limited
radio range relative to the simulated system size (i.e. large system and limited interac-
tion), or in the case of substantially different rollback behavior for parameters outside
the envelope investigated here.

In the case of CHP there is also a choice of whether to aggregate the channels or not
Results in Section 10.4.1 indicated a small added cost of aggregation for a low number
of channels that was subsumed by an increasing communication cost as the number o
channels grew. Figure 10.26 shows aggregated (regionalized) modeled execution time
minus non-aggregated time and the break-even parameters. The model indicates that fo
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FIGURE 10.24. Spectrum / Geographic
partitioning trade-off.

FIGURE 10.25. Spectrum / Geographic
partitioning trade-off -
alternate view.

FIGURE 10.26. Channel Partitioning - Regionalization trade-off.
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frequent RRAs (more than one per second), more than 200 channels can be handled be
fore the break-even point is reached. This appears to be sufficient for most realistic cas-
es. However, the performance difference is small so one might choose an aggregation
to cover all cases knowing that there is only a minor penalty compared to the best case
scenario.

10.6 Conclusions

The partitioning problem is a complex problem in the PDES context and detailed WCN
models pose a particular challenge for partitioning due to interdependencies between
entities leading to dense communication topologies. Our simulation model captures the
relevant features and should be representative for simulations of this type and in this
chapter several options to partitioning of this model have been discussed and compared
Experimental results for a fixed number of processors on a shared memory machine and
simple analysis based on the experiments are presented for a moderately sized mode
where interference is calculated over the whole region. These results indicate that a
spectrum based partitioning is preferable to a geographical partitioning for this model
in many realistic scenarios. Frequent interference calculations in the model, which is
typical for this problem domain, results in communication between objects over a large
geographic region but can sometimes be limited in the frequency spectrum. Thus favor-
ing a spectrum based decomposition of the model.

We also noted that although superficially our model resembles other spatially ex-
plicit models, such as those found in e.g. battlefield simulations, techniques useful for
the reduction of communication in those domains may not pay off. For this application
we found that the combination of frequent message sends to an LP that performs broad
casting events in a self-driven manner can induce an antimessage explosion that is dev
astating for performance.
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Speedup on a Shared Memory
Machine

At this point we are ready to pose one of the central questions of our study: “so, how
much can the execution time be reduced by employing PDES?”. This is equivalent to
the question of how much faster the program will run, which is often measured as
“speedup”. This is the quotient between the sequential execution time and the parallel
execution time. Equally important to this question, of course, is the analysis of the syn-
chronization efficiency to discover bottlenecks and limiting factors.

This chapter presents performance experiments designed to study obtainable perfor
mance and highlight limiting factors. By studying the distribution of the various over-
heads, possible directions for future work can be suggested. We start with a discussion
on factors that are known to influence performance of the synchronization protocol and
which factors are present in the MobSim model. Next we present results from experi-
ments where some of the model parameters are varied to study their effect on perfor-
mance and the sensitivity to model parameters. The results are discussed, and som
different possibilities for improving the performance are considered.

11.1 Synchronization Factors

The performance of a parallel simulation application depends on a number of factors.
Bagrodia [Bagrodia, 96] categorizes overheads associated with parallelization as fol-
lows:

• Partitioning related

• Synchronization protocol

• Target architecture

Partitioning related overheads include load imbalance and message communication
Synchronization protocol overheads, in the case of Time Warp synchronization, in-
cludes rollback, state saving, and GVT calculation. Target architecture overheads de-
note costs that are, in many cases, beyond the direct control of the programmer such a
message latencies and context switching.

Many of the partitioning related overheads, such as message communication, have
been discussed in the previous chapter. This chapter presents some performance resu
and discusses the effect of application characteristics on the synchronization protoco
overheads.
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In [Fujimoto, 90] Fujimoto lists the following issues as important for obtaining
good performance when using PDES:

• Lookahead - Both conservative and optimistic synchronization schemes benefit
from exploitation of lookahead. However, it is less crucial in the case of optimis-
tic synchronization.

• Granularity - Insufficient event granularity (computation time per event) causes
overheads to be pronounced.

• Push vs. Pull Processing-“Feeding“ an LP with information (push processing) is
better than having it send out messages asking for information (pull processing).

• Self-Driven Processes- LPs triggering themselves can cause problems if they are
allowed to run away ahead of the others.

These issues will be discussed further with respect to the MobSim++ simulator. We will
limit ourselves to the channel partitioned model as experiments in Chapter 10 indicated
that it gives better performance in many realistic cases. The MobSim++ model, in its
present shape, is characterized by: (i) non existent lookahead, (ii) varying granularity
depending on simulation parameters, (iii) pull processing, and (iv) self driven process-
es. Thus, many of the negative properties are present in the model. It should be noted
however, that the granularity (issue ii), although dependent on simulation parameters,
is fairly large in many cases due to the interference calculations performed in many
events. Furthermore, since most of the LPs (all except the generator) are largely homo-
geneous and the load on LPs is equal (on the average) there is less likelihood of some
LPs running ahead of the others (issue iv).

One can note that other methods for calculating propagation and other propagation
models could increase the granularity further. Firstly, if the propagation data, like signal
gain, could be calculated on demand at runtime in the model it is probable that this
would be more efficient than precalculating all values for a large geographic region and
storing them in memory. This would also increase the computation grain for the events
that involve signal strength and interference calculations. Secondly, other propagation
models based on deterministic situation specific derivations, e.g. ray tracing, appear to
be more computation heavy than the statistical model used in this study. Thus, if such
a model could be used in the “computation on demand” manner, it could further in-
crease computation grain. However, at present it is not clear for which class of propa-
gation models it might be possible to compute values on demand.

11.2 Experiments

Experiments were carried out on a SparcCenter 2000 with 8 processors and 512 MB of
memory running Solaris 2.5. The shared memory version of the PSK was used and
speedup was compared against the same simulator code (same model) running on th
sequential version of the PSK, thereby eliminating state-saving and synchronization
overheads. Sequential execution used the splay-tree event set implementation. Mea
surements using the parallel kernel were made both using Sparse State Saving (SSS
with Rönngren’s mechanism for adaptive checkpointing intervals [Rönngren and Ay-
ani, 94] and the (Transparent) Incremental State Saving implementation for a compar-
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In the experiments described here a hexagonal mesh BS layout in a rhomboid shape

was simulated. Table 11.1 lists model parameters that were used in all experiments un
less stated otherwise. Furthermore, interference is calculated over the whole simulated
region.

We now turn to studying how simulation parameters affect synchronization, and hence
performance, of the simulator. The performance of the channel partitioned simulator
has been investigated by varying the following parameters: size of system, traffic load,
and mobility (average speed of the mobiles). These parameters were selected because

• The size of the system determines the event grain of the RRA events that contain
most of the computation activities in the simulation and contribute heavily to the
average event grain in the simulation.

• The traffic load will influence the amount of work available in the model and also
the amount of communication since handovers may require more retries to find a
free channel as the load increases.

• The mobility will affect how often an MT performs position updates and also
influence the degree of interaction between the logical processes since it will
change the average number of handovers per call.

TABLE 11.1. Model parameters for experiments

Parameter Value

N.o. Base Stations (Cells)

N.o. Channels in system

Cell diameter

Cluster size

Call arrival rate to system

Call length (mean)

System simulation time

Time between RRA’s

MT velocity

Call dropping threshold

Handover hysteresis

Gain matrix resolution

MT turning probability

nBS 81=

nCH 90=

dcell 2 km=

K 9=

λ 1 call/s=

1 µ⁄ 120 s=

2000 s

tRRA 0.5 s=

v 90 km/h=

γdrop 8 dB=

14 dB

qgain 50 m=

pturn 0.01=
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11.2.1 System Size

It is well known that when using optimistic synchronization it is important to have suf-
ficient event grain to avoid that the synchronization overheads, such as state saving an
event sending and scheduling, become dominating. The dominating work in the Mob-
Sim++ model is the SIR computations in the RRA events and the work in each such
computation is proportional to the number of stations that interference should be cal-
culated over. Thus, unless the interaction radius is limited in some way, the RRA event
grain is roughly proportional to the system size. (The system sizes simulated here are
relatively modest compared to the largest investigated in Chapter 9, so we compute
interference over the whole system in all experiments.) Since these events dominate
the workload, the average event grain is also roughly proportional to the system size.

The effects of varying the system size are demonstrated in the first set of experi-
ments, results shown in Figure 11.1. Here, speed-up (i.e. execution time reduction)
compared to execution on a sequential simulation kernel is shown as the size of the sim-
ulated system is varied. In these experiments the load (actually call arrival rate) was
scaled to keep it proportional to system size. Hence, was set to 1, 2.25, and 4 calls/s
for 36, 81, and 144 cells respectively. Each data-point is the arithmetic mean over 10
replications and the 90% confidence interval of the mean is shown.

As the size is increased, from a small system of 36 cells (2 by 2 clusters) through a
larger system of 81 cells (3 by 3 clusters) and finally to a system of 144 cells (4 by 4
clusters), speedup improves from 4.2 to 5.8. That is, assuming unchanged rollback be
havior, the synchronization overheads successively become hidden by the event grain
If an increased system size would lead to more rollbacks, this could negate the benefit
of an increased event grain. However, if we look at execution efficiency, shown in
Figure 11.2, this appears to be slightly increasing. Execution efficiency is defined as the
quotient between the number of committed events and the total number of processed
events (i.e. a measure of the fraction of successfully processed events). Thus, in this
model increased system size (increased grain) is also beneficial for the rollback behav
ior.

λ

FIGURE 11.1. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying system size (with 90%
confidence intervals).

FIGURE 11.2. Execution efficiency, i.e. fraction
of executed events that are
eventually committed, for
varying system size (with 90%
confidence intervals).
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Measurements of the computation grain of different event types and for different simu-
lated system sizes were made, and are presented in Table 11.2. These were measured
the average over 3 replications. The resulting average event granularities were 316 s
526 s, and 800 s, for 36 cells, 81 cells, and 144 cells respectively. Thus, these results
indicate that for a large enough simulated system, the model has a substantial averag
event grain which is beneficial for exploiting PDES.

We can also note that while SSS appears to perform somewhat better than ISS, the
difference decreases for the largest system size. This is to be expected since the LP sta
size grows with system size for this partitioning approach, while each event modifies
the same number of state variables regardless of size. Consequently, saving the sta
modifications can be expected to be more efficient than saving the whole state for large
system sizes. The state sizes of the Channel LPs are 1392 bytes, 2392 bytes, and 379
bytes for the different system size respectively. The average number of variables saved
per event is approximately 10 for all cases.

Running the Time Warp kernel with SSS on a single processor and comparing the
execution time with sequential execution indicated the slow down shown in Table 11.3.
This provides an indication of the minimum overheads associated with the Time Warp
kernel. However, it should be noted that the indicated overhead is actually slightly high-
er than what it would be when running on 8 processors, since the scheduling overheads
are larger with all LPs on a single processor. A more efficient scheduling queue imple-
mentation would reduce this effect to give a better estimate.

State saving cost is low in this case since the adaptive sparse state saving mechanism
adjusts to the perfect efficiency (100%) to perform as few saves as the max checkpoint-
ing interval limit permits. The maximum checkpointing interval is set to 30, so every
30th event is checkpointed in this case. When executing on multiple processors, the ef-

TABLE 11.2. Event granularities for different system sizes.
Message sending and Time Warp overheads are excluded.

Event type

Average execution time [us]

36 cells 81 cells 144 cells

New MT 1489 1650 2438

Request for channel (“Channel free?”) 150 189 207

Channel free (reply) 37 45 53

Channel occupied (reply) 37 43 51

Select channel 338 271 338

Acknowledge selection 118 112 106

Position update 155 161 156

Resource reallocation assessment 458 816 1293

End of call 40 53 66

TABLE 11.3. TW single processor (SSS) comparison with sequential kernel.

36 cells 81 cells 144 cells

Time Warp 1 processor slow down 28% 16% 8%

µ
µ µ
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ficiency drops, causing the adaptive mechanism to checkpoint more frequently. Run-
ning the TW kernel, with ISS this time, on a single processor indicates substantially
larger overheads than SSS, Table 11.4.

Considering the relatively large state sizes, it is apparent that the costs related to the ISS
mechanism are still substantial. The average fraction of a state that is updated in each
event is less than 6% in all cases. From other studies we would expect ISS to outperform
CSS [Cleary et al., 94], and in Chapter 7 this was shown to be the case also for our
mechanism. However, the costs associated with our transparent mechanism are still sig
nificantly larger than those reported for the user invoked mechanism in [Cleary et al.,
94], which prevents us from outperforming SSS in these scenarios. The (also transpar-
ent) object code insertion technique in [West and Panesar, 96] is less portable than ou
scheme, but their study indicates costs comparable to those in [Cleary et al., 94].

One problem in this context is related to the deterministic timestamping scheme.
From Chapter 7 we already know that there can be a significant cost associated with the
deterministic timestamping scheme. But, since the cost of saving a variable using ISS
is substantial, this also affects the cost of using a deterministic timestamping scheme.
The deterministic timestamping requires saving of some logical clock values in addi-
tion to simulation state updates for each event. Thus, the added cost of saving those
variables is greater for ISS than for SSS. Table 11.5 shows overheads once the event o
dering scheme is switched off. These results indicate a substantially lower cost, espe-
cially for ISS.

Let us return to the case of SSS with total event ordering, and consider an experiment
with 81 cells on 1 processor with a checkpointing interval of 4. Specifically measuring
the scheduling overheads indicated that close to 10% of the execution time was spen
performing scheduling operations in this case. However, even if we deduct the sched-
uling cost this leaves an additional cost of about 12% for the TW implementation com-
pared to the sequential kernel. Measurements of the state saving cost indicated an
average cost of about 40 s/event, corresponding to approximately 6% of the total ex-
ecution time. Disregarding state saving also, this leaves a cost of about 4%. This may
not seem like much, but with an average event grain in the order of 500 s, this is sub-
stantial. This cost includes event list management, maintaining causal dependencies
and calculating GVT. A 4% cost corresponds to an overhead per event of about 25 s,
which leads us to speculate that there is still room for improvement on reduction of the
overheads in the implementation.

TABLE 11.4. TW single processor (ISS) comparison with sequential kernel.

36 cells 81 cells 144 cells

Time Warp 1 processor slow down 66% 54% 24%

TABLE 11.5. TW single processor without total event ordering scheme,
overhead compared to sequential kernel.

36 cells 81 cells 144 cells

ISS 46% 27% 20%

SSS 18% 12% -

µ

µ

µ
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11.2.2 Traffic Load

Running an 81 cell system and varying the system load produced the results shown in
Figure 11.3. Starting from a low load, increasing the system load improves speedup up
to a point, thereafter speedup declines again slowly. Efficiency is shown in
Figure 11.4, indicating that the rollback behavior improves with increasing message
population (more available work) in the model up to a point and then declines. Conse-
quently, there appears to be an optimum load in terms of synchronization efficiency.

A likely explanation for this can be found by considering the number of failed
handover attempts in the model. For high loads, it is more probable that there is no
channel available to switch to when handover is attempted. In this situation there will
be a number of retry attempts, and if no channel can be found the call will eventually
be dropped. Table 11.6 lists the average number of failed handover attempts per com
pleted call for each load situation. There is a large increase in failed handover attempts
and consequently in communication per call, beyond a load of 4 calls/s. However, at this
point the system is saturated so the number of completed calls, and thus the simulation
kernel workload, grows only slightly. Consequently, the ratio of zero-lookahead com-
munication to workload message population will increase, and this is known to have a
negative impact on performance. However, it should be noted that the load here ranges
from very low (virtually no blocked calls) to very high (blocking probability in the or-
der of 50%) and the performance differences are relatively small.

TABLE 11.6. Number of failed handover attempts per completed call.

call arrival rate 1 call/s 2 calls/s 4 calls/s 9 calls/s 15 calls/s

# failed h.o. attempts / call 0 0.01 0.48 4.1 7.4

FIGURE 11.3. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying system load  (with 90%
confidence intervals).

FIGURE 11.4. Execution efficiency, i.e. fraction
of executed events that are
eventually committed, for
varying system load (with 90%
confidence intervals).
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In both Figure 11.3 and Figure 11.4 it can also be noted that the variance appears to
be substantially larger in some cases than others and generally appears to be large
when ISS is used. Closer examination revealed that, especially in the case of ISS, occa
sional outliers increased the variance in the results. An example of this is shown in
Figure 11.5. Thus, the median of the replications could be more representative than the
arithmetic mean in this case. A speedup plot using the medians is shown in Figure 11.6.
The indications are not drastically different, but the tendencies are shown somewhat
clearer.

It is difficult to state with absolute certainty what causes the outliers. However, the
only significant difference in the execution statistics that we could observe was in the
rollback behavior. For outlier runs the average rollback distance was significantly larger
than other runs, resulting in lower execution efficiency. Thus, we hypothesize that a
larger cost for state reconstruction in the case of ISS could in some cases make the ex
ecution less stable, resulting in occasional long rollbacks with associated poor efficien-
cy.

11.2.3 Mobility

Figure 11.7, shows speed-up as the average velocity of the MTs is varied. A slight de-
crease of performance with higher mobility is indicated for the SSS case. Execution ef-
ficiency appears to be constant, as shown in Figure 11.8. Higher mobility will lead to
more handovers between cells and thus more channel changes. Hence, message co
munication will increase somewhat with more mobility, leading to lower performance.
However, again the performance difference is relatively small.

For comparison the speedup plot based on medians is also shown in Figure 11.9
This shows close to constant performance for ISS, indicating that occasional outliers
are again causing increased variance in the results.

FIGURE 11.5. Histogram over measured
execution times for the case of
ISS and a load of 9 calls/s.

FIGURE 11.6. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying system load based on
median.
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11.3 Discussion

In summary, these results indicate the potential for significant speedups. For the pa-
rameter-settings used in these experiments speedups ranged between 4.2 and 5.8, d
pending on system size, load, and user mobility. Provided that there is sufficient event
granularity, the results also indicates that performance is not very sensitive to model pa-
rameters. Nevertheless, there appears to be an optimum system load for achieving goo
parallel performance and the speedup will be somewhat better for cases with lower mo-
bility.

At this point it is natural to ask what could be done to improve performance of the
synchronization protocol for this application? We see that performance improvements

FIGURE 11.7. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying mobility (mobile average
velocity). (90% confidence
intervals).

FIGURE 11.8. Execution efficiency, i.e. fraction
of executed events that are
eventually committed, for
varying mobility (with 90%
confidence intervals).
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FIGURE 11.9. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying mobility based on
median.
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could be pursued in two different principal directions. The first one is to pursue general
techniques that any application run on top of the kernel could benefit from. This would
involve further optimizations of the kernel to reduce event processing overheads. One
possibility to improve the performance would be to eliminate the scheduling queue by
using a common event set for each node as in [Das et al., 94]. Moreover, the linked-list
based priority queues are sensitive to increasing the LP or message populations, thu
limiting scalability. Hence it would be desirable to also implement alternative data
structures for the priority queues, e.g. using a calendar queue [Brown, 88].

The second approach is to focus on the WCN model and try to reduce the number
and cost of rollbacks. Firstly, we know that the total ordering on events, imposed to ob-
tain a completely deterministic execution, results in additional rollbacks (see
Section 8.5). So, before doing anything else it is appears reasonable to examine the ef
fect of switching off the total event ordering. We can compare the efficiency with and
without total ordering as shown in Figure 11.10 for different system loads. All results
are for SSS. Switching off the total event ordering leads to a significant improvement
on execution efficiency. The corresponding speedup is shown in Figure 11.11 and also
indicates a small, but significant, improvement by relaxing the ordering. (The results
marked as “blocking TW” will be discussed later.)

Moreover, experiments on one processor indicated that the additional cost of total
ordering was high in combination with ISS, so it would appear reasonable that ISS
should perform better once total ordering is switched off. Surprisingly, however, ISS
performs much worse, as shown in Figure 11.12. The average rollback length is plotted
in Figure 11.13 for SSS with total ordering and ISS without total ordering. This indi-
cates significant increase in rollback length for the combination of ISS and no total or-
dering. It is possible that the tendency for less “stable” execution using ISS, previously
noted, interacts with the less tightly synchronized execution once total ordering is
switched off, to occasionally delay cancelation and induce long secondary rollbacks.
Long rollbacks that are (again) costly for ISS since the state restoration cost is propor-
tional to rollback length.

FIGURE 11.10. Efficiency on 8 processors for
varying load using SSS and
based on median.
“unord” = no total ev. ordering,
“blocking TW” =
wiith “LP blocking” scheme.

FIGURE 11.11. Speedup on 8 processors for
varying load using SSS and
based on mean with 90%
confidence.
“unord” = no total ev. ordering,
“blocking TW” = “LP blocking”
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The question then remains whether it is possible to increase the execution efficiency
further, beyond just switching of the total event ordering? Of the performance influenc-
ing factors mentioned In Section 11.1, the MobSim++ model exhibits many negative
factors: zero look-ahead, pull-processing, and self-driven LPs. Consequently, issues to
explore are: (i) extracting look-ahead information, (ii) push information flow instead of
queries, and (iii) limiting the optimism of the LPs.

Presampling of random number generators to obtain look-ahead as proposed by
[Nicol, 88], has been suggested to improve look-ahead for other WCN models
[Carothers et al., 95, Lin and Fishwick, 96]. By presampling we could determine when
a mobile will turn, and by precalculating its position it is also possible to determine
when it will attempt a handover in the current MT behavior model. It is not, however,
possible to determine in advance if a mobile will be dropped due to poor link quality.
Since the call will continue for a certain time (5 s in this case) with low quality before
being dropped we can rule out a drop for many cases though. The stochastic selection
of channels would also have to be presampled and the message exchange for chann
selection altered to first attempt one channel and if that fails continue by attempting all
channels available. Thus, for an FCA system and this particular model it appears to be
possible to overcome the zero look-ahead problem in many cases. The calculations to
accomplish this will be rather complex, however, and it will reduce the flexibility of the
model. Especially with the more complex MT behavior model required for DCA the
complexity of determining look-ahead will increase significantly. Thus, at this point we
have not attempted to implement this optimization.

To change the model from pull-processing to push-processing appears difficult. The
queries are generated at the point when it is determined that a handover should be at
tempted for a call. This is best determined in the LP where the call is processed. Flood-
ing the LP with information all the time would increase the number of messages
enormously in the model, annihilating any benefit from the channel partitioning ap-

FIGURE 11.12. Speedup “unordered” on 8
processors for varying load
based on median.

FIGURE 11.13. Average rollback length on 8
processors for varying load
based on mean. Comparing
ordered SSS with unordered
ISS.
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proach. Attempting to make a more intelligent decision on when to send information
would entail replicating state information and processing and introduce significant ad-
ditional complexity into the model.

Lastly, we could consider limiting the optimism of the LPs. All LPs are self-driven
and there is consequently a risk that some may run unnecessarily far ahead of the others
resulting in long rollbacks. As discussed in Chapter 2, several general schemes have
been proposed for bounding the optimism in Time Warp. However, before considering
a general scheme it is likely to be more fruitful to consider whether there is some model/
domain specific knowledge that could be exploited to bound optimism. To this end we
make the following observation:

When an MT on a channel LP attempts a handover it broadcasts queries toN other
LPs, expecting an equal number of replies at the same simulated time. Consequently
we know that the LP should not progress in simulated time before it has received all
replies. However, since there may be other calls ongoing on the same channel, there i
nothing to stop the LP from starting to process an event for another call later in time.
Thus, it would appear that some rollbacks could be avoided by blocking an LP from
progressing after a broadcast, and releasing it only once all replies have been received
This would have to rely on the modeler to indicate where in the model broadcasts occur
and which, or at least how many, messages are involved in the broadcast.

The “LP blocking” scheme was implemented in the PSK kernel and tested on the
model. In the model a kernel method is called after each broadcast to tell the kernel how
many replies to expect. At that point a counter is set to indicate how many replies re-
main before forward progress is released again. After that point the LP is “blocked” and
will only be retrieved from the scheduling queue to execute events up to and including
the current LVT. For each message that is received with a receive time equal to the LVT,
the counter is decremented. When the counter reaches zero, the LP is released. Howev
er, if a straggler message or an antimessage is received by the LP, the blocking is also
reset and operations return to normal. This implementation does not completely elimi-
nate all possible stragglers of this type since rollbacks of reply messages, where the
query is not reexecuted, leads to non-blocking forward reexecution. Attempts at sealing
this remaining possibility of stragglers have been made, but proven prone to deadlock

Experimental results for the blocking approach running without the total event or-
dering are shown in Figure 11.10 (efficiency) and Figure 11.11 (speedup). Unfortunate-
ly, there is no discernible improvement from the scheme. Instrumenting the kernel to
measure the number of stragglers of each message type reveals the probable reason f
this. For a load of 1 call/s, about 10-12% of the reply messages are stragglers and will
thus cause rollbacks. Implementing the LP blocking scheme reduces the straggler prob
ability substantially to about 2-3%. However, these measurements also indicate that the
reply stragglers constitute less than 10% of all the stragglers, so the effect on perfor-
mance is likely to be marginal. Thus, improvements must be sought elsewhere. The
straggler probability for a query message is higher, about 35%. Also, the straggler prob-
ability for channel selection messages, i.e. MTs sent to the new channel, is very high
(about 60%). But in this last case the absolute number of stragglers is small in compar-
ison to the query/reply stragglers (about 1/6), so it is likely that the induced rollback
cost is also small. Straggler distributions for other system loads are similar.
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Would it then be possible to do something about the other types of stragglers?
Again, we make an observation: The query-messages do not modify the state of the re
ceiving LP, i.e. they are read-only. If a read-only straggler is received it is not necessary
for the LP to perform a full rollback. It is sufficient to rollback to the correct state, pro-
cess the event, and “roll-forward” again to resume execution from the point before re-
ceiving the message. All sent messages and state information will remain unaffected by
the straggler. This observation has been made previously when discussing shared sta
variables (e.g. in [Ghosh and Fujimoto, 91]) and also resembles so-called “lazy reeval-
uation” [Palaniswamy et al., 92]. Again, this requires modeler intervention, in this case
to indicate which events are read-only. Time constraints have prevented us from explor-
ing this possibility further.

11.4 Conclusions

Experimental results indicate the potential for significant speed-ups compared to ordi-
nary sequential execution. In the experiments presented here, speed-ups rangin
between 4.2 and 5.8 (depending on model parameters) could be obtained on an 8 pro
cessor shared memory machine. The results indicate the presence of an optimum sys
tem load for best execution efficiency, and also that performance declines somewhat
with increasing mobility in the system. However, the performance difference are rela-
tively small, so for realistic parameter settings the synchronization does not appear to
be very sensitive to model parameters.

Some different avenues for exploring improved performance for this model were
considered, based on extracting look-ahead information or tweaking the Time Warp
mechanism. One modification to the Time Warp mechanism that appears promising
was also implemented, but failed to give any significant performance improvement.
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Memory Usage on Distributed
Memory Platforms

The second question posed at the outset of our study was: If we could make use of
more physical memory through distributed execution, could this let us scale up the
simulation model size? In this chapter we discuss the issues related to memory usage
in the WCN model and investigate, through experiments, the feasibility of running a
larger model on multiple distributed memory nodes than would fit on a single node.
We start by defining what we mean by scalability and discuss the WCN model. Next
we consider related work, discuss feasibility and finally present some results from
practical experiments.

12.1 Scalability and Memory Usage in the MobSim Model

In order to answer the posed question, we first need to be more precise about what we
mean by scalability, since different definitions have been used. [Culler et al., 99,
pp. 202-214] provide the following definitions:

• Problem-Constrained scalingis what we discussed in the previous chapter. Using
a larger machine to solve the same problem faster.

• Time-Constrained scalingassumes that the user has a certain amount of time and
he/she wants to solve the largest possible problem in that fixed amount of time.

• Memory-Constrained scaling assumes that the user wants to run the largest pos-
sible problem that will fit into the memory of the machine.

Time-constrained scaling is an intuitively appealing definition and the one we would
like to use here. However, it turns out that for the MobSim model, the memory issues
with respect to scaling conflict with some of the execution time related issues previous-
ly studied. Consequently, we have found it difficult to maintain a constant execution
time and will be leaning more towards a memory-constrained view in this study.

The basic problem is that storing the matrix containing radio propagation data for
the terrain requires a significant amount of memory for large system sizes and suffi-
ciently fine resolution. Consequently, the propagation data matrix can be an important
factor for memory constraints on simulated system size. Unfortunately, the partitioning
strategy that we found to give the best execution time performance for our model
(Chapter 10) makes it difficult to split up the gain matrix over several nodes for distrib-
uted execution. The spectrum-based decomposition of the system generally requires a
the gain data to be accessible to all nodes. A geographic decomposition of the system
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on the other hand, makes it possible to also split the gain matrix geographically and
store only a part of it on each node. Also, for very large systems, the asymptotic behav-
ior of geographic decompositioning indicates that it is a viable approach. However, for
the systems we have been able to simulate we know that this decompositioning results
in a substantial amount of communication, which is costly in a distributed memory en-
vironment. For this reason we have found it difficult to maintain a constant execution
time when distributing the simulation and consequently a time-constrained view cannot
be directly applied. In the experiments we will discuss the impact on execution time in
some more detail.

12.2 Related Work

We are not aware of any other study that explicitly sets out to investigate scalability
issues for detailed WCN models (models that include radio propagation phenomena),
and we consider this important due to the conflict between time performance and
memory usage we found in our model. Consequently, we need to also explicitly con-
sider the memory when contemplating simulation of larger models. This raises theo-
retical as well as practical questions so, although we will not go into a great deal of
depth, we will discuss the problem both in terms of asymptotic bounds and some lim-
ited practical experiments. The main contribution of this chapter is to bring issues
related to the memory space dimension into the study.

The starting point for this discussion is the assumption that the physical memory
available on one computing node is not sufficient to hold the model we want to execute.
Let us consider the problem in more general terms first. Virtual Memory mechanisms
(VM) are very useful since they allow for programs whose data size far exceeds the
physical memory. However, it is also well known that VM based on demand paging to
disk can, in many cases where the data size exceeds physical memory, lead to a seve
performance degradation as a result of frequent paging in and out of memory. As is also
the case at higher levels of the memory hierarchy, good locality in memory references
will generally lead to good efficiency. Thus, demand paging will tend to work well as
long as the access patterns exhibit good locality. However, for many scientific applica-
tions, performance for large data sets is a problem, so for this reason other alternatives
have been explored.

For instance, one can try to optimize the I/O access patterns to make them more ef-
ficient. Optimizations to the I/O access mechanisms of scientific computations are com-
monly referred to as out-of-core techniques. Out-of-core denotes computation which
operates on disk-resident arrays, rather than arrays in memory [Kandemir et al., 97].
However, out-of-core techniques typically require the computation to have a static
structure that can be exploited for optimizing the I/O access patterns, and DES models
generally have a highly dynamic computation structure.

An alternative approach is to try to exploit the physical memory of several machines
to avoid disk accesses. One technique that has been proposed is to page out memory
one or more other machines over a network link rather than to disk (e.g. [Markatos,
96]). This may reduce memory access times. Another technique, but in a similar vein,
would be to implement distributed shared memory support on top of a distributed mem-
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ory environment [Nitzberg and Lo, 91]. This makes the whole memory space of multi-
ple machines available to all nodes, as if it was a shared memory machine. However,
depending on the application, this can be at a significant cost.

For the WCN simulation application we have explored the possibility of executing
it on a distributed memory platform as a means of overcoming memory bounds of a sin-
gle processor. The use of PDES algorithms has the advantage compared to other meth
ods that it can also parallelize the useful work. Furthermore, since synchronization is
explicitly controlled we might exploit properties of the application in partitioning to
perform synchronization at the most appropriate level of granularity. A general distrib-
uted shared memory mechanism cannot be expected to exploit this type of knowledge

Although PDES has been advocated as a possible technique for scaling up models
— which in terms of memory usually implies distributed memory — not much is
known about the space complexity of (optimistic) PDES on distributed memory. Sev-
eral studies have been performed on space complexity analysis of PDES, but they gen
erally assume shared memory in order to find memory optimal protocols
(Section 2.4.3). In [Preiss and Loucks, 95] it is pointed out that no PDES protocol can
be made space optimal under the assumption of distributed memory. This is since it is
possible (in theory) that all events are scheduled for entities on a single processor and
thus all events in the simulation have to fit on a single node. On the other hand it is ob-
vious that such a model (partitioning) is not a good candidate for distributed simulation
since it contains no parallelism. So one might argue that, important as this observation
is, it does not provide much information in practical cases since it does not tell us what
to expect when the workload is “reasonably well balanced”. Would it then be possible
to scale up the model, or would the memory eventually be consumed by overheads due
to the distributed execution? Naturally, in order to answer this question we would have
to define what we mean by “reasonably well balanced”.

In empirical studies, success has been reported in exploiting more memory than the
single node physical memory limitation, e.g. using cell-level models. Carothers et al.
[Carothers et al., 95] report that the large scale WCN network modeled, consisting of
1024 cells, could not be simulated within the physical memory of a single node and the
result of virtual memory paging to disk substantially increased the execution time.
Comparing this directly to the distributed execution would give the impression of su-
perlinear speedup. Thus, they avoided this effect by estimating the single node execu
tion time for their speedup comparisons. However, as yet there are no reported results
and attempts to scale up (memory) size of more detailed models by taking advantage o
distributed memory machines. The studies that have been performed on detailed mod
els, such as [Panchal et al., 98, Perrone and Nicol, 98] that were discussed in the chapte
on related work (Chapter 5), all used shared memory machines.

12.3 Approach

In this section we informally discuss conditions under which the MobSim model is
scalable with respect to memory usage on a distributed memory machine. Finding gen-
eral and (minimal) necessary conditions for memory scalability will require deeper
analysis. Thereafter follows a discussion on practical issues related to the gain-matrix
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Our goal here is to give an understanding for the restrictions that must be imposed
on a model, and specifically the MobSim model, in order to ensure that it will scale with
respect to memory usage in a distributed memory environment. More details regarding
the conditions we place on the model and their sufficiency are given in Appendix B.
However, finding necessary as well as sufficient and formalizing a proof for those re-
mains to be carried out. By “scalable with respect to memory usage” we mean that the
additional memory made available by adding nodes is not eventually completely con-
sumed by the overheads of a distributed execution. It is not obvious that an (optimistic)
PDES execution on distributed memory will scale in this sense. On shared memory an
optimal memory protocol will ensure that we can make efficient use of memory, but no
optimal protocol exists for distributed memory [Preiss and Loucks, 95]. In order to en-
sure that the distributed memory simulation can be completed without a memory stall,
the total amount of memory required is where is the memory required by a
sequential execution. Hence, the “memory overhead” of distributed execution will grow
with the number of nodes. Instead, we want to maintain a memory optimal execution,
i.e. within , and say that a simulation scales with respect to memory usage if this
bound can be maintained as the model and computer architecture grow at the same rate
For the WCN model we define the model size to be the number of cells in the model.
Thus, for this to properly reflect the amount of work we assume that the offered traffic
load per cell is constant as the model size changes.

Our starting point is the space complexity analysis of the Artificial Rollback (AR)
protocol in [Lin and Preiss, 91] (Section 2.4.3). The “system AR” approach they use
can be described as: 1) selecting a simulated time , 2) fossil collect up to ,
and 3) AR all LPs to . Intuitively, the items left in memory are the same as those in a
sequential simulation at time . An upper bound is given for the maximum memory
used after the completion of a system AR, and it is stated that this bound applies (glo-
bally) also in the case of distributed memory. The bound is given as the sum of all the
memory used for state data, events, messages, and antimessages. This upper bound
in the same order as the memory used for state and events in a sequential simulation
hence the optimality of AR. Our problem here is that we need to find a local (constant)
bound for each node to ensure that the execution will not memory stall. In order to do
that we need to impose bounds on the memory usage in the model of all the entities
mapped to one of the nodes. For the MobSim model we note that it is also relevant to
consider the memory used for constants since the storage of gain data can be very mem
ory consuming. One might regard constants as part of system state, but the storage re
quirements for constants are much easier to analyze than mutable state so we will trea
them separately. Before considering the local memory used by each node there is one
global constraint on the model that is necessary for scalability: the number of events in
the distributed simulation must be of the same order as in the sequential simulation.
Thus, communication must be kept local. In the following we assume that this is the
case.

Let N be the number of nodes and assume an equal amount of memory on each
node. On each noden we must bound the memory used for statesn, eventsen, messages
(positive and negative)mn, and constantscn. In the corresponding sequential simulation

N Ms⋅ Ms

O Ms( )

τ GVT≤ τ
τ

τ
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we let the state bess, eventses, and constants becs. After a system AR we know that
the total memory used is bounded, that is

Adding the memory used for constants is trivial. In previous chapters we have used the
terms event and message interchangeably, but here we distinguish between events in th
event set and messages in the input and output queues of the processes. After a syste
AR, en will include only events that we know will later be committed. Messages in tran-
sit at this time are captured by the message termmn.

We start with some simplifying assumptions and then consider state, events and
messages in that order:

The state size of each entity is constant throughout the simulation. (A1)

The sizes of all events, and messages areO(1), (A2)
i.e. will not grow with system size.

Assume that the state, under sequential execution (i.e. no state saving), for all entities
allocated to noden is

sn = O(ss / N) (A3)

This means that the state for the entities allocated to a node will not grow dispropor-
tionately on any node.

We also need to ensure that some node does not receive a disproportionate fractio
of the event processing activity at any time in the simulation since this could overflow
the event set. Let be the sequential memory consumption at simulated time
and be the maximum memory used by the sequential simulation. In both cases we
consider memory for state and events. From (A1) we know that the state size is constan
throughout the sequential simulation, so it is only the memory used for events that
changes. Let be the simulated time such that , i.e. where the
sequential simulation has its maximum memory consumption. Also, letE be the num-
ber of pending events at that time.

Assume that the number of pending events for all entities allocated to (A4)
noden, under sequential simulation, at any simulated time isO(E / N).

This bounds the amount of memory used on each node for scheduled events. From
(A2), there is a constant such that , where is the
amount of memory for scheduled events at simulated time . Moreover, at all sim-
ulated times there are at most events on noden, and we can find a constant

such that the event memory use is . Thus, the total event memory use
on all nodes is , i.e. the same order as in the sequential simulation.

In order to also bound the input and output message queues on each node, we mak
the assumption that:

The number of messages (new events) generated from (A5)
each event isO(1).

sn en mn+ +( )
n∀

∑ O ss es+( )=

Ms τ( ) τ
Ms

τMmax Ms τMmax( ) Ms=

k E k⋅ E τMmax( )= E τMmax( )
τMmax

τ' O E N⁄( )
k' k' O E N⁄( )⋅

k' O E( )⋅
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This bounds the outgoing messages from each node. It means that communication is
local in the model, for instance no event broadcasts occur that grow with system size.
We also need to consider incoming messages. Define a fixed subset of (receiving) node
Rn for each noden, such thatRn includes all the nodes thatn can send messages to. We
assume that

Each node occurs at mostO(1) times in theN subsetsR1...RN. (A6)

That is, even if the system grows, there are at most a constant number of nodes that ca
send messages to any node. At any simulated time there are at most events
on any node (A4), resulting in at most sent messages. Since at most a
constant number of nodes send messages to any node, the number of received messag
at any simulated time can be at most , i.e. . Thus, since the
number of messages sent from each node is bounded, the number of (in transit) mes
sages received by each node is also bounded.

Remember thatMs is the maximum memory used by the sequential simulation for
state and events. Since we have assumed that the state size is constant (A1) it is only th
event size that varies and forMs it will be E. The state size on each node in the distrib-
uted simulation is bounded through (A1) and (A3). From (A2) and (A4) we bound the
memory occupied for scheduled events on each node. And finally, (A5) and (A6) bound
the number of messages and antimessages on each node in relation to the schedule
events. The only remaining issue is the memory used for constants, but analyzing this
is trivial in comparison and will be discussed later specifically for the MobSim model.
Thus, under our assumptions the memory used for state, events, and messages after
system AR isO(Ms / N) on each node. That is, it is constant bounded if we grow the
model size and the number of nodes at the same rate. Then the total amount of memor
required for the distributed simulation is also constant bounded compared to sequentia
execution and the distributed simulation scales with respect to memory usage.

Now we need to determine whether the assumptions A1-6 hold for the MobSim
model. For reasons related to the gain matrix, explained later, we concentrate on a geo
graphically partitioned model. We have assumed homogeneous cells and system load
By homogeneous we mean that the geographic extent of each cell is roughly equal, the
number of channels is equal, and that the state size of each cell entity is equal. MobSim
uses static data structures for the state, which means that (A1) is fulfilled. However, this
also implies that the maximum number of MTs in a cell must be limited. As long as only
connected MTs are considered (as in MobSim) the available number of channels pro-
vides such a limit. In MobSim (geographic partition) event sizes and message sizes are
independent of system size (A2). If we would also assume that the number of LPs is
evenly divisible by the number of processorsN we achieve an (on the average) perfect
load balance. Thus, we know that the state data allocated to each node will not grow
disproportionately (A3). For a stochastically loaded system, such as the MobSim mod-
el, (A4) cannot be guaranteed in general1. But on the average for large numbers it is rea-

1. Although, for some models this could be possible. One way is if the maximum total system
load reached corresponds to a “saturated system”, then this would also correspond to a sat-
urated subsystem and thus a limit for part of the system. However, in a WCN model the QoS
constraints are broken long before such a saturation could occur.

O E N⁄( )
O C1 E N⁄⋅( )

O C2 C1 E N⁄⋅ ⋅( ) O E N⁄( )
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sonable to make this assumption for MobSim since the model is homogeneously
loaded. Also, it should be feasible to derive a probabilistic limit if necessary. (A5) will
hold if the interaction radius is limited (Chapter 9), i.e. kept fixed irrespective of system
size. For sufficiently large systems this will be true, i.e. if the system size is many times
the interaction radius. Note that this is also required to keep the total number of events
in the distributed execution in the same order as that of the sequential execution. Thus
assumptions A1-6 are all within reason for the MobSim model.

Finally, let us consider the issue of memory for constants, specifically the gain-ma-
trix in this case. LetMgain be the total memory used for the gain matrix. Now if we can
only show that the memory used on each node for the gain matrix isO(Mgain / N), then
MobSim with AR is also scalable with respect to memory usage on a distributed mem-
ory platform. That is, since it uses constant bounded memory (on each node), the mem
ory overheads of the distributed execution are also bounded. Hence, it scales. However
it should be noted that [Lin and Preiss, 91] also consider a number of implementation
issues for AR that need to be addressed in order to guarantee this bound, and we hav
not considered those here (see Section 7.2.7).

We have observed that the gain matrix that stores precomputed radio propagation
data for the simulated terrain consumes a large amount of memory for large systems
some examples are given in the section discussing experiments later. It should be note
that the current implementation is not optimal in terms of memory usage for the gain
matrix: (i) It uses a rectangular matrix for the rhombic simulated region, and (ii) For
large systems where the interaction range can be limited (Chapter 9) the gain storage
(matrix) for each BS could be reduced accordingly, but the present implementation does
not reflect this possibility. Nevertheless, it appears clear that the memory consumed by
the gain matrix is an important issue when attempting to scale up the simulation, so its
distribution needs to be addressed when considering partitioning of the model with this
goal in mind.

Unfortunately, the channel partitioning that results in the least amount of communi-
cation for many practical cases, at least for systems of moderate size (Chapter 10), is
not well suited for overcoming memory limitations because the radio propagation ma-
trix needs to be replicated over all processors on distributed memory. Clearly, this
would not scale since it would requireMgain memory on each node. Alternatively, gain
data would have to be communicated between the processors, which would essentially
lead to a communication complexity similar to geographic partitioning.

One question to ask then is if the gain data storage is really necessary? Could it not
be calculated “on-demand” at run time? This directly depends on the propagation mod-
el that is used. In the case of the MobSim model it has to do with the distance dependen
correlation function for the shadow fading and this is discussed in the next section.
However, for a model that does not include this correlation the signal gain can be cal-
culated during simulation execution. Also, it is conceivable that other detailed propaga-
tion models for other situations exist, where “on-demand” computations can be
performed. For such a computation heavy operation it will depend on how many times
a gain value for a specific position is used whether it is more efficient to precompute
and store it or compute it on-demand in a sequential model. If it was computed on-de-
mand it would contribute to increase the event grain in the model which would simplify
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the task of efficient parallelization. This possibility is indicated in [Liu et al., 96] for
their ad-hoc networking model.

12.4 Partitioning of the Gain-Matrix

In the MobSim model, signal gain data is precalculated and stored in memory in order
to ensure that the distance dependent correlation is upheld also between different MTs
in the system. The gain data is stored in a two-dimensional matrix per BS where the
sample distance in the matrix is parameterized. Thus, the total storage is a three-dimen
sional structure leading to a rapid memory consumption unless the interaction range in
the system can be limited. Letn be the number of cells in the system. If we assume that
interaction must be computed over the whole simulated system, which is reasonable for
systems of moderate size, then the memory consumed for the gain-matrix is proportion-
al ton3. However, for sufficiently large systems it is clear that the range can be limited
and thus the gain matrix for each BS, so the total gain storage isO(n). Other reasons
also exist for considering a geographic partitioning for very large-scale systems. The
number of available channels may not provide sufficient parallelism (Section 10.2.4)
making a geographic partitioning necessary. But in this case communication should
also beO(1) for each interference calculation so communication is less of a problem.
In this case one might also consider a combined spectrum/geographic partitioning ap-
proach, which could result in a good trade-off between time and space complexity.

None the less, determining when a sufficiently large system is reached could be a
delicate problem (Chapter 9), and we are likely to face systems of significant size where
the constants rather than asymptotic behavior dominates. Thus, despite the high amoun
of communication and the resulting difficulty in obtaining good parallel performance
we experienced with geographical partitioning in such cases (Chapter 10), it could be a
useful approach in terms of memory utilization. Hence, from a practical perspective it
can be argued that even if no speedup can be obtained compared to a sequential exec
tion with sufficient memory, the approach could be greatly beneficial to reduce the pen-
alty from memory limitations. Consequently, in the following discussion we assume a
cell-partitioned model where the gain matrix has also been distributed over the process-
ing nodes.

Partitioning the gain-matrix appears straightforward at first, but depending on the
propagation model, setting it up can require some care. The principle for partitioning
the gain-matrix is illustrated in Figure 12.1, where each region must include all sur-
rounding overlap regions. (Overlap regions are used to facilitate handovers between
BSs close to the border of different regions.)

The algorithm we use to compute the distance correlated fading starts in one corner
of the matrix, it fills the “left” and “lower” edge vectors and proceeds to fill in the rest
of the matrix from lower-left to upper right. Thus, bordering edge vectors need to be
communicated between the processors to ensure proper correlation between regions.
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FIGURE 12.1. Gain-matrix partitioning principle.

To simplify implementation here, we let each processor compute the whole region
and only store the relevant part in its gain-matrix. This wastes cpu-cycles, but since we
do not include the gain-matrix setup time in the execution time measurements it does
not affect our results.

12.5 Experimental Results

Next we present some simple experiments to compare the impact of virtual memory
paging to distributed execution of the model. It is assumed that the memory used by the
model is substantially larger than the available physical memory in a single node and
that a large portion of the memory is occupied by gain data. Experiments were carried
out on an IBM SP/2 system with a model consisting of 324 cells which was run for 2000
seconds of simulated time. Other parameters are set similar to experiments in previous
chapters: 90 channels in the system and a call arrival rate of 1 call/s. (This arrival rate
corresponds to a very low system load for such a large system, but a substantially highe
load would result in prohibitive execution times for the case of virtual memory paging.)

Using a sample resolution of 40 meters the radio gain matrix required 976 Mega-
bytes of memory. By partitioning the simulation over 4 processors it was possible to
complete the simulation using less than 500 Megabytes on each node. Table 12.1 show
maximum memory used and execution time for sequential execution and 4 processor
execution. The four nodes used for parallel execution had 512 Megabytes of memory
each and the sequential execution was performed both on a node having 2 Gigabytes o
memory and on a 512 Megabyte node.

We first compare the sequential execution where there is sufficient memory with a
sequential execution with insufficient memory, i.e. using paging to disk. The resulting
slow-down from demand paging is greater than 1500 times for this run. This high cost
indicates that there is no significant locality in the program to be exploited by the paging
mechanism. In fact, locality for accesses to the gain data can be expected to be poo

PE 1 PE 2

PE 4PE 3

“start corner”

overlap regions
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since ongoing calls randomly spread out in the system are activated in an interleaved
manner based on the simulated time.

Next, sequential execution with sufficient memory is compared to a parallel execu-
tion on 4 nodes. Due to the large amount of communication in the model there is a per-
formance penalty from distributed execution and the size of the penalty depends on the
size of the interaction regions between transmitters in the model. The table shows re-
sults for the 1st circle (6 closest interfering cells), 2nd circle (18 closest interfering
cells) and the whole system. Slow-downs range between a factor of 6 and a factor of 27.
Clearly, for reasonable performance in this case it is important to determine the appro-
priate (smallest acceptable) interaction region. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the cos
of distributed execution is substantially smaller than the cost resulting from paging to
disk in this experiment. This indicates that for semi-large models where gain storage
consumes a large proportion of the memory, distributed execution could be an alterna-
tive to virtual memory to at least reduce the costs from insufficient physical memory.

Naturally, it should also be remembered that the results presented here cannot be in
terpreted as showing it to be impossible to maintain a constant execution time when us-
ing a geographic partitioning and scaling the problem size. A lot of work remains to be
done in performance tuning the distributed memory version of the PSK and also in bet-
ter implementations to deal with obvious scalability bottlenecks such as scheduling and
event queues. But the results do indicate the importance of being able to limit the inter-
action radius relative to the simulated system size.

12.6 Summary

In this chapter we have focused on the possibility of exploiting more memory in a dis-
tributed memory environment to scale up a detailed WCN model beyond the physical
memory constraints of a single machine. We considered some of the alternatives to
PDES and theoretical and practical issues related to the WCN model. Sufficient condi-
tions to establish scalability with respect to memory for the model are discussed.
Although a condition on the distribution of load cannot be generally guaranteed, the
conditions given are found to be within reason for MobSim due to the assumption of
homogeneous system load.

TABLE 12.1. Distributed memory results

Sequential execution
4 Processor execution

Mem: 512 Mbyte, 160.0 MHz

Max. memory
consumption
(per processor)

976 Mbyte 500 Mbyte

Mem: 2 Gbyte
135.0 MHz

Mem: 512 Mbyte
160 MHz

1st circle 2nd circle
whole
system

Execution time 48 s 75959 s 282 s 1043 s 1274 s
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Another issue relates to the memory consumed by the gain-matrix, which is used to
store propagation data for the simulated terrain. Results from some simple experiments
to compare PDES to virtual memory paging to disk are also presented. Concern for the
amount of memory consumed by the gain-matrix and its efficient partitioning leads us
to use a geographic partitioning despite the resulting communication induced in the
model. This results in a slow-down of the execution of the model under parallel execu-
tion. But experiments also indicate that the performance effects of relying on virtual
memory demand paging, if physical memory is insufficient, can be significantly worse.
So, PDES could at least reduce the cost compared to demand paging.
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Conclusions

Computation resource demands for detailed Wireless Cellular Network models are fre-
quently found to be high, both in terms of time and space, and Parallel Discrete Event
Simulation has been proposed as a possible solution to these problems. In this thesis
we have investigated the applicability of PDES techniques to simulations of Radio
Resource Management in detailed Wireless Cellular Network models.

We have developed a parallel simulator (MobSim++) and used it to investigate,
through experiments, the possibility of reducing execution time and surpassing physical
memory constraints of a single node by using the memory of multiple nodes in a dis-
tributed simulation. Many different issues have been encountered during this work and
not all of these are limited to the WCN domain, several are more generally applicable
within PDES.

13.1 Summary of Results and Contributions

In Chapter 6 we describe the simulation model used in this study. This model is based
on existing sequential simulators but is more detailed than the WCN models consid-
ered in previous work on parallelization of WCN models. This added level of detail is
important since it enables the study of a wider class of resource allocation algorithms
in parallel models. In later chapters we also find that this added detail presents signifi-
cant added complexity for the parallelization effort, so the consideration of the more
detailed model represented a new direction for parallelization of WCN models.

13.1.1 The Experimental Platform and Issues in Optimistic PDES

Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the experimental platform (MobSim++), a
parallel simulator for RRM in WCNs. The experimental platform consists of an opti-
mistic parallel simulation kernel (PSK) based on Time Warp, and a WCN model run-
ning on top of the kernel. While today synchronization kernel implementations
abound, at the time this study was initiated there was no publicly available software
that met our criteria for the MobSim simulator. Even today the PSK has some features
that are not commonly found in Time Warp implementations. It can be run both on a
shared memory machine using shared memory optimizations, and on distributed mem-
ory machines using message passing, using a common API. The design and imple
mentation of the PSK is described in some detail including API, memory
management, state saving, and experiences from the work. Memory management is
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considered both in terms of efficiency optimizations and implementation of a memory
management protocol to bound the memory usage. We note that fragmentation due to
low level memory management can be a practical problem when attempting to guaran-
tee bounded memory usage through implementation of a memory management proto
col.

This work on the PSK also included the, to the best of our knowledge, first published
results on the implementation of a transparent incremental state saving mechanism
Transparency is a key issue for incremental state saving to ensure correctness of th
model code and simplify parallelization. The approach used is based on C++ operator
overloading which is fairly simple to implement and portable. We discuss implementa-
tion details, some of which impose limits on the degree of transparency that can be
achieved, and remaining issues, such as dealing with dynamic data structures.

We also describe the design of the MobSim WCN simulation model, including a
graphical user interface for visualization of the simulation. Our experiences in the mod-
el implementation are discussed and we identify some causes for complications in the
model code, i.e. when transparency of the parallelization fell short. Specifically, these
complications arose due to the desire to be able to revoke scheduled events in the mode
and due to transient error states. Event revocation schemes have been proposed an
evaluated and are a matter of implementation. Transient errors, on the other hand, is a
deeper problem although partial solutions have been proposed. This could be an impor
tant issue for continued research to make optimistic schemes usable outside the re
search community.

Another important issue in avoiding peculiarities of PDES to be exposed to the
modeler, i.e. maintaining transparency, is to ensure reproducible results over multiple
runs of the parallel model. This is the topic of Chapter 8. The problem arises in PDES
in the occurrence of simultaneous events (i.e. multiple events with equal (receive)
timestamp). This is a complex problem since it may not be obvious how to deal with
simultaneous events even in a sequential DES model, even though reproducibility is not
an issue in this case. We review previously proposed schemes to deal with simultaneou
events in PDES and relate the problem to results from general distributed systems the
ory. We note that most previously proposed schemes contain flaws and propose a
scheme based on Lamport’s logical clocks and discuss extensions for user ranked even
ordering. The former scheme has been implemented in the PSK and some empirical re
sults on the performance impact of event ordering are given. These results indicate tha
the cost is not negligible, but we believe it to be crucial to provide facilities for event
ordering in PDES that are similar to those found in sequential DES.

13.1.2 Partitioning the WCN Model

Early studies on parallel simulation of WCN models used a geographical decomposi-
tioning approach for parallelization of the model. When we introduce more signal
propagation elements into the model, the question arises how this affects the interac-
tion range of entities in the model. Chapter 9 aims at studying this question by quanti-
fying the effects of interaction range, in terms of both output and execution time, for
an example model. Results from a static situation are also compared to results from
dynamic simulations. Unfortunately it is difficult to reach general conclusions from
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these results since the required precision must be determined based on the specifi
study at hand. For this specific model, our results indicate that a significant reduction
in execution time could be obtained without significant error despite some practical
problems of exploiting the reduction of work in this model implementation. For a par-
allel model implementation, results are also given that indicate that the interaction
range has a much greater performance impact due to the resulting interprocessor com
munication in this case. However, it can be expected that the resource allocation algo-
rithm used in the model can affect the errors induced by truncating interaction radius,
and our results also point in this direction. Consequently, it can be a delicate problem
to determine a-priori what the effect will be of limiting interaction range in the model.

Due to the long interaction range and resulting high connectivity in a WCN, we tar-
get partitioning of the model as one of the crucial issues for successful parallelization.
In Chapter 10 we study this issue in detail both through experiments and some limited
mathematical analysis. Although other studies have also identified this problem [Pan-
chal et al., 98], we are not aware of any other study that also attempts to analyze the
inherent trade-offs. We identify several different possible approaches to partitioning of
the WCN model, and evaluate them through a set of experiments. From the experiments
we identify some of the trade-offs that are made in selecting between the different par-
titionings strategies. The WCN model we are studying simulates an F/TDMA based
system of moderate size and assumes that interference from other stations is compute
over the whole simulated region. It is also assumed that the radio channels are orthog
onal which leads to a high degree of independence of the calculations performed for
each channel. Based on this observation we propose to decompose the system along th
spectrum dimension (frequency/time channel) rather than geographically which has
been the dominating approach in previous studies. Choosing between a spectrum and
geographical decompositioning leads to a trade-off with respect to communication. It
can lead to substantial performance improvements under the assumptions made her
but also has limitations in terms of available parallelism and the class of systems pos-
sible to model. For this model, executed on a shared memory machine with 8 proces-
sors, our results indicate that a spectrum based partitioning approach significantly
outperforms a geographic partitioning. We also note that although this model superfi-
cially resembles other spatially explicit models, some techniques typically employed to
limit communication may not pay off. For this application we found that the combina-
tion of frequent message sends to an LP that performs broadcasting of events in a self
driven manner can induce an antimessage explosion that is devastating for performance

13.1.3 Results on Speedup and Memory Usage

In Chapter 11 we focus on the spectrum partitioning of the model running on an
8 processor shared memory machine and study how factors of the application affect
the efficiency of the synchronization protocol. This includes investigating the achiev-
able execution time reduction from parallelization of the model. Experiments are car-
ried out to examine the impact of varying the system size, load, and average mobility
of the users. The MobSim model contains several elements that are known to have a
negative impact on synchronization efficiency: lack of lookahead, pull processing, and
self-driven processes. However, we also see that for systems of even moderate siz
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there is substantial granularity and the homogeneous model leads to a well balanced
load. Experiments indicate improved parallel performance with increasing system size
and decreasing mobility. Also, in terms of synchronization efficiency, the existence of
an optimum system load is indicated. In these experiments we have observed speed
ups, compared to a sequential execution, in the range of 4.2-5.8 depending on mode
parameters and state saving mechanism used. However, comparisons with sequentia
executions also indicate that substantial event processing overheads remain in the PS
and we speculate that there is still room for improvement in the implementation. We
also discuss different possibilities to modify the synchronization mechanism specifi-
cally for this application to reduce the cost of rollbacks in the model. One such modifi-
cation was attempted but, although successful in removing some of the rollbacks, it did
not lead to a significant performance improvement. Other possibilities are proposed
but could not be pursued due to time limitations.

Finally, in Chapter 12, we consider the possibility of using more available memory
on distributed memory machines to scale up the WCN model size. Hence, we assume
that the memory available on a single node is insufficient. Making use of distributed
memory has not previously been considered for the type of detailed WCN model we are
studying here, and current knowledge is limited concerning the efficient use of distrib-
uted memory for optimistic PDES in general. We discuss sufficient conditions to ensure
that the MobSim model will scale with respect to memory usage in a distributed mem-
ory environment as the size of the model and architecture grow at the same rate.

We have observed that the storage of pre-computed gain-data in the model can con
sume a large amount of memory as the system size grows. Implications of storing gain-
data and practical matters on how to spread this data over multiple nodes are described
Given that gain-data consumes a large part of the total memory used in the simulation,
we have also performed some simple experiments to compare the effects of relying on
virtual memory paging to disk with distributed execution on multiple nodes. The need
to partition the gain-storage makes a geographical partitioning approach preferable, and
the induced communication for this model (size) results in a slow down from the dis-
tributed execution. Nevertheless, the results also indicate that the performance penalty
from distributed execution can be more than one order of magnitude smaller than the
penalty incurred from paging to disk. Thus, distributed execution could represent an al-
ternative to virtual memory under these conditions.

13.2 Implications for WCN Simulation

So where do we currently stand on parallel discrete event simulation of radio resource
management in WCNs? Our results have indicated both promise and some limitations.
In contrast to early studies, where simplified models were considered, later studies
including ours reveal more complications as more details are added to the model.
Modeling of propagation and interference increases the connectivity between entities
and makes partitioning substantially more complex. For models of moderate size,
where we assume that interaction ranges over the whole model, partitioning over the
frequency spectrum appears to be the best way to extract significant parallelism.
Experiments on such a model also indicate that a significant execution time reduction
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can be obtained through the parallelization. However, for models (again of moderate
size) where there are no separate channels, for instance of spread-spectrum systems,
is not clear how to achieve an efficient partitioning. Furthermore this approach has
drawbacks in terms of memory usage and maximum available parallelism when scal-
ing up the system size. On the other hand, for sufficiently large models the interaction
range will be limited in relation to system size, so a standard geographic partitioning
should be feasible. For such a model, memory could become a serious limitation, but
our informal discussion points towards the possibility to make our WCN model scal-
able in terms of memory usage by adding additional (distributed memory) nodes.
However, based on our attempts to investigate the necessary interaction range we con
jecture that the model would have to be of considerable size, and one has to reflect on
the motivation for simulating very large WCN models [Panchal et al., 98]. Memory
can be a limitation also for models that are not of this large scale, and in this case dis-
tributed execution could serve to reduce the execution time compared to relying on
virtual memory paging to disk.

13.3 Future Work in Parallel WCN Simulation

The results from this study point to the possibilities from employing PDES techniques
but it is also recognized that a lot of work remains to be done, not in the least in simpli-
fying this process for the modeler. This will be discussed more in the next section
regarding PDES in general.

From the point of view of the modeler, the factors that affect parallel performance,
like state size and event structure, can be affected by seemingly minor changes to the
model. Thus, it is easy to get the impression that the parallel performance is very sen-
sitive to changes. Possibly this could be counteracted by better methods for perfor-
mance prediction, but in the meantime it is motivated to continue experiments with
different types of models to determine sensitivity. For instance, it is relevant to investi-
gate models with other radio resource allocation algorithms, how to deal with spread
spectrum systems, and so on. Regarding execution time performance we also left sev
eral open questions regarding “read-only messages”, exploitation of lookahead, and
other possibilities for improving performance for this particular model.

In terms of memory usage, improvements to the implementation are required to ex-
periment with larger scale systems. But theoretical questions also remain as in formal-
izing a proof for necessary conditions for memory constrained scaling of the model.

13.4 Implications for PDES and Future Work

The work on the experimental platform involved several elements that are general
beyond the WCN domain. The PSK synchronization kernel, although one of now
many implementations, provides optimistic synchronization for shared or distributed
memory platforms and can be used for other applications. Particularly, the work done
on state saving and reproducible event ordering represents general contributions in this
sense. Furthermore, the work on partitioning adds pieces that could hopefully contrib-
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ute towards the development of a general methodology, something that is lacking
today. Similarly, knowledge regarding general constraints on a model to make it scale
with respect to memory usage on a distributed memory machine is missing, and the
study done here is a step towards remedying this situation.

During this work we have also tried to identify issues that hinder further spread of
PDES techniques outside the research community. One crucial issue, that has been re
ognized before, is to keep it simple to construct models. The PSK development came
part way, but we also saw it fall short in some respects. For instance, the issue of tran-
sient error states is a deep issue inherent in optimistic synchronization and one that de
serves more attention in order to avoid undue added complexity in optimistic parallel
model building. The lack of methodologies and limited means to predict performance
appear to be two other important issues related to model building.

One currently popular approach is to construct libraries of model components that,
once parallelized, could be reused. This could be a workable solution, but based on our
experiences with the WCN model and the general trends in computer hardware devel-
opment we venture to speculate that there could also be some problems. These prob
lems might be summarized in the words of Heraclitus (530-470 B.C.) “ “ -
often translated as “Everything is changing”. Development of software with good per-
formance takes time. This is true of PDES models as well as other applications. At the
same time, wireless communications is a field in rapid development and the focus of
research can shift quickly in terms of techniques and systems studied. Therefore, it ap-
pears likely that the user of library components will be inclined to modify them at some
point. For this reason, it is still necessary to have methods that are robust rather than
sensitive to model changes. On the other hand there have been large investments alread
made in wireless communications infrastructure and there is consequently motivation
to develop good models to assist in tuning of these existing systems. Model develop-
ment to cater to these needs can be allowed to take some time.

Another question is that of computer hardware. The current tendency, which can be
expected to continue for some time, is that while cpu-speeds increase, communication
latency and bandwidth lag behind. Thus, there is an increasing gap which makes it pro-
gressively more difficult to efficiently parallelize applications. However, as always this
is largely a matter of balancing computation grain to the cost of communication and
thus ultimately depends on the application/model.

Not to end on too dismal a note, it should be recognized that — although not easy
— PDES offers some unique advantages compared to other techniques: the possibility
to utilize more raw computation power and also more memory to study large models.
Furthermore, these gains can be expected to be largely orthogonal to gains from othe
techniques, for instance statistical techniques for efficient simulation. Thus, the appli-
cation of one can be combined with the application of the other. Moreover, the PDES
area also encompasses fundamental questions for exploring distributed simulations
where the primary aim is not performance, that is in the interoperability of multiple dis-
tributed models, as sought in the High Level Architecture / Distributed Interactive Sim-
ulation research initiatives.

Παντα ρει
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13.5 Concluding Remarks

This study does not present conclusive evidence of the success or failure of PDES in
general or in the domain of WCN simulation. However, it does show the possibility to
reduce execution time and to reduce the penalty from limited memory for a detailed
WCN model. Thus, we have answered two key questions we set out to investigate. But
our experiences also indicate that still more work is needed before this technology is
likely to be accepted by a wider community of users. Especially, it is imperative to
simplify the task for the modeler. Otherwise, problems of such magnitude must be
identified that they cannot be solved by other means, since this would justify a signifi-
cant additional modeling effort. But other possibilities in making use of this technol-
ogy also exist by shifting from a strict focus on execution time towards issues of model
interoperability and memory constraints.
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Appendix A:
List of Abbreviations

API Application Programmers Interface

AR Artificial Rollback

BS Base Station

BSP Base Station Partitioning

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access

CHP CHannel Partitioning

CSS Copy State Saving

DCA Dynamic Channel Assignment

DES Discrete Event Simulation

DIS Distributed Interactive Simulation

FCA Fixed Channel Assignment

FDMA Frequency Division Multiple Access

F/TDMA Frequency/Time Division Multiple Access

FEL Future Event List

FH Frequency Hopping

FIFO First-In-First-Out

GUI Graphical User Interface

GVT Global Virtual Time

HLA High Level Architecture

HO Handover

ISS Incremental State Saving

LP Logical Process

LVT Local Virtual Time
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MobSim Mobile communication network Simulator

MS Mobile Station

MT Mobile Terminal

PCS Personal Communication System

PDES Parallel Discrete Event Simulation

PES Pending Event Set

PIRS Parallel Independent Replications

PSK Parallel Simulation Kernel

RAA Resource Allocation Algorithm

RRA Resource Reallocation Assessment

RRM Radio Resource Management

SIR Signal-to-Interference Ratio

SSS Sparse State Saving

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

TISS Transparent Incremental State Saving

WCN Wireless Cellular Network
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Appendix B:
Conditions for Model Scalability

with respect to Memory Use

In this appendix we give a set of sufficient, but not necessary, constraints on a simula-
tion model under which it can be guaranteed that as we scale the model and a distributed
architecture, the distributed execution will not memory stall given constant bounded
memory.

We start by listing the definitions and results from [Lin and Preiss, 91] that we make
use of here. After that we make some additional definitions regarding the local memory
use on one node in a distributed memory environment, and finally show that the condi-
tions we give are sufficient to ensure that the simulation will not memory stall.

Definitions from [Lin and Preiss, 91]:

Let  be the number of processes.

Let  be the state of process .

Let  be the set of events executed by  in the sequential simulation.

Let  be the set of events in the sequential execution. That is .

Let  be the send-time of event .

Let  be the receive-time of event .

Then  is the set of scheduled events in the
event set at simulated time .

Let  be the state of process  after execution of all events before, but not
including, the event with timestamp . Here  such that , ,
and for all .

Definition of memory requirements of a sequential simulation. The sequential snapshot
(system state) before the event with timestamp  is

Let be the amount of storage required for . Then the storage
required to complete the sequential simulation is .

K
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t

,

Result from [Lin and Preiss, 91]:

Lemma 6 Consider a Time Warp simulation. Suppose that a system AR is performed
with at time , and all processes are artificially rolled back to . If the
system AR is completed at time , then  is bounded as

where

 and  are real (wall clock) times for the beginning and end of the system AR.

 is the memory consumed for storing the state of process .

 and .

is the set of events scheduled for at time , i.e. the set of events already in
‘s input queue and the set of events that have been sent from other processes, bu

not yet received by .

 is the set of events scheduled due to the execution of event .

since positive and negative messages have the same size, the last term replaces
 with .

❏

In deriving the Lemma 6, the assumption was also made that for each process in the
simulation there can be only one event with timestamp . Here, we assume that a total
event ordering mechanism is used, since this will ensure unique identifiable timestamps
for all events on each process.

New definitions for distributed memory:

The above result (Lemma 6, [Lin and Preiss, 91]) gives us a bound for the global mem-
ory usage on a shared memory machine. Lin and Preiss indicate that this bound will ap-
ply globally also in the case of distributed memory. The problem is that due to load
imbalances, the memory available locally on one of the nodes may be exceeded. Thus
we need to define constraints on the model to avoid this type of load imbalance.

Also, the AR mechanism described by Lin and Preiss is designed for shared mem-
ory, but we need a corresponding mechanism for distributed memory. We assume the
existence of a suitably modified AR mechanism to achieve the bound fromLemma 6
globally on distributed memory. The existence of such a mechanism is indicated in [Lin
and Preiss, 91], but it is also stated that time performance could be an issue due to the
possibility of frequent synchronizations. In order to study the local memory consump-
tion, we make the following definitions for the memory consumption on a node:

. Thus, .

τ t τ
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-

Let  be the set of processes.

For all nodes , define the process mapping set for  as
. Thus, .

Since  is used to denote the memory required to store “.”, we use  to denote
the cardinality of “.”.

Let  be the simulation time such that
(i.e. where the sequential simulation has its maximum memory consumption).

❏

Given a set of assumptions on how the model grows as we scale up the model and the
number of (distributed memory) nodes, we now want to show that these assumptions
are sufficient to ensure that the simulation can complete in constant bounded total mem
ory.

Theorem B1:

While scaling up a model and the number of nodes of a distributed TW execution it can
remain within constant bounded memory if all of A1-6 are true. The
simulation consists of nodes with memory each, and incorporates AR (suitably
modified for distributed memory).

(A1)  is constant for all .

(A2) . That is, the size of all events and messages are constant
bounded with respect to problem size.

(A3)

(A4) Given  from the definitions above, then

(A5) . That is, the number of messages sent from each
event is constant bounded with respect to problem size.

(A6) For each node , let  denote the receiver node set

then each node occurs at most  times in the  receiver sets .

P

n n
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s,
s

.

-
e

Proof:

After a system AR to simulated time , i.e. fossil collection up to and AR back to ,
Lemma 6gives us a bound on the memory usage. We rewrite the bound fromLemma 6
as a sum over all nodes (Eq. B1)

Here we also replace the last term to distinguish between messages and antimessage
i.e. messages in input and output queues respectively, since the input and output queue
affected for a specific event are frequently on different nodes.

Let us take a moment to review what the terms mean. The memory occupied for
state is assumed to be constant throughout the simulation, so the first term is constant
After the system AR, the set of scheduled events includes all events sent before

with receive time or later. The input queues (or messages in transit) hold all positive
messages sent by any executed events with timestamp . The output queues hold ex
actly the antimessages corresponding to those positive messages. All other items hav
been fossil collected.

Let us now use A1-6 to form a similar sum for an upper bound of distributed TW mem-
ory usage . We commence by considering the partial sum for one
arbitrary node . This is derived by dealing with one term at the time from the above
expression for an arbitrary simulated time .

states: (Eq. B2)

, and from A1 it is constant over simulated time.

events:

(Eq. B3)

(Eq. B4)

(Eq. B5)
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antimessages:

(Eq. B6)

Consequently, from A2 and A4 (as in Eq. B3 and Eq. B4) we also know that

(Eq. B7)

positive messages:

Based on A6, we define the set of sender nodes to : . Then,
since we know that there is an equal number of corresponding antimessages on the
sender-nodes, we have

However, if we let be the node sending the greatest number of messages to at this
time, then the total number of received messages at  is smaller than or equal to

.

But, from A6 we know that the number of elements in is . Thus, we can find a
constant  such that

which we already know (from Eq. B6) to be

Consequently, from A2 and A4 (again referring to Eq’s B3 and B4) we also know that

(Eq. B8)

From A5 and since e∀ ψ-
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e( ) after a system AR=

we can find a constantC1 such that⇒
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h

-

Total memory:

We are now ready to sum up the memory on node :

and since we know from A2 that there is a constant  such that

we may substitute the number of events for their size to obtain

The total memory usage on all nodes is

Since we have assumed an equal amount of memory on each node (Theorem B1), eac
limiting term should be of equal size. Thus, we multiply by  and get:

the right-hand-side of which is the order of the sequential maximum memory usage ac-
cording to the definition. Thus, since it is valid for all ,

That is, the maximum total memory usage of the distributed execution resulting from
our assumptions A1-6 is in the order of the sequential execution memory usage, as re
quired.

❏
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Errata

p. 10 The graph in figure 2.2 is reprinted with the author’s permission. A
footnote to that effect is missing.

p. 69 In figure 7.8, the state saving method “SSS M” lacks an explanatio
“SSS M” stands for Rönngren’s memory-optimal adaptive mechanis
see [Rönngren et al., 96a]. (This mechanism strives to optimize for
space rather than time.)

p. 158 (12.4, 1st ¶) Reads “...proportional to “. Should read “...proportional to “.
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